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Chapter One 
A visitor in the garden 
 
They are ghosts.  The noises they make, the way they speak –breath expelled from 
lungs and then stretched through the cold, clear night air.  The howls are pulled –thrashing- 
through the moonlight like an ancient Viking horn, bellowing before winding down into a 
low, lonesome growl.  They pause, taking their breath, and then begin again in alarm, or 
anger, or communion. 
It’s a song that lives in the darkness of the caves, in the depths of the lakes and 
under the shadow of the nearly bare canopy of trees.  It is solitary in the winter yet begs no 
company.  It is a song with the reprise of fear. 
The voices roll over the hillside disturbing the frozen leaves laying on the icy 
creeks.  They gently shake the bare branches, tremble slightly in the rusted, twisting barbed 
wire fences that loosely carve the land into lopsided rectangles where brittle, fading 
farmhouses become memory.  Their howls and barks plead against the limestone, against 
the oak skeletons and the smell of burnt-out wood.  Underneath, in the far distance, another 
song is buried –ghostly and ethereal.  Only when the dogs catch their breath can the 
eighteen wheeler’s peeling, spinning, and relentless sound come to the surface, only to be 
washed out again by fervent howls that deteriorate through the thin aluminum siding, 
through the synthetic wood panel and into the room of Arthur Thomas. 
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He lie there under the covers listening to them, waking up out of a dream.  Reality 
constructs itself slowly through the confusion, the fear and then finally anger.  After a 
moment Arthur slides out of bed and turns on the small television, careful to get back to 
the warmth under his covers.  He turns the volume up to drown out the dogs.  He reaches 
over to his bedside table –faded milk crates stacked on top of one another- and picks up his 
mashed soft pack of Dorals with his good hand –his only hand- and shakes a slightly bent 
cigarette into his mouth.  He slaps the bed (a bare mattress with blankets) until he feels his 
lighter bounce.   
On the television there’s a man holding up a bible up.  His eyes are clenched shut 
and his head is bent down as if he were staring at the ground, offering his bible to what 
would appear to be an invisible giant.  He slaps the bible and begins to stomp his foot onto 
the ground.  The dogs start in with renewed conviction. 
Arthur wonders if there’s really someone there.  In the shifting light of the television 
he steals a glance towards the closet.  It has a vinyl cover, attached to rollers, obscuring its 
contents.  Arthur knows it’s just clothes.  They’re his grandfather’s clothes that he hasn’t 
gotten around to throwing away. 
“You in there?”  He croaks.  There is no answer except for the dogs, chained up 
next to the garden that his grandfather tended with care until they moved him into the home.   
Arthur hates that closet.  It sits on the opposite side of the room, far from the light 
of the television.  It is the first place that he looks every morning when he wakes up.  Now 
he stares at it, dogs bellowing, smoke seeping languidly from his cigarette through the dark 
room. 
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He covers his eyes with his hand, forms his lips into an “O” and lets out a sardonic, 
whimpering howl.  He reaches over, resting his cigarette precariously onto the lip of a half 
empty beer can.  Arthur sits up on the edge of the bed, leans over, carefully reaching under 
the bed with his one good arm to produce a dusty .45.  There are no bullets.  He found it in 
the glove compartment of his grandfather’s truck and brought it inside.   
“Shut the fuck up!” He yells, still a little drunk.  He retrieves his cigarette, taking a 
big drag before relinquishing it to the watery grave of an abandoned beer can.  “Fucking 
dogs.  Shut the fuck up!”   
Arthur steps into yesterday’s jeans and grabs a flannel crumpled on the floor.  He 
barges out of his room, recoiling with a scream at the blank face staring back at him. 
# 
Arthur moved from the Holiday Motel and into his family’s mobile home in 
Arcadia, Kentucky last summer after his grandfather was sent to the home.  His sister had 
called and said that they were trying to make him comfortable.  Arthur went ahead and 
packed his bags. 
His grandfather had a strong name –Malcolm.  Malcolm Thomas had been a 
widower for sixteen years, living alone save for a spattering of family here and there.  He 
was a hard man that farmed into his sixties before retiring to live off of a military pension.  
He saved newspapers and Reader’s Digests and mismatched encyclopedias.  Arthur threw 
none of it out.  Once while drunk, Arthur had tossed a phone book in the wood stove as 
kindling and nearly choked to death from the smoke.  Everything has a film of nicotine on 
it, covered once again by thin layer of dust.  There are dead plants too -ferns, brown and 
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brittle, their leaves bound by abandoned cobwebs, still hanging in front of the windows, 
and the macramé flower pot that his mother made. 
The home has two bedrooms, if you can call them that.  Arthur lives in the larger 
one while the other is packed with phone books, photo albums and other things that his 
sister promised to come and clean out.  The kitchen opens up into an even more cluttered 
living room centered on a faded grey wood stove.  Beer cans litter every flat surface of the 
room.  Some of the cans are smeared with bright red lipstick, turned an ebullient crimson.   
Arthur met her at the local Mexican restaurant.  The building had been a Pizza Hut 
when he was a teenager but had since gone out of business, trading its marinara and dough 
for tamale’s and salsa.  There were two televisions –one that was set on a Mexican sports 
channel predominately featuring soccer reruns and the other, sitting behind the makeshift 
bar, featuring some seasonal American sport, catering to the small town affection for more 
common, traditional activities such as baseball and football and Wheel of Fortune.  The 
Mexican restaurant, Los Soriendo Taco, is in front of what used to be the Big Wheel 
department store.  Now it is a husk of a building, empty except for the weeds sprouting 
through the cracked parking lot pavement.  It sits in the shadow of the Walmart, 
McDonald’s, Wednesday’s Grill and a Shell station that is across the road –the hub of 
commerce in the small town of Arcadia.  It was while sitting at this bar, in the shadow of 
commerce, that Arthur was enjoying a Monday Night football game, when he met her.   
Minnie had a pretty face with bright green eyes.  In her youth she was a pretty girl.  
She enjoyed and sometimes lamented the attention that her curves had awarded her.  One 
day after class, in detention, the science teacher rested his hand on her leg while explaining 
to her Coulomb’s Law. 
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“Did your parents name you after Minerva?”  he asked, leaning in with his smiling, 
rotten, coffee breath; his other hand traced small circles on her back. 
“Don’t call me that.  That’s some old woman name,” she had replied.  Until the end 
of her days she would remember the color of the underwear that she wore that day.  She 
would remember his breath and what he said to her after he raped her.   
Now, these days, Minnie gets drunk, sways in her barstool, and rants about how he 
disappeared one day but that she will always be afraid of him; that she knows he will 
someday come back.  Some nights the drunken rants turn into tears and result in her getting 
cut off down at the Lost Shepard Public House.  But her eyes have retained their bright 
color over the years.  They are striking, shining out of a body, a vessel, which had 
accommodated four children and two miscarriages.  She accumulated six grandchildren 
among them.   
Minnie was the prettiest girl in town, arguably, when she was younger.  Her body 
curved and pooched; wriggled and twisted; bent and set fire to the imagination of men, 
boys and science teachers alike.  But thirty years of children and alcohol and marriages has 
dulled her heart.  Her body, as well, has surrendered its sensual swagger.  The curves have 
rested into straight lines, the pooches surrendered into sags and the wriggling and jiggling 
have all but ceased.  Only now do those bright green eyes shine like two emerald portals 
out from the past, their gaze cast upon a one armed man, watching football as he sucks 
down beer after beer. 
Later that night she watched him snore, his head cocked back.  He was anything 
but handsome.  Arthur had an overgrown beard that was shot with gray.  His hair was long 
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and receding slightly and thinning more.  He did have a nice smile, though.  He had grabbed 
her as soon as they walked through his flimsy front door.  Arthur turned the knob and then 
kicked the bottom of the door amidst the dead, cotton ball spider eggs.  When Minnie 
stepped through he slammed the door and grabbed her, pressing his body into hers -his 
mouth over hers.  He pulled her across the room, tumbling errant beer cans in their wake, 
before crashing onto his mattress.  That night she lay watching him in the green light of his 
alarm clock, slowly pulsing, his one hand clinging to the head board while his stump rest 
across his chest, snoring. 
She never cleans up anything in the morning before she leaves.  She just dresses 
and grabs her purse, making no attempt at the covert –sometimes slamming the screen door 
in tandem with the front door, setting the dogs into a fit of clamor and din.  Minerva leaves 
only a faint smell of a woman’s perfume, wads of toilet paper seemingly, senselessly 
crammed –unflushed- in the toilet and legions of beer cans, smeared with autumnal lip 
prints. 
# 
The day before, Arthur went into town and bought some beer and some fire wood.  
He stopped at the gas station and bought an 18 pack.  On his way home he saw a ply wood 
sign advertising cheap fire wood.   
“Thanks for your service,” the man said, hoisting the firewood into Arthur’s truck 
for him.  His toboggan was pulled down over his ears, snot frozen in his nose and mustache.  
Arthur lied, nodding his head and cramming the money the man had refused back into his 
pocket.  He fed the dogs when he got home.  They coiled themselves up inside their hovels, 
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shiny reproachful eyes.  It was the only time they did not bark or growl at his presence.  He 
sat some hot water out for them and then retired inside, listening to the news as he cut the 
cord holding the wood together.  Arthur stoked the fire in the cast iron wood stove with a 
metal prod.   
He cracked his first beer when he heard her dirty, salt covered minivan popping and 
crunching over his gravel driveway that wound down past the empty barn until it creaked 
to a halt in front of his mobile home.  Years ago there stood a farm house.  It facilitated 
their family for generations before catching fire and almost completely burning to the 
ground.  But Arthur was only a child then living with his mother up north in Ithaca, New 
York.  It was one of his first memories.  He remembered how she cried when she found 
out.  It was one of the many stories that his grandfather took to the grave.  The grass had 
grown over where it once stood, an apple tree planted by Arthur’s great grandmother, 
provided shade for leftover pieces of stone and glass.  In the summer time yellow jackets 
and sweat bees hover precariously over the fallen, rotten apples. 
He walked out on the porch when she pulled up close.  He stretched into a button 
up, with one of the arms rolled up and tied off.  With great precision Arthur buttoned it up 
halfway, one handed, before digging a half smoked Doral from the breast pocket.  The 
porch was small and uneven.  Arthur could see the outline of another person through the 
windshield.  Her door creaked open as she slowly rocked out of the van. 
“Gas what I found!”  She yelled, careful about the ice as she walked around the 
back of the van.  Arthur peered suspiciously, squinting to see through the salt smeared 
windshield. 
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“Who is it?”  Arthur did not like surprises.  The dogs were going crazy, pulling 
against their chains.  Malcolm had built the dog houses, one slightly larger than the other, 
himself and placed them next to his garden.  On the smaller one perched a plastic owl, 
nailed to the roof –a warning to hungry birds.  Boots was a bigger mutt, a mottled black 
and tan.  He could have passed for a German Shepard in the dark while Nibbles was a 
Pekinese.  She had lost one of her eyes and her bottom teeth jutted up from her jaw.  She 
growled as Minnie dragged the top half of a mannequin from her passenger side seat. 
“Now wait a second,” she huffed, sliding the side door open revealing a cluttered 
messy interior and the bottom half of the mannequin.  She joined the two pieces proudly 
and leaned the mannequin against her van.  Arthur rolled his head back, eyes rolling even 
farther, as he raised his arm up. 
“I found it out behind the Walmart!”  She gripped the shoulders of the mannequin 
before spinning it around, her arm over its shoulder.  As soon as she saw Arthur’s face she 
knew what kind of night it was going to be. 
“You stole a fucking mannequin?” 
“I didn’t steal nuthin.  It was out by the dumpster.” She bristled before dragging it 
towards the porch. 
“Don’t think you’re bringing that thing in my house.” Arthur crossed what was left 
of his arms, turning his head towards the dogs.  “I mean really, Minnie.  You got the dogs 
all riled up.  Jesus.” 
She stopped, throwing her arms into the air.  The mannequin fell over into the snow.  
“Ohhh, Arthur, I am just sooo sorry.  Fuckin’ sue me for doing something nice!” 
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“Nice?  What the hell am I supposed to do with it?!” 
“I got it for my garden.  I figured it’d scare off deer and rabbits when spring hits,” 
she whined.    
“Goddamnit, just bring it inside so the dogs will shut up,” Arthur said, turning into 
the front door.  Minnie dragged the mannequin inside as Arthur grumbled about losing 
heat.   
She set the mannequin against the wall, before hanging her coat on a leaning coat 
rack, another relic of his grandfather’s handiwork.  Arthur dropped down onto the sagging 
couch, kicking his legs up onto the coffee table.   
“Arthur can I have a beer?”  Minnie asked, shuffling into the kitchen towards the 
dented Frigidaire.  Jeopardy was on in the living room. 
“Sure, Minnie.  Just let me finish watching my Jeopardy.  They’ve got a real cocky 
son of a bitch on here tonight.”  Arthur caught himself looking sidelong at the pale 
mannequin.  The colors from the television scrambled together over its egg shell exterior.  
Minnie walked back into the room, holding a beer, a cigarette already lit, and 
plopped down on the couch next to Arthur.  “I think I got the job back down at the call 
center.  Rachel’s got the…” 
“Goddamnit, Minnie.  Will you please just let me finish?  Please?” 
Minnie quietly shook her head, staring ahead as one of the contestants opted not to 
make a true daily double. 
“What a pussy.” Arthur winced, leaning forward, rubbing his hands.   
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After the show, Arthur got up and opened another beer.  “So what’s up with the call 
center?  You’re getting some more hours?”   
“I don’t know.  You finished with your program?”  Minnie said, beer propped up 
on her knee as she tapped her foot. 
“Minnie, now don’t be like that, baby.  All I wanted was to watch my show.” Arthur 
walked around and pushed the knob on the television in before turning around to face her.  
His arm and half arm waved out, plaintively.  “I said I wanted to finish-” 
“But I had important news,” Minnie interrupted.   
“Are you going to let me finish?  If you could just shut up for a fucking second and 
let me finish a thought.” He stood there looking at her, eye brows raised in a mocking 
manner, his thin lips clamped shut, obscured behind his beard.   
“Yes, Arthur, go ahead.  You just go on,” Minnie finally said. 
He paused, returning his gaze towards the mannequin.  “I can’t even remember 
what I was talking about.  It doesn’t matter.  You feel like dancing?” 
“Yeah I could do some dancing.  What do you want to listen to?” 
“Not the goddamn Fleetwood Mac.  Anything but them.” 
“But I…,” Minnie began until catching sight of Arthur’s pained expression.  “How 
‘bout the Rolling Stones, Arthur?” 
“Yeah, yeah I could get into that,” Arthur said, returning to the couch as Minnie 
shuffled across the room.  Her thin cigarette hung out of her mouth as she took the cover 
off the turn table.  “Exile on Main.  It should be up there.”   
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Minnie rifled through the albums until she found the right one.  She was careful 
about laying the needle onto waxed, black circle.  As soon as the music started to blare out 
of the dusty speakers, she began to undulate, waving her arms out to the side and thrusting 
her hips back and forth.  She moved around the room sometimes dancing by herself.  
Occasionally she’d pause to take a sip of beer, before returning to her shaking and writhing.  
Arthur stood up, half dancing and half walking into the kitchen where he fished a few 
airplane bottles of whiskey from a bowl on top of the Frigidaire.  He drained one and then 
stuck the other one into the breast pocket of his shirt before dancing out into the living 
room.  He pushed the table out of the way and joined Minnie as she spun around in front 
of the wood stove.  Arthur was stamping his feet, his good arm pointing towards the ceiling, 
looping in small circles. 
By the time ‘Shine a Light’ came on Arthur wasn’t moving as fast.  Both of them 
were sweating.  She had backed up to the mannequin and was grinding against it, moving 
both her arms in circles out in front of her. 
“Come off that thing, baby.” Arthur pulled at her until she spun into him, grinding 
against his lap the same way she was doing the mannequin.  “That’s the rock n’roll, baby!”   
They slammed into each other like angry, violent animals.  She dropped down, 
working to get his jeans open.   
“Rock’n’fuckin’ roll, baby,” he reached down for her face before catching a 
glimpse of the mannequin.  His eyes narrowed.  “Come on, let’s go in the bedroom, 
Minnie.”   
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 “What’s in the bedroom?”  Minnie thought he looked younger somehow.  He 
looked like someone she once knew.   
“I don’t want that thing watching us anymore,” Arthur mumbled, pulling her up. 
“Why?  It’s just a thing.  It ain’t like its alive or nothin’,” Minnie said, dropping 
back down. 
“I said I don’t want to do it in front of it.  Goddamnit, Minnie, can’t we just fuck in 
the bedroom like normal people?!”   
“Ok, ok, shit.” Minnie draped her blouse over the mannequin’s head before 
disappearing into the bedroom.   
By the time he got into the bedroom it was over.  The mannequin had ruined him.  
He sat on the edge of the bed.   
“That fucking thing freaks me out.  It’s ruined my mood.  It’s fucking ruined me,” 
he slurred, pushing off his boots. 
“I can’t see why that thing freaks you out,” Minnie said, but Arthur was already 
passing out.   
“Scratch my back,” he whispered.  She watched him as he began to snore.  She 
pulled her blouse back from the mannequin’s grasp.  She made sure to grab a few beers 
and an airplane bottle from the top of the fridge.  She took the mannequin and placed it in 
front of Arthur’s bedroom door before turning off the lights and then quietly left out the 
front.  The mannequin gazed forward in the darkness –waiting- its arms bent at their 
elbows, head slightly cocked to the side. 
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# 
Arthur has a hard time managing it out of his front door.  His chest is heaving and 
the lines across his exaggerated forehead are creased deep with rage and fear.  He heaves 
the mannequin into the yard, further infuriating the dogs.  “Dirty son of a bitch!  Give me 
a fucking heart attack!  Fucking Minerva! Jesus.  Jesus!” 
He slumps on his front porch, one hand braced against his knee.  He walks out in 
the yard and kicks the mannequin one last time before his attention is drawn towards the 
dogs.  Under the bare apple tree, next to the garden, there is a large dark shape.   
Its breath shudders loudly, like twenty people breathing in and out through their 
mouths all at the same time.  Arthur runs back inside and grabs a faded, square red flash 
light from the kitchen counter and then darts back outside.  The dogs whine anxiously as 
he makes his way towards them.  He can make out an outline of something flapping, almost 
like a flag, raising and then smashing back down into the snow.  He shakes the flash light, 
until a beam of light flickers out. 
“Hello?”  Arthur’s voice sounds huge in the night.  The beam of light lands on the 
elephant’s head; its ear thrashes against the ground.  Arthur takes a step back.  A 
commotion in the nearby tree line causes Arthur to spin around, the light from the flashlight 
reflecting the glow of many eyes.  They stare out from the branches, yipping and snarling, 
barks transforming into barred, jagged fangs.  Small skirmishes shake the snow from bare 
branches; moon light illuminates ivory white teeth coiled and bunched, tongues like snakes, 
flicking out.  Arthur had never seen so many of them.  Their intermittent whines are like 
children screaming.   
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Arthur licks his lips, careful not to move too fast and looks back to the garden, 
where the coyotes’ prey lies.  The dying elephant stares into the light of the flashlight, hot 
air pushing laboriously from its trunk.  It has thousands of lines and wrinkles cutting into 
its skin.  Some of the lines are packed with snow while others reflect the darkness of the 
hundreds of schisms in its hide.  Its flesh is worried and pulled and hanging.  The elephant’s 
giant body rises and sinks like a tired, broken accordion. 
Its head lay on its side, large ear, torn with black blood smearing the snow, flapping 
in perfect time.  The elephant trunk extends out, cut with bite marks and scratches.  The 
trunk reaches towards Arthur, its end, like lips, forming soundless words. 
“Jesus Christ,” Arthur whispers, as he approaches, boots crunching against the 
snow.  The dogs appear in front of their homes.  They sit at quiet attention, watching 
Arthur’s approach.  “Je-suus Christ.  Why did you come here?” 
As if in response the elephant snorts, its eye -so human, brown, warm- blinks from 
beneath long, waxy eyelashes.  The elephant’s tongue is lolled out on the blood stained 
ground.  It lay just at the outskirts of the garden.  Arthur could see the bite marks, leaving 
a trail of ink black blood, forming a pool in the snow.  He forgot how long he had been 
staring into that dying eye, until he says again, “Why are you here?” 
He could hear the commotion grow louder on the tree line –a low, crushed rumbling 
and snapping jaws.  Hunger breeding boldness in the darkness, bloodlust melting away fear 
as they encroach; bodies low to the ground.   
“Get back!  Get back!!”  Arthur screams waving the light around.  He drops the 
light and grabs the body of the mannequin.  Spinning in circles, he launches it towards the 
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encroaching coyotes with his one arm.  Their muzzles snap as they recoil, dander spiking 
up.   
“Don’t worry.  Don’t worry, please –I’ll be back,” he says to the elephant before 
bolting for the door. Arthur burst through the front door and into his room where he tears 
open the dilapidated vinyl closet door and grabs his grandfather’s shotgun from in-between 
musty, old dress shirts.  He crams some of the ammunition into his jeans pocket before 
running outside.   
Three coyotes and a giant scarred dog are investigating the mannequin when he 
bursts back out of the front door.  The dog is huge.  Most of its hair looks as if it has been 
burnt away.  It isn’t until then he realizes that there were dogs mixed in with the coyotes.  
Wild dogs.  Larger than the coyotes.  They scatter at the commotion back into the tree line, 
hind legs kicking snow, tails bent down.  Arthur screams, advancing with the rifle laid over 
his half arm.  By the time he reaches the elephant, its breaths are rasping out, slowing down.  
“I’m going to do it.  Hold on!  I’m going to do it!” 
He fumbles for the ammunition while the elephant slips away.  Boots and Nibbles 
watch as Arthur falls to his knees, twisting into a sitting position, snow crunching; his back 
against the dead giant.   
“I didn’t want you to have to die like that,” he says.  “I never thought you’d come 
back for me.  God, oh God.” 
The dogs keep their frosty vigil, their silent little brown eyes observing; mouths 
producing puffs of icy breath.  Farther out, the mannequin shows up only as a shadow 
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against the ground under the moonlight.  He stands up and fire into the tree line and then 
slumps back down again against the elephant.   
Arthur leans his head against the barrel of the shotgun.  He clutches it against his 
body with his half arm, reaching out with his other arm to touch the trunk of the dead 
elephant next to him.  There are so many hairs and its flesh is so soft.  Gently, he traces 
with his finger along the lines and wrinkles of the elephant’s skin as if to find his way 
home. 
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Chapter Two 
 
The things we keep 
 
“Did it bother you about Mr. Turner dying?”  She asks this after a while, looking 
down at the sidewalk.  The trees have all but lost their leaves, splayed out over the yards 
and the curbless streets of Arcadia.  The stone and brick boxy houses rest about ten feet 
from one another, lined up in crooked rows, amongst the trees and innocuous hills 
comprising the neighborhood where Star, Cody and Bill Stokley reside.  Neighborhoods 
and streets become more organized and symmetrical as the city (small as it is) spreads out. 
“Of course it bothered me, sweetie.  He was a very nice man and I know Mrs. Turner 
will miss him very much.” 
“But he’s gone to heaven.  He’ll go and live with Jesus and mommy,” she says, 
rubbing her nose with her arm.   
“Yes honey.  With Jesus and mommy,” Bill replies, patting her on the back.  They 
haven’t changed out of their clothes from the funeral.  They walk by Sarah’s headstone and 
place some daisies at the bottom.  It is an old cemetery shared by some of the neighboring 
counties.  There is a giant pond in the center with koi fish and lily pads.  In the summer 
time giant Spanish Mosses and Oak’s drape over the grounds, shading the old stones and 
housing what seems to be millions of squirrels and birds.  After visiting Sarah’s grave they 
walk solemnly to the truck.  Star pulls the handle as he unlocks it and then makes a face at 
him through the windows.   
“Star,” Bill’s voice is still a little thick.  His jaw hurts from trying not to breakdown.  
He didn’t think that it –the death of Earl Turner- would affect him this way.  He can’t 
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remember if he has any aspirin left.  The late autumn wind is brisk.  He sees her hand pop 
up and clumsily unlock the door.  For a split second he is amazed by the size of her 
fingernails.  He opens his door and sees across the console, long brown curly hair tangled, 
smiling, and proud.  Star points at her father before she sits down, her small arms straining 
over her small body for the seatbelt.  She falls asleep in the truck and he just drives around 
for a while, listening to the radio before picking Cody up from the Turners. 
At the cemetery, during the funeral as Earl was being lowered into the ground, Star 
began to cry.  Bill put his hand on her shoulder and she looked forward.  She leaned into 
Bill’s side, her tiny hand making a fist in her father’s coat.  Star took the Werthers he had 
given her out of her mouth and held it in her other hand.  She jumped when the service men 
fired their rifles into the air.  Alice Turner cried out loud.  The sheriff put his arm around 
her and she clung to him, her face buried in his shoulder even though she was taller than 
he was. 
 
Bill is a history teacher at the Holmes County Elementary school in Arcadia.  It’s 
an old building with faded brown bricks, sitting on a hill amidst the bare, leafless trees.  
There’s a basketball court enclosed in a chain-link fence that opens up to a playground 
opposite of Main Street.  Bill had married Sarah.  They met in college and married earlier 
than most of their friends.  Things had worked out well between the two of them.   She 
wanted to move back to the town where she grew up after the birth of Cody. 
  Cody was a quiet baby.  Cody even had a hard time communicating with his 
parents.  He was short and distant.  The only time he ever spoke at length was with animals.  
They would set him in the window when he was a child so that he could look out into the 
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yard.  He would make noises at the squirrels as they would shake their tails and make raids 
on the bird feeders.  Sarah became upset at the zoo when Cody told a toucan in the bird 
room what he had done (in its entirety) the day before.  It was more words than she had 
heard him speak in two weeks.    
They found a developmental pediatrician in Cincinnati who suggested they begin 
running tests “sooner than later”.  Sarah was furious.  Cody had already been to two child 
psychologists during Sarah’s second trimester with Star.  The doctors had told them Cody 
was special and would have a hard time in public schools.  He hardly ever spoke and though 
his eyes seemed attentive he was extremely shy.  Bill lost his temper with the doctor and 
they took Cody and stormed out. 
He pulled Sarah by the arm out the door after telling the doctor to go and fuck 
himself.  She hadn’t said anything on the car ride home.  She remained silent when he 
pulled into the McDonalds drive through.  When they got home, Bill slammed the plates 
down onto the counter.  He set their food on the table, grease from the burgers gathering 
into miniature pools on wax paper. 
Sarah glared at Bill from across her cheeseburger.  She rested her elbows on the 
table and set it down.  She didn’t care if her breath was bad when she pressed the palms of 
her wrists into her eyes, her elbows jutted out like wings .   
 “Cody, why don’t you go play in your room?  We’ll have some dessert in a 
few minutes, honey,” she said, lowering her arms, not taking her eyes off of her husband.  
Cody dutifully scooted his chair out from the table and trotted down the hall.   
“What if the baby is going to be like Cody?  How are we going to be able to handle 
two children like that?”  She leaned forward speaking in a harsh whisper. 
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“We’ll love the baby as much as we love Cody,” Bill replied, looking down at what 
was left of his dinner.   
“I know that, Bill.  Don’t you dare fucking tell me I don’t love my son.” 
“I never said that, Sarah.  I know how much you love Cody.  I know you’ll love our 
baby whether or not it has the same condition that Cody has.” 
“But how are we going to manage?  I’ll have to quit my job all together,” she looked 
down, rubbing her temples with one hand.  Bill always loved her hands.   
“We’ll find a way.” 
“It’s just not that easy,” she said, gathering her plate along with Cody’s and walking 
into the kitchen.   
She stopped suddenly in the hallway to call for Cody.  “Do you want some ice 
cream, honey?” 
 
The next day Cody had walked off while Bill was raking leaves.  Bill searched all 
over the house.  Right when he was beginning to get frantic he found Cody a few houses 
down, squatting next to some bushes.  As Bill approached he heard Cody’s soft voice, 
unimpeded by shyness. 
“What if the baby is like Cody?  What if the baby is like Cody?  What if the baby 
is like Cody?  I never said that.  What if the baby is like Cody?” 
Bill stopped frozen, having never heard his son speak so fluidly.  Cody paused and 
glanced back at his father.  There was a cat, sitting next to Cody, preening itself. 
 “You found a cat,” Bill said worriedly.  “You know you shouldn’t leave the yard.  
It worries your mom and me when we can’t find you.”   
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Cody reached out and petted the cat. 
“Cat, dad,” Cody said, not looking up. 
“We’ll talk to mom about that.  Why don’t you come back to the yard with me?  
We’ll put out some milk and maybe the cat will stop by and visit some, huh?” 
 
After Star’s birth, Sarah changed.  She lost something, Bill would think, years down 
the road.  She died a few months after the pregnancy alone in a park.  It was a big deal for 
the town.  Speculation ran wild but in the end it was determined, beyond a shadow of a 
doubt, that it was suicide.   
The sheriff explained it to Bill on a humid summer night.  Bill had got drunk, not 
expecting Sheriff Scott.  The children were next door with the Turner’s where they spent a 
good deal of time.  The sheriff was dressed in his uniform when he came knocking on the 
front door.   
“Have you come to arrest me for my wife’s suicide?”  Bill slurred after stepping 
out onto the front porch.  The cat had darted out in the process.  “Oh shit.  Now the cat’s 
out.” 
“Mr. Stokley, I wanted to stop by and let you know that the D.A. has ruled your 
wife’s death a suicide.  I just wanted to tell you myself-” the sheriff began. 
“Mr. Stokley, huh?  How was I ever a suspect?” 
“Listen Bill, you all never gave us any trouble but you just have to understand how 
it looks for us,” Sheriff Scott spoke slowly, carefully, holding his hat against his chest.  He 
was in his sixties.  His wrinkles spread out from beneath his moustache.  They wrapped 
around his eyes in a way that wrinkles do for people who smile a lot.  Tiberius Scott had 
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been bald since he joined the marines.  But what was left has turned gray.  He was the first 
black sheriff that Arcadia ever had –a position he has held for seventeen years.  “This here 
is a small town and you all just moved here.” 
“I understand my wife left me and took her own life.  I understand I was put on 
administrative leave from my job.  I fucking understand that people look at me and my 
children differently when they see us,” Bill lit up a cigarette, backing up to lean against the 
front door.  He jutted his lower lip out, exhaling the smoke. 
“It’s our job to investigate every possible…” 
“Don’t give me that, don’t give me that shit.  You knew goddamn well where I 
was.” 
“Bill, I’m sorry.  I’m sorry. I’m sorry for what you and your family have gone 
through.  I lost my wife I know how you feel.” 
“Really?  You don’t know fucking shit, Tee.  Just get off my property.”  Bill stared 
ahead, cigarette smoke stinging his eyes.  He stood, silently watching Sheriff Scott walk to 
his cruiser.  The sheriff paused momentarily to look back at Bill standing on his porch.  
Only then did he notice the boy holding the cat behind the thick, green bushes.  
 
“Why do you think Mr. Turner died?”  Star asks, pausing at an intersection to look 
at a flyer on a telephone pole.  It says “Roofus” and there’s a picture of a boxer with a ball 
in its mouth.  The handwriting looks is neat but it sounds as if it has been written by a child.  
Bill knows these are important questions and his mind races to think of fatherly, 
sagacious answers.   
“Well, it’s hard to say.  He just got old and tired.”   
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Months ago Bill had been sitting on his front porch smoking a cigarette and sipping 
on a beer.  Cody and Star had been to bed for nearly an hour.  He was on his third beer as 
was his routine when he heard the engine and saw the glow of headlights backing out of 
his neighbor’s driveway.  Earl backed the car onto the street and then got out, standing 
errantly on the side walk as if waiting for something.     
He was dressed as he usually was –faded thin button up stretched over his gut and 
jeans- except for the dinner jacket.  He was neither large nor small except for his stomach 
that pouched out from too many happy hours at Lost Shepard Public House.  If he saw Bill 
sitting on the porch he made no salutations.  After a few moments he walked back over to 
his car and got inside.  He sat there for a while before Bill walked over to the passenger 
side and tapped on the window. 
“Earl?  You alright, buddy?  Where are you headed at this hour?”  Earl jumped a 
little and then rubbed his palms against his face before looking around, bewildered.  Bill 
opened the door and sat down next to him.  “Earl?  You doing alright?” 
Earl Turner had white hair and a fair complexion for his age.  He worked for years 
as a manager at a scrap yard until he had retired.  Earl was well liked by his employees.  
Every year he dressed up as Santa for their children at the company Christmas party.  He 
lost both of his sisters to cancer and outlived both of his parents.  He was a veteran of the 
Korean War and must have had a great pension plan because he and Alice never seemed to 
worry about money.  They were both in good health.   
Bill could never imagine Earl Turner firing a gun let alone killing anyone.  But in 
the snow encased rubble that was once Gyeongseong -that would soon become what we 
know today as Seoul- Earl had fought, stabbed, shot, choked and bludgeoned against the 
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Chinese.  He had watched the cold take his friend’s fingers, arms, legs and lives.  He once 
beat another man to death with a can.  The Chinese soldier came upon him in his sleep.   
Earl had won the can of food in a poker game with other soldiers in his battalion.  
He abhorred smoking and opted instead for the can of beans –red beans- most likely 
smuggled into the Korean peninsula.  Earl never knew the boy’s name that he killed –he 
couldn’t have been more than a boy.  But he did remember the way the Chinese boy snored 
after he brought the can down the first time.  It had knocked him out.  Earl brought it down 
again and again until finally there was the sickening pop of bone and spray of warm blood 
against his cold skin.   
“How do we stay so warm inside?”  Earl thought, before thinking of a dog he had 
seen running on fire once.  It ran until it collapsed, smoldering.  He lay down next to the 
boy whose breath was wearing down into gurgles and wept.  Private First Class Turner’s 
warm tears mixed with the freezing blood against his face.  Bill would have never believed 
that could be Earl -not the Earl Turner that always held the door and always carried a 
handkerchief.       
“Yes, yes, Bill.  I’m fine,” Earl said sitting in his car, looking around until finally 
resting his gaze towards his lap.  “I’m fine.  Just having problems sleeping.  Are you doing 
alright?” 
“Yeah, Earl I’m good.  Just having a drink before bed when I saw you come out all 
dressed up.  Where are you headed at this hour?” 
“Nowhere, Bill.  I ain’t going nowhere at all.  I just thought I left something in the 
car and came out to see if it was in here,” he said, not making eye contact.   
They sat for a few more moments in silence before Bill spoke up again.  “Well, 
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alright then.  I just saw you and thought… well, I better be getting to bed.  Work in the 
morning and all.  I’ll stop by tomorrow and maybe we can do dinner sometime this week.  
You know how much Cody and Star love Alice’s pies.” 
“Yeah, you do that, Bill.  I’ll talk to you tomorrow,” Earl replied staring out the 
windshield and into the night. 
Bill opened the car door and looked to Earl one more time before easing himself 
out and gently shutting the door.  Once back inside his home he peered out through the 
curtains.  Earl just sat in his car, staring off into the night. 
 
“Do you ever think there are possums watching us when we walk at night, daddy?”  
Star asks. 
“Probably, honey.  They are nocturnal.” 
“What does that mean?” 
“They only come out at night.  Like the bats.” 
“That’s weird.  Why do they do that?” 
“I don’t know, honey.  It’s just the way things are.  Maybe you should look it up 
and find out why they do that,” he suggests, turning back onto their street.   
She looks up at her father and crinkles her nose.  “No, daddy.  It is summertime and 
big girls don’t have school in the summertime.” 
“No honey it’s autumn.  Before winter.  Big girls go to school then.  Next year 
you’ll be a big girl and go to school.” 
“I’m a big girl now.” 
“I guess you are.  You can look possums up in the encyclopedia when we get home.” 
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“I don’t like their eyes, daddy,” she says, looking out at the freckling trees and 
houses. 
 
     # 
 
The next morning Bill wakes up and calls Mrs. Turner after his shower. 
“Hello,” her voice comes through on the other line. 
“Alice, its Bill.  How are you holding up?” 
“Oh, I…,” she says and then begins sobbing.   
“Oh no, Alice.  Oh, Alice I’m sorry.  I…” 
“No, no.  I’m glad you called.  It’s just hard…. it’s been so long since I’ve been 
alone.  It’s so different.  I’m sorry, I shouldn’t….I didn’t sleep well..” 
“No, look, you are more than welcome -like I said- to stay over here for a while if 
you need.  I have extra room and maybe it would help ease you into it a little...” 
“That’s awfully sweet of you but I’m alright.  I think I’m going to go visit my sister, 
Irene, in Ashville for a week or so,” she says, regaining some of her composure.   
“That’ll be good for you.” 
“Do you need someone to watch Star while you’re at work today?  My flight doesn’t 
leave for a couple of days.” 
“Well, I was going to take her down to the KinderCare and then just bring Cody to 
the school with me.  He’s been helping out in the library and I think that’s good for him.” 
“Nonsense.  Your kids don’t need to be around strangers.  This is a scary world, 
Bill.  Don’t you watch the news?” 
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“Well, yeah, but I didn’t want you to have to take on any more than you need to 
right now,” Bill replies.  He drops two pop tarts into a dusty white toaster.  The crackling 
of the wrappers lures Jesus into the kitchen.  He bunches himself up on the opposite 
counter, attentively watching Bill, tail twitching slowly back and forth in the air like a 
metronome. 
“You’re a good man for thinking of me but I’ll be alright.  Just bring her and Cody 
over like you usually do.  They’re always welcome.  I would be more worried if they 
weren’t here.” 
“Alright, Alice.  You’re probably right.  I’ll have her over in a few.” 
“Alright, then.  I’ll see you soon,” she says before hanging up. 
Bill dabs a little spilt coffee off of the table with his sleeve.  He watches the cat, 
Jesus Nutmuch, preen itself while splayed out on the counter top.  His son named the cat 
shortly after his mother’s death.  The cat looks up and holds eye contact with Bill before 
getting shooed away.   
“Fucking mean ole cat,” Bill mutters before beginning to gather up some clothes 
for Star.  He sets them carefully into a paper grocery sack before going into her room and 
scooping her out of bed. 
“Where are we going, papa?”  she asks wearily, her head against her father’s 
shoulder.   
“You’re going over to Mrs. Turners while I’m at work today.  I’ll try to get off early 
but you be a good girl and don’t ask her any questions that would upset her,” he whispers, 
throwing a blanket over her so the dawn won’t hurt her eyes. 
“I won’t,” she says and then falls back asleep.  He grabs the bag with her clothes 
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and walks next door.  The frozen grass crunches under his feet.  A van drives by with its 
side door open.  A large woman in a green toboggan sitting in a recliner chucks a paper into 
the yard.  
Alice is standing at the door when he gets there.  She opens it and Bill goes in and 
lays Star down on the couch, gently tucking the blanket around her small body.  She reaches 
up and wipes her mouth before turning her head in a restful sleep. 
“Thank you, Alice.  I really appreciate you doing this.” 
“I wouldn’t have it any other way now, Bill.”  She is wearing a patchwork robe.  
Her white hair is done up in a bun.  The morning news is on in the kitchen and the smell of 
fresh coffee hangs in the air.  The pictures on the wall look different now that Earl is gone.    
“Would you like a cup of coffee before you go to work?”  She asks, shuffling around 
with Star’s clothes. 
“That would be great.” 
“Just bring the mug back.  You don’t have to wash it or anything,” she says, moving 
toward the kitchen.  She pours Bill a cup and adds a little milk even though he doesn’t ask.  
He notices that her eyes are puffy and red.   
“Thank you, Alice.  I really appreciate it again.  Is there anything I can get for you?” 
“Oh no, I’m fine.  It’s just so strange being alone.  I already miss Earl’s late night 
pacing,” she says, glancing over at the living room.  “Towards the end he hardly slept at 
all.  He would just be awake all night –walking all around.  It was terrible.” 
Bill thinks about Earl in his car that night that he had seen him and where it was he 
was going.  “I’m so sorry about Earl.  I miss him too.  He was a good man.” 
There is a moment of silence and Bill can hear the morning news talking about a 
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bank robbery.   
“Listen: if you need anything done around here you just let me know.  I…” 
“Hush now.  You better leave if you’re going to make it to work on time.  Is Cody 
going with you?” 
“Yeah.  Like I said, he’ll hang out in the library and even help reshelf books.  It’s 
good for him.  It helps him get out of his shell some.” 
“Oh I’m sure it does.  Cody is such a special boy.”   
“Alright, Alice.  Thanks again,” Bill says, and walks out the door. 
Cody is sitting in the passenger side of his truck.  Bluish-grey exhaust is pouring 
out of the back.  Sun hasn’t come up and the interior light is on.  Cody looks so small and 
glowing, sitting there, staring ahead like Earl that night when Bill had watched him from 
the window.  From the porch Bill can hear the muffled sound of music blaring. 
He stomps through the yard and opens the door, narrowly dodging the cat that 
springs out of the cab.  He jostles his coffee, splattering it onto the driveway as Def Leppard 
bellows from inside. 
“Jesus Christ, Cody.  Goddamn it.  Why would you have the cat in the truck?!” 
“I’m sorry dad,” Cody quickly turns the dial on the radio until the music diminishes 
into the frantic panting of his father. 
“Why would you have the radio up so loud?  Goddamn it you nearly scared the shit 
out of me,” Bill sets what’s left of his coffee on the roof of the truck and looks to see Jesus 
Nutmuch staring back from their porch. 
“I’m sorry dad.  I liked that song.” 
“It’s ok.  It’s ok, you just scared me that’s all.  Jesus, I was not ready for that, buddy.  
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Don’t put the cat in the truck.  It was probably scared to death.” 
“The cat’s name is Jesus, dad.  Jesus Nutmuch.” 
“Cody… don’t put Jesus in the truck, son.  Jesus doesn’t like to be in trucks and he 
probably doesn’t like Def Leppard either.” 
“Why would a band name itself after a Leopard that can’t hear, dad?” 
“I don’t know Cody.  People do weird things sometimes.” 
“What does ‘goddamn it’ mean?” 
“Don’t say that.” 
 
     # 
 
On the way home from school, Bill and Cody stop at the gas station to pick up beer 
and milk.  From inside the store Bill waits in line and watches Cody waiting in the truck.  
The constant light of the neon signs glare with clutter of exotic light down into the truck.  
Cody’s face is tinted blue as he stares at people walking in and out of the gas station doors.  
He smiles and then relaxes his face over and over –like a blinker- watching the people 
come and go.  It is one of his nervous tics.  Bill slouches, his shoulders slack against the 
weight of the twelve pack of cans and half gallon of 2%, body uneven, watching the light 
shine on his son’s changing face.   
“How’s it going?”  The clerk sounds tired. 
“Good.  Pack of Camel lights.” 
“Sure.  Any gas?” 
“No.” 
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When Bill walks out the door a minivan pulls up.  It’s a dusty, sunburnt maroon.  
The passenger side window is attached to the roof with duct tape.  The driver turns up a 
small bottle before suspiciously glaring from side to side.  He makes eye contact with Bill 
and they both pause for a moment before nodding their heads in unison.  Bill crawls in his 
truck and shuts his door, watching the familiar man with a grayish, patchy beard and fake 
felt cowboy hat that set too tall on his head.  The man stops before walking inside, lighting 
a cigarette and surveying the parking lot.  Bill feels guilty when his glance becomes a stare 
at the man’s arm.  The shirt is pulled back over the stump of his forearm.  It clicks that it’s 
Arthur, one of Sarah’s cousins or someone like that.  
Bill starts the car. 
“Dad?” 
“Yes, Cody,” Bill says, quickly staring into his rearview mirror and turning the car 
in reverse. 
“Is a championship a ship of champs?” 
“You mean a boat of champs?” 
“Yeah.” 
“I think maybe you’re being silly.” 
“I was telling you a joke,” Cody says, shrugging and looking out the window.  He 
folds his hands in his lap and stretches to not cut his neck on the seatbelt.  “What does the 
squirrel say to the other squirrel when he wants to know what he did that day?” 
“I don’t know, buddy.”  Bill turns his blinker on and cranes his head around Cody 
to look for oncoming traffic. 
“Nutmuch.” 
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Bill drives around the block a couple of times thinking about what Earl might have 
been thinking about when he was sitting in his car that night.  He wonders if he was really 
planning to go anywhere and where it would have been.  When he pulls in his driveway he 
feels tired.  Cody is asleep.  He opens his eyes when Bill opens the door and the interior 
lights pop on. 
“Wake up, Cody.” 
“I had a bad dream.  There was a dog pulling at my shirt and I was trying to get 
away from these bad guys,” Cody says, pulling the seat belt away from himself 
unconsciously.  His blue eyes are big and he nervously looks from side to side. 
“It’s alright, buddy.  We’re home.”  Bill sticks his head back in the truck.  “Cody?” 
Cody’s face is already working, breaking into contorted grimaces, like a television 
set that is losing reception.  He begins to cry.  His sobs resemble exaggerated hiccups.  “I’m 
sorry dad but it was bad.  It was bad.  There were dogs and they were all pulling me and I 
got so cold.  It was so bad.” 
Bill hops back into the truck shutting the door.  He pops the keys back into the 
ignition, springing the engine to life after a few exasperated chugs.  The dash board lights 
dimly glow against their faces.  Bill reaches over and turns on the radio.   
“Cody, buddy, its ok.  It was only a dream,” Bill reaches over and puts his arm 
around his son.  Cody’s sobs subside after a moment.  He sits up and unbuckles his seat 
belt. 
“I’m sorry, dad,” he whispers hoarsely. 
“Hey: it’s ok.  Don’t worry about it buddy.  You just got a little freaked out.  It 
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happens. I have bad dreams too.” 
“You have bad dreams too?”  Cody perks up slightly. 
“Mine don’t usually end in humane society disaster scenarios.”  Bill winks at Cody 
and tries to smile. 
Cody looks at his father for a moment.  “You’re not very funny either.” 
  “Yeah I know.  Let’s go inside and I’ll get your sister and maybe we’ll watch some 
television and have some milkshakes.  Would you like that?”   
“Yeah dad.” Cody reaches up and turns off the radio and then slides out of the truck. 
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Bill knocks on Mrs. Turners door and she calls from inside. 
“Yoo hoo!”  Her voice is muffled and Bill hears her getting closer.   
She opens the door, nodding and then taking the towel off of her shoulder and 
drying her hands.  He follows her through the living room and into the kitchen.  Star is 
coloring on the table.  She is bobbing her head to some song no one else can hear, lips 
smeared with chocolate and concentrating on her artwork.  She does not acknowledge her 
father. 
“We’ve been cooking all day!”  Alice scoops up some pot holders and opens her 
oven, slowly turning around with a tray of cookies.  Her apron and arms are covered with 
flour.  The room is thick with the smell of sugar and cinnamon.   
“Alright!  Chocolate chip?” 
“And raisin,” Alice adds. 
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“Alll- right.  Star what are you drawing?  Have you been helping?” 
Alice smiles, nodding her head, as she pushes the cookies onto a plate.  Her eyes 
are puffy and her mascara is smudged.  “She’s been just a wonderful helper.” 
“I’m drawing an elephant, dad.” 
“Oh.  An elephant?”  Bill asks, lowering himself into the seat next to his daughter.   
“Yes dad.  An elephant.  And there’s Cody and you and Mrs. Turner and Jesus.”  
Alice furrows her brow ever so slightly before turning and sliding the hot pan into the sink.  
The steam hisses as the water hits the hot pan.   
Bill looks at his daughter’s picture.  Mrs. Turner and Cody and he are standing next 
to an elephant that has a clumsy smiley face.  The cat, presumably overtly circular bright 
orange Jesus Nutmuch  was lurking in some bubbly green bushes in the background. 
“Hey that’s really good, baby,” Bill says, patting his daughter on the back.  “That’s 
daddy’s good girl.” 
She smiles wistfully, writing her name in slow and thoughtful letters at the bottom.  
In the same fashion she scrawls Mrs. Turner’s name under her name.  Bill imagines her 
trying to move an object through telekinesis as she carefully pens the letters with blue 
crayon.  Her concentration is immaculate.   
“Do you want Mrs. Turner to have that?” 
“Yes dad.  I wrote her name on it.  Duh.”   
“Hey.” 
“Sorry, dad.  Sorry,” Star says as she hops out of her seat, delivering the picture to 
Mrs. Turner.    
“Here.  Take these cookies.  And if you want me to watch Star tomorrow it is no 
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problem at all.  Let Cody come and stay too.  He must get so bored in that school.”  She 
folds aluminum foil over the plate.  She looks tired and determined. 
“That would be great.  Are you sure it’s not too much?” 
“No it’s good to have the children around.  It’s good, really.” 
“Alright then,” Bill says after a moment.  “I’ll have them over around 7 if that’s not 
too early.” 
“Oh that’s just fine.  I’ll get them some oatmeal going.  They’re sweet kids.”  She 
keeps moving things around –into the sink, into various cupboards and drawers.  Bill picks 
up the plate of cookies and Star hugs Alice’s leg. 
“Bye Mrs. Turner.  See you tomorrow,” she says not looking up and then breaking 
through the front room in a sprint. 
“Star!”  Bill calls after her, making his way to the front door.  
“Oh she’s just being a kid,” Alice says following them to the doorway of the 
kitchen.  She stops there, her hands clutching the dish towel on her shoulder as father and 
daughter walk out the door. 
“See you in the morning.  Thanks again!”  Bill says, backing his way out.  Alice 
waves. 
 
# 
 
Outside, Star is squatting, peering into the bushes lining Mrs. Turner’s house. 
“That mean ole cat,” she says sternly, her tiny brow furrowed. 
“Leave him alone,” Bill warns, gently shutting the storm door and balancing the 
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cookies. 
Star stands up and falls in line by her father.   
“I found a treasure today,” she says, reaching up for his hand. 
“Oh yeah?”  
“I was digging and I found a box.”   
“You were digging?” 
“Yes while Mrs. Turner was talking on her phone.” 
“Was she outside with you?”  Bill’s head jerks up towards Mrs. Turner’s house. 
“Yes, dad,” Star sighs.  “She was on her porch.  I put the box on our back porch.” 
“What was in the box?”  Bill pulls his storm door back for Star.  He smiles, 
somewhat proud of his daughter’s imagination. 
“A can.” 
That night after the kids had gone to sleep, after the lights were off in the 
neighborhood, after the traffic ceased and the only sign of life was the occasional television 
flickering color against the shadows from behind blinds and curtains, Bill stood on his back 
porch.  He only smoked after the kids were put to bed.  It was the beginning of November 
and traces of his breath materialized against the cold pressure of the oncoming winter.  A 
dirty box sat in front of him on a chair.   
The mud had dried firmly onto the box.  Only in a few places could one glimpse a 
faint faded blue beneath the caked mud.  Bill lifted the lid exposing the contents amidst 
tiny pieces of fragmented earth.  The can looked old.  Bill picked it up and held it against 
the light. 
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Chapter Three 
 
 
The Town under the Lake 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tee is short for Tiberius.  His whole life he has gone by Tee.  When he was in grade 
school, after he and his mother moved to Danville, the class snickered and hawed when the 
teacher called roll for the first time.  They just decided to call him “Tee” for short. 
 
# 
 
The woods are a series of shadows, recessing into a more complete darkness 
between the branches and leaves.  It looks alive.  It breaths in mystery and exhales fear.  It 
is uncertain and primal, echoing empty sounds and movements, veiled under a forest 
canopy.  The road running along the tree line is slick and jaggedly illuminated by a 
flickering street light. 
The three young men sit motionless in the Desoto.  It belongs to Gerald’s father, 
Malcolm Thomas.  It is a deep maroon with white washed tires.  Gerald slumps down in 
the driver’s seat, watching the road that no one has driven down since they arrived.  After 
a while he sits up and pulls back his wool cap.  He picks up a pad of paper and scribbles 
something down in the darkness.  The pen on the paper scrapes through the darkness.  He 
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finishes and hands it to the young man sitting next to him. 
Earl holds it under the moonlight.  It reads:  “I feel bad about those dogs.” 
“At least now they have a chance,” Earl writes back. 
“I guess,” Gerald scrawls back. 
“You sure you’re ok, Gerald?” Tee whispers from the back seat. 
“Jesus, Tee.  How many times?”  Gerald whispers back.  His reproach is direct.  He 
is the oldest.  “Yes I’m ok.  Now shut up.” 
Again, the man in the trunk begins with his feeble attempts to kick and whine.  
Gerald turns and cocks his head.  The three sit in silence until the man’s energy begins to 
ebb.  They freeze like statues, barely breathing, deep inside stomachs roiling.  Tee feels as 
though he could pass out at any moment; as if the events of the night are finally beginning 
to take shape in his mind.   
“There is a man in the trunk,” he thinks to himself.  He quickly tells himself it’s a 
monster and not a man.  He just has to remember.  It’s a monster.   
Gerald slowly turns around pressing a finger to his lips.  His lips are framed by 
wisps of red hair.  His eye is swollen and by the morning it will be black.   
“How will we explain that?”  Tee thinks.  Someone will ask questions.  Someone 
will figure it out. 
Earl’s lips press together tightly –in a knowing grimace.  He mouths the word 
“Quiet”, tilts his head and points to the note pad.  Gerald takes the notepad and braces it 
against the wheel as the commotion from the trunk dissipates.   
“No talking.  No moving.  Nobody makes a Goddamn sound!” Gerald holds up his 
proclamation before adding hastily: “Everyone’s ok!” 
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Tee lays out across the backseat, shuts his eyes and tries to not think about the dogs 
they set loose.  He will never forget the way they ran out of that barn, some of them just 
fell and burned while others ran, burning like hounds out of hell until they fell, smoldering 
in the night. 
After a few more minutes, Gerald puts the car in gear and pulls away without 
turning the lights on. 
 
 
# 
 
Tiberius Scott joined the Marines and became a part of the Foxtrot Company of the 
3rd Marine regiment assigned to Busan during the Korean War.  He ended up as recon and 
then as an MP.  After the Korean War he worked with a division of Green Berets training 
French and pro-democratic forces in Vietnam.  Later he acted as an advisor and finally a 
Sergeant Major in West Germany where he trained other soldiers to police other soldiers.  
He was good at this. 
It is one night in Cologne, where he was wandering around the streets, listening to 
the different sounds, the language, as he often loved to do, when he came upon a G.I. bar 
called Sam’s Bar.  He walks inside from the snow and sleeting rain and finds the woman 
he would later marry playing the piano on a red, smoky stage.  She plays the piano like 
someone riding a motorcycle.  One of her long, giant legs presses down upon the ground 
while the other jams upon the pedals, as if any moment she might well find the clutch and 
power the baby grand through the wall.  Before Tee realizes it he is holding his hat to his 
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chest.  He knows he will marry this woman.  And he does. 
Maria von Krover is 6’6 in comparison to Tee’s 5’7.  
She strokes and pets, dragging her long shapely arms, pulling those hands –her 
hands- she resented so much as a child across the keys.  Her bunned long blonde hair is in 
a constant state of tumble.  Her face is set.  Her eyes are shut yet her hands know their 
home; they know the song. 
Other children would call her ungetun hande at school.  Monster hands.  Those 
monster hands that made mothers look away.  They prevented her from going to dances 
and kissing boys.  Other girls considered her a risk to their popularity.  But they are all 
gone now.  Now it is just those hands jamming down onto the ivory keys that kept Tee rapt.   
Where her heart was broken she played classical to burn the wound and then jazz 
to mend it, dragging and caressing the notes, combing out melodies in the smoky club 
packed with drunk service men.  Maria loved the way they looked at her.  Tee stood -never 
sat- mesmerized night after night.  She would be Tee’s first and only love.   
They were married in Vietnam (after Tee was sent back) by a French priest in the 
sweltering heat, amidst the distant whooping thumps of Huey helicopters landing and 
taking off.  Maria worked closely with the USO during Tee’s tour in Vietnam.  Finally, as 
a result of budget cuts and waning support for the war back home, Sergeant Major Tiberius 
Scott was honorably discharged from the military.  He and Maria returned close to home –
in Cincinnati- where he worked as a parole officer.  Tee and Maria lived well –Tee working 
as a parole officer and Maria giving piano lessons- for many years.  They loved each other 
though they never had children opting instead for three daschunds.  It was during this time 
when the stomach aches began.  
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Although their love was warm and full of passion their marriage had never yielded 
children.  It was the one blighted spot on an otherwise spotless marriage.  When the 
stomach aches became violent and debilitating along with abnormal menstruation, Maria 
dismissed it as menopause.  It was something that visited women in her family at a young 
age.  But when the nausea followed and then got worse, Tee insisted on a doctor’s visit.  
He was not one to take chances.  After a brief fight (one of very few) she agreed to go and 
get a checkup. 
 
     # 
 
The doctor sits across from them, smoking a cigarette.  He thumbs through some 
papers, pausing to adjust his thick framed, tinted glasses.  He notices Tee moving to put his 
hand on top of his wife’s hand.  Tee smiles as Maria looks out the window.  It was snowing 
outside the way it had when she was a little child in Germany.  The flakes were large and 
absorbed by the icy blanket of snow already on the ground.   
The doctor –Dr. Albertson- sets his cigarette down in the ashtray before taking out 
some transparent sheets and attaching them to the document camera.   
Tee hears words like stages, ovarian and nodes but all he could think about was the 
way Jesse Mitchell whimpered in the trunk, bound and gagged.  Tee thinks about the way 
he cried –the high pitched muffled sobs seeping through the porous cushions and the leather 
upholstery of the Gerald’s fathers Desoto.  He lay there, a mere cushioned seat separating 
him from a monster –a monster that would share its mantle before that frosty Kentucky 
night was over. 
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“With these things it’s usually better to take a little time, talk things over with the 
family and then decide the best course of action,” Dr. Albertson says, lighting another 
cigarette and leaning back in his chair.  He pushes his glasses onto his brow.  “Do either of 
you have any questions?” 
“Is this why we were never able to conceive?”  Maria’s thick accent shakes slightly.  
“This is why?  My insides are rotten?  Is this what you say?” 
“Now, now, there’s no way of knowing that.  Some couples are just unable to have 
children.  It could have been any number of things.  It’s just too late to say.  It’s best to just 
take a few days and…” 
“What about hysterectomy?  Can’t you just take it out?”  Maria interrupts Dr. 
Albertson, unconsciously putting her hand up to her throat.   
“As the x-rays have revealed the cancer has spread into the lymph nodes.  My 
advice is to begin treatment as soon as possible though taking a few days to digest this 
information would help with this process.  You can come back in a few days and we can 
explore some options that I have laid out for you.” 
“I love my wife,” Tee says, not remembering when he began to look at the ground.  
His face feels frozen.  He doesn’t remember when he started crying.  “I love my wife.” 
A month later the treatment began and a month after that the doctors said it would 
be best to make her comfortable.  After this, Maria seems more at peace, like she knows a 
secret.  She sits up in her bed, her skin sags and she reads when it doesn’t make her 
nauseous.   
Tee stays in her room at the hospital, sleeping in a chair by the bed despite his wife’s 
protests until they brought in a cot.  The couple watch the television set at night and eat 
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pudding with plastic silverware.  Tee’s mother has driven up from Arcadia to watch over 
their dogs.  Tee knows she is cleaning their house. 
“Tee I love you.  I always loved you and I always will,” Maria says after Tee blurts 
out the answer on Wheel of Fortune.  It is French Riviera.  
“I love you too, baby.  You need some water.  I can buzz that nurse and get some 
more pudding,” Tee says, scooting his chair closer to the bed.   
“No my sweet-Tee.  I just want you to know.  I only think there might be a little 
while left.”  She is whispering, looking at him, her head propped against the pillows stacked 
behind her.  Her eyes are sunk into her head and she wears a white cowl over her head.  She 
cried when her beautiful hair began to fall out.  “You are a good husband.  A good man.” 
“Oh now, baby come on.  Don’t talk like that.  You don’t...” 
“But I do, sweetheart,” she finishes before he does.  “You were talking in your sleep 
again this afternoon.” 
“I was not.” 
“You were too.  I think it was about the war.  You kept on about some dogs getting 
burned up.” 
Tee looks down at her hands laying across her abdomen.   
“Was it something that happened during the war?” 
Tee shakes his head.  “No.  You don’t want to hear about that now, baby.” 
“What is it?  Of course I want to hear that now.  I don’t want you to keep anything 
from me.” 
“But that was something ugly.  Very ugly.” 
“Tell me.” 
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“I done something real bad.” 
She doesn’t say anything.  Maria pushes herself up in bed and turns off the 
television. 
“I killed someone, baby,” he says after a moment.  “I ain’t never told no one.” 
“You fought in war.  Men die in war,” she says, her lips pressing together in a 
grimacing smile. 
“This was before the war,” he says.   
“You are no murderer.” 
“We was just boys.  We didn’t know what we were doing.  It was a monster –that’s 
what I told myself.  I still do.  Me and Earl and Gerald Thomas hid the body,” Tee stares at 
his wife’s midsection.  “We set them dogs free best we could and then we killed him.  His 
name was Jesse Mitchell.” 
Maria wasn’t sure what to think about what her husband was saying.  She loved 
him more than anything else in the world.  He was so gentle and quick to smile.  She 
remembered the first night she saw him standing there, the short black GI with bright eyes 
standing there slack jawed as she did her show.  Night after night he showed up and waited 
for her to finish. 
Tee was well mannered as far as soldiers went.  He was gentle though doggedly 
persistent.  No man, especially the men from her village where she grew up, had even paid 
her much attention.  Maria von Krover had survived a post war Germany, she had survived 
the cruelty of other children concerning her towering height and large hands.  She was an 
easy target.  She had no family other than her mother who had remarried after the execution 
of her father at the Nazi concentration camp, Sobibor.  Accused of aiding a failed Jewish 
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revolt, her father was stripped of his rank, lined up next to his coconspirators and shot by 
a firing squad.  Maria did not remember him; she was only a baby.  She always imagined 
him standing there on some snowy Polish countryside, his forehead and shoulders lit up by 
a full moon.  His sad eyes would stare up from the shadowy depth of his face when they lit 
his cigarette.  He would look his executioner in the eyes, through the flame of the lit zippo.  
She imagined him dying bravely when she was a young girl, after the end of the war.  As 
of late she thinks a lot more of him. 
Her mother said little and even less about her father after she remarried.  Maria’s 
new father, Helmut Knolf, was a kind, older man who gave music lessons at night and 
worked by day as a butcher.  Helmut taught her the piano and introduced her to jazz music.  
He would allow her one hour at night with the radio only after her studies.  She would turn 
the dial, slowly, carefully, like a hand searching in the dark for a light switch.  There was a 
particular station that came in from Strasbourg.  At night they would sometimes play jazz.  
It was Helmut that gave her music.  Ergo, it was her step-father that had ultimately brought 
her to Tiberius Scott.  Maria played her song and Tiberius’s ship wrecked upon the rocks.  
She loved Tee.  He had taken her around the world and finally to Ohio. 
Now she lay in this hospital bed with her life slowly ebbing away, listening to her 
husband softly speak over the machines that constantly gasp and then push air.   
Tee stands up and walks over and pulls the window curtain together.  He turns 
around and sits back down, his hand moving slowly reaching out for hers.   
“I don’t understand,” Maria says.   
“The first time I ever met Jesse Mitchell was in my daddy’s office in Judea.  The 
next time I saw him I was working as a shoe shine for my uncle.  He was a teacher.  I’ll 
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never know why he did that.  He was such a bad man.  I just don’t know how he was a 
teacher,” he says, his thumb rubbing back and forth on the top of Maria’s hand.  “He had 
this wife that ended up getting polio.  Well one day I was working for my uncle and here 
comes Mr. Mitchell.  He comes walking up and sits down in the chair and smiles at me -
like he knows me. 
“He says, ‘One shine, boy’ and it wasn’t a big deal then for a man to say a thing 
like that those days.  A white man anyhow.  So I start in buffing his shoe.”   
 
“You like dogs, boy?” he asks, smiling, his hand clutching the armrest to the chair.  
He is a thin man with pouty lips and blonde hair.  He has a newspaper laid across his lap 
though he makes no move to read it.  Mr. Mitchell just stares at the boy shining his shoes, 
smiling. 
“Yes sir.  Dogs are fine animals,” Tee responds. 
“Yes, boy, they are.  You have no idea.” Mr. Mitchell seems pleased, entertained.  
He leans forward and winks.  “You know how many dogs I have?” 
“No sir.” 
“I got a whole pack of them.  Fifty at least.  You know how hard it is to feed all 
those dogs?” 
“No sir.” 
Mr. Mitchell cocks his head and juts out his bottom lip in an exaggerated show of 
thought.  “Say, what’s your name, boy?” 
“Tiberius, sir.” 
“Now.  Now was your daddy John Scott?  He was that doctor in Judea.” 
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“Yes sir.” 
“That’s right.  He died trying to escape from the prison.  Them dogs just ran him 
down.” Jesse Mitchell sits up now in his chair leaning over close to Tee’s face.  Tee prays 
that someone will come and sit down next to him.  He desperately wants him to stop.  He 
wants it all to stop.  “They probably just didn’t feed them enough and when they caught 
hold of your daddy’s blood they just went berserk.  I reckon them dogs just ate him right 
up.” 
Tee says nothing, looking down.   
 
“’Shore is hard keeping a pack of dogs fed, boy,’ and then he leans in very close to 
my face and says: ‘Stay out of my classroom nigger.  Them dogs are always hungry.’” Tee 
says this now to Maria, over the pumping and sucking of air from the machines. 
“This man was your teacher?”  Maria asks with what incredulity she has left, trying 
to lean up. 
“He was just a monster.  He had most everyone fooled and those he didn’t were 
payed off.” Tee stands up and pours some water into his paper cup before sitting back 
down.  “He just stood up and smiled after that; his fat lips drawing back and showing me 
all of his teeth.  And his eyes.  There was too much white in those eyes.  I believe he was 
an evil man.” 
Maria’s brow furrows, lines stretch out over her smooth forehead. 
“So you killed this man?  But you were just a young boy,” she says. 
“No I didn’t kill him for that.  It was before I joined the Marines.  Before Earl and 
I signed up.” 
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“Why didn’t you tell your mother?” 
“Baby, my momma couldn’t do nothing.  My daddy was dead and it wasn’t like my 
momma could do anything about it.  Besides, it would’ve just been trouble.  I never went 
to his school anyways,” Tee says, taking his hat off and setting it on the foot of the bed. 
“Why did you kill this man then?” 
“Well, first we was just going to rough him up some and then it got out of hand.  
He had molested Gerald’s high school sweetheart, you see.  He came on to her one day 
after school had let out and she was in detention.  Really fucked her up.  Her name was 
Minerva.  I always liked her because she had a funny name too; always wanted to be called 
Minnie.  She was nice and pretty and her and Gerald would’ve probably been married.  But 
that monster raped her -raped her right there in that classroom.  That’s just what he was –a 
monster.  We had parked the Desoto a few miles down the road and hiked through the 
woods towards Mitchell’s house.  It was off the road a few miles and then some more at 
the end of a windy gravel drive.  I kept thinking about the dogs he had told about when I 
was a kid, back when that asshole was trying to scare me.” 
“Desoto?” 
“It’s a kind of car, honey.”  
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It would have been a little more than ten years ago that Mr. Mitchell delivered his 
thinly veiled threat.  Those dogs would be too old.  They would have all died off.  Perhaps 
they starved to death.  Tee thought these things as the three of them skulked through the 
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forest. 
“What about his wife?”  Tee had asked the day before, out by the lake. 
“What about his wife?  Ain’t nobody seen her for years.  She’s a cripple.  Can’t 
even walk anymore,” Gerald had said.  He was a big man for just graduating high school.  
They had all known each other since they were boys.  Their houses backed up to one 
another.  They had played football, swam, camped with each other their whole lives.  
Gerald had always been their leader.   
“I ain’t gonna scare no woman.  She didn’t have anything to do with it,” Earl said, 
looking around even though they were alone.   
“We ain’t gonna hurt her.  Shit, Earl, I ain’t gonna hurt a woman.  All we gotta do 
is cut the phone wire and get him before he can make a sound.  We lure him outside, jump 
him and whoop his ass,” Gerald’s plan was straight forward. 
“But how’s he not going to see it’s us?”  Tee stopped and leaned against Earl’s 
pickup truck. 
“Oh he’ll see us.  This is the best part,” Gerald motioned for the other two boys to 
come over.  He grabbed a rucksack from the cab of his truck.  Suspiciously, he looked from 
left to right before pulling a white sheet partially from the bag. 
“We’re going to dress up like ghosts?”  Earl smirked, initially unaware of the racial 
implement. 
“You watch it, Earl.  Don’t push my buttons,” Gerald said in Earl’s direction. 
 “You understand what happens if I get caught doing this right?”  Tee’s voice was 
low.  He understood. 
  “Jesus, Gerald.  I don’t know about this,” Earl said carefully. 
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“Don’t think I’m stupid.  You all go to jail.  They’ll kill me.  And you both know it.  
A black man pretending to be the klan.  They’ll burn me and you know it.” 
“You don’t go backing out on me, Tee,” Gerald said flatly.  It came out as a 
command and not a question.  “Are you a boy or are you a man?  You told me –you swore 
to me- that you would help me.  I gave you a choice, Tee, and you took it.”  
Gerald turned to Tee.  His face didn’t move under his piercing gaze.  He clutched 
the backpack of sheets to his chest.  For a moment he looked like he had when they were 
kids.   
“I ain’t going nowhere.  But I want you to know what’s at stake here, Gerald,” Tee 
reached out and touched the cloth hanging out of the bag.   
“Well we ain’t going to get caught,” Gerald said finally.  “Even if he sees us or his 
cripple wife sees us all they’re just going to see are some klansmen.  Just some ghosts out 
for a haunt.  Probably someone in relation to Minnie.” 
Tee’s hair stood up on the back of his neck. 
 
When they come upon the house in the distance, the windows look like little fires.  
There are no outside lights, only the dim outlines of trees, a pickup truck and, farther in the 
distance, a small barn.  It is quiet except for the distant bleating of sheep. 
“I don’t hear any dogs,” Tee whispers to Gerald, crouched down and looking 
through a line of dense trees.   
“Me neither.  I’m going to sneak up and snip the phone wire.  You and Earl wait 
here,” Gerald whispers back.  He looks straight ahead, pulling one of the sheets from the 
backpack.  He had cut some holes for eyes.  He reaches up, covering his mouth over the 
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sheet to hold it in place.  “I’ll be right back.” 
Through the dark night they watch as he runs, low to the ground towards the farm 
house, white sheet rippling in his wake.  Tee hears trickling water and notices Earl urinating 
next to a tree out of the corner of his eye. 
“What?  It was either the tree or my leg.” 
“I ain’t never been so scared,” Tee says not taking his eyes off the house.  He has 
lost sight of Gerald.   
“Me too,” Earl confirms, slowly moving next to Tee.  “Listen, we’re just going to 
rough him up a little.  You don’t even have to hit him if you don’t want.  Just stand back 
and make sure that wife of his don’t see nothing.  I know you didn’t want to come here.  
But you did right by Gerald coming here.” 
They both sit, crouched in silence listening to the lambs, waiting for some sign.  
But they hear nothing and see nothing and after 15 minutes both boys begin to get nervous.   
“He’s caught him,” Tee says.   
“Where the hell is he?”  Earl’s tone echoes Tee’s anxiety. 
As if to answer the lights in the house go dim.  Both boys drop to the ground. 
“Jesus Christ,” Tee whispers.  “He’s going to feed him to those dogs.  Jeeesus.” 
“I don’t hear any dogs,” Earl says back in a hushed tone.   
“He told me when I was a kid that he had a bunch of dogs.  He told me that they 
was hungry.  He knew about my daddy and how he died on the run.  He’s going to feed 
him to those dogs.”   
“We got to go get somebody,” Earl says. 
In an instant their growls and barks roll out over the moonlit hills.  The snarls rush 
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past the trees and around the stones and blades of grass.  Underneath the din erupt the 
frantic screams; animal screams. 
“Jesus.  We can’t leave him there Earl.” 
Earl stares into Tee’s eyes before looking towards the farm house.  “You go back to 
the car.  I’ll…” 
“Fuck going back to the car,” Tee says, he grabs Earl’s arm tightly.  “We got to go 
for him now.” 
Earl waits a second as Tee creeps out from the tree line and darts towards the house.  
Earl follows him, pausing from tree to tree.  They jog with their hands out, careful about 
where they step with the sounds of the dogs growing louder, clearer.  The boys bouncing 
shadows lope across the field, stretching out through the moonlight.  Their breaths puff out 
in icy curls, slowly dissipating into the frosty night air.  Tee reaches down and picks up a 
rock from the ground.  The rock’s jagged cold edges cut sharply against his skin yet add to 
his courage and sense of safety. 
The closer they get the boys can see that there is a dim light coming from the garage.  
As they get even closer, they descend upon them.  A flock of sheep dart past them, through 
them, sprinting as if the end of the world is behind them.  A scream dies in Tee’s throat as 
he realizes they aren’t dogs.  He waves his hands towards Earl, who is following close 
behind, to save him the surprise.  Earl motions back, waving his arms, before ducking back 
behind the dim shadow of a small pear tree.  The lambs charge past, in a tight formation, 
terrified by the snarls and gnashing sounds.  
“They would have ran into the flames of hell,” Earl would think one day, years and 
years down the road, as he sat behind the wheel of his car in front of his house in his quiet 
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neighborhood. 
“Huh!  Huh!  Who else is here with you!?” 
Tee and Earl reach the side of the barn, they crouch down outside the open door. 
“Don’t you lie to me.  If you lie I’ll let them start on your feet and work their way 
up,” his voice is shrill with adrenaline and excitement.  Tee can hear a resounding slap; 
hand thick against skin. 
“Ain’t no one here but me,” Gerald’s voice quakes with panic and fear.   
“Watch what happens!  Watch!!”  In a moment there are the screams of the lamb.  
Its eyes roll at the sounds of the dogs.  There are the sounds of a slight scuffle before the 
growling and the snapping and sickening pulling and popping sound of muscle and sinew 
and bone separating.  The lamb’s desperate screams escalate to shrieks before they are 
reduced to chortled gurgling.  Tee thinks he hears Gerald retch. 
Sometime during the vicious barking and gore, Tee finds himself standing. 
“You!  You!  You!  Yoouuu!” Jesse Mitchell’s voice rings out into the night.  It is 
almost like a song.  Tee imagines the lamb’s that had run past, hooves slamming onto the 
ground in perfect time to it.  Tee imagines them running until the end of the earth.  Earl’s 
eyes grow wide as Tee steps out into the light.  Earl falls back onto his ass from his crouched 
position, in shock. 
“You!!!”  Jesse screams in surprise and rage when he turns and notices Tee’s rapid 
advance, rock held above his head.  Jesse Mitchell is naked except for some boots.  Tee 
brings the rock down twice onto his head and the singing stops. 
 
The dogs have torn the lamb to shreds.  They are in a pit that had been dug into the 
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Earth.  There are at least 20 of them, ragged, missing ears and eyes and tails.  Their fangs 
are jumbles of jagged white though and their hackles stand on end.  They glare up from the 
depths of their imprisonment, watching as the two boys untie the third from the make shift 
railing.  They quickly and silently tie Jesse’s hands and legs together with their sheets. 
Gerald vomits again.  Tears mark paths down his dirty face.  He walks outside and 
falls to his knees in the grass.  Earl grabs the chain to the light and pulls it momentarily 
extinguishing the horror. 
“Gerald?  You alright?  He didn’t hurt you none, did he?”  Earl rushes outside. 
“Oh Goddd.  God.  I thought he was going to feed me to those dogs. Oh shit,” 
Gerald’s words gush out, choked with sobs and scratchy sniffs. 
“Fuck.  Where’s his wife?” 
“Didn’t you see?  Jesus Christ.  Didn’t you see?”  Gerald is back on his feet now, 
trying to wipe the tears out of his eyes.  He walks back into the barn and pulls the chain to 
the light.  He sees Tee standing there with the rock in his hand over the crumpled form of 
Jesse Mitchell.   
“Tee,” he says, walking carefully towards Tee.  “Tee you alright buddy?  You saved 
my life, Tee.” 
Tee jumps a little at the sound of his name, dropping the rock with a thud onto the 
floor.  He turns around, wide eyed and nods at Gerald. 
“Yes I did,” he says slowly. 
“Oh dear God,” Earl murmurs, noticing the wheelchair dangling from a beam over 
the pit.  There’s a makeshift pulley system attached to the beam.  The wheelchair’s thick 
wood and metal are tinged with a dark maroon.  From underneath it the dog’s black eyes 
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regard the boys curiously. 
“First, I started off by feeding her the dead ones.  I told her it was mutton.  And in 
a round-about way it was, I guess,” the boys jump at his voice.  The blood has already 
started to dry on his forehead through the swelling.  “She loved those fucking dogs so-oh 
much.  So I just started cooking them for her.  Told the stupid bitch it was lamb.  Shhheee 
almost couldn’t tell the difference.” 
“Jesus, he’s awake,” Earl yelps, jumping back from what could have been an 
imaginary snake. 
“I am!” he manages before Gerald descends upon him. 
Gerald kicks him twice in the stomach before Tee pulls him off.  “GER-ALD, 
Gerald, easy.  Let’s just think this through.” 
“Gerald?  Oh, oh, ohhh.  Gerald Thomas I know you?  That is you isn’t it?  Why 
we’re almost family,” Jesse snickers are predicated by a wheezing cough.   
“Ain’t none of my kind any part of your kind,” Gerald pants.  “You’re a fucking 
monster.  That’s all you are.” 
“Your sister didn’t think so when I found her leaving the library.  Where did you 
think that baby of hers came from?” he laughs, his thick lips pursing into a sneer.  “I bet 
she said she got pregnant when she went off to college.  I. Bet.  She left town.” 
“You shut up you son of a bitch.  You shut up or I’ll feed you to your own dogs,” 
Gerald says, hands clenching in and out of fists. 
“Oh I bet you would.  I.  Bet.  You.  Would.  They’re always hungry.  Isn’t that right, 
Tiberius?” he laughs, moving his head to look toward Tee.  “They get hungry when they 
ain’t fed boy!” 
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“Shut up,” Gerald says, staring down at him. 
“I put that baby in your sister and told her what I’d do to her if she told anyone.  
How old is it now?!  Nine?  Ten?!  What did she name it?  Abraham, Alan, Arthur?  Then 
I got me a piece of your little girlfriend’s ass after class,” he screams, suddenly enraged, 
thrusting his hips back and forth as Gerald takes a running start at him.  He kicks Jesse 
Mitchell off the ground before Tee and Earl wrap him up and drag him outside. 
“GERALD.  Gerald!  Jesus Christ!  Tee gag that son of a bitch!  Take some of that 
sheet and gag that bastard,” Earl screams, putting his entire weight into holding Gerald 
back.  The dogs are pacing and biting at each other.  Jesus is coughing and gagging on the 
floor.  Tee grabs the backpack and turns it up.  The sheets fall out along with something 
that glitters off of the moonlight.  Tee reaches down and picks up the kitchen knife.  Still 
coughing, Mr. Mitchell sees the blade and begins shaking his head.  His voice whines and 
sputters as Tee stands over him.  Tee bends down to one knee and very slowly pushes the 
knife into the stomach of Jesse Mitchell. 
“Ooooohhh,” the sound he makes is similar to one that a person would make after 
jumping into a frozen pond.  “Oooooh!  Oooh!  Ooooh!” 
The next thing Tee realizes is that he is on the ground, being pushed over by Earl.  
Earl bound the man’s face leaving only his nose exposed.  Then, with quick precision he 
wraps the man’s stomach carefully around the knife.  Tee just sits there and watches with 
a dull expression. 
No one says anything for a while.  They just sit and watch each other. 
 
# 
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“It was Gerald that spoke first,” Tee says, looking down at his dying wife.  “He said 
we should take him down to Lake Harrison and drop him to the bottom of the lake.  Both 
Earl and I agreed.  We both knew there was no turning back. 
“We were able to pull his wife’s wheelchair over and we set him in it and put him 
in the back of his pickup.  It was Gerald’s idea to burn the barn down with the dogs in it.  
We just nodded.  It was far enough out there where no one would come for a while.  There 
weren’t any neighbors around for miles and miles. We took off and put Jesse Mitchell in 
the trunk of Gerald’s dads Desoto.  When we brought the truck back to the barn Gerald lit 
it all up.  Then a wall collapsed and all those dogs burst out of that barn.  It was like a 
firecracker going off in a beehive.  Some of them were on fire and they ran out into the 
field before they just fell down burning.  Others ran out into the night, into the woods.  
Then we drove the Desoto to the lake.  Gerald’s folks had a cabin with a pier and a row 
boat.  That’s where we did it.  We took a chain and put it around his feet.  He wasn’t dead 
yet.  He was still bleeding some when we threw him over.” 
Tee pauses for a moment.  He looks at his wife.  She is watching him silently, her 
eyes slightly moving up and down. 
“You were right to kill him.  I love you for killing him,” she says softly, a slight 
smile creeps onto her face.  Tee nods his head, futilely trying to stop the tears that well up 
in his eyes. 
Later in the night Maria von Kroven-Scott lapses into a coma.  She does not linger 
long.  She passes away with Tee by her side, his thumb gently rubbing the back of her hand.  
Tee had her buried in the cemetery of Arcadia.  She had never been there in life but she 
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would rest there in death.  He quit the Cincinnati Police Department and moved back to 
Arcadia with their three dacshunds.   
He bought a house down the street from his mother.  His younger brother and his 
family lived a block away.  Tiberius joined the police force in Arcadia and after 4 years 
became the first black sheriff the town had ever seen.   
Occasionally he and Earl would get together and have a few beers at the VFW or 
sometimes at the Shepard’s Pole, a dive bar on the outskirts of town.  They never talked 
about what happened out at Lake Harrison.  They never talked about how Gerald 
committed suicide while they were fighting in the Korean Peninsula.   
He hung himself out in the woods.  He left no note, no reason as to why he decided 
to take his own life.  Earl and Tee both, yet separately, suspected it was guilt over not 
joining the marines with them.  What else could it have been? 
 
# 
 
“Ain’t nobody going to be fishing out here.  It’s too cold,” Gerald says, as they get 
out of the car.  There is a murmuring coming from the trunk.  When they lift the hood up, 
the body begin to struggle.  The sheets are soaked in blood.  Earl’s hands shake as he grabs 
the wheelchair and unfolds it.   
Between Tee and Gerald, they hoist Jesse out from trunk and set him in the chair.  
Under the waning moonlight his skin has taken on an ashen hue.  Gerald grabbed some 
chains and a cinder block from Jesse’s truck at the farm. He walks down the pier and sets 
them out in the boat. 
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“Are you sure it’s big enough?”  Earl eyes the boat.  He knows what lies beneath 
the water.   
“It’ll be tight but not for long,” Gerald replies.  He reaches down and unties the 
blindfold.  Mr. Mitchell blinks his eyes over and over until they come into focus.  Only 
then does he begin to struggle.   
“No, no, no…” He whines, only shifting slightly in the chair.  Once on the pier he 
gives up and just sobs, the knife still sticking out of his stomach.  The sky has begun to 
brighten along the horizon. 
Jesse Mitchell begin to shiver, his grey body convulsing.  The boat bounces up and 
down as Earl puts a foot inside of it.  Tee follows and Gerald lowers Jesse Mitchell into the 
boat before boarding himself.  He unties the boat and grabs the oars with both his arms.  
He doesn’t ask for help as he rows out into the lake. 
“I’m going to join the army,” Earl blurts out.   
“Why?”  Gerald asks, laboring for breath under the strain of the heavy boat. 
“If they find out then I’ll be on the other side of the world.” 
“They ain’t going to find out,” Gerald grimaces.  “They gonna think he burned up 
in his barn.” 
“But if they do…” 
“They ain’t.” 
When they get to the center of the lake, Gerald rests the oars inside the boat.   
“Tee help me.  Earl keep the boat steady or we’ll all go over,” he says.   
Jesse Mitchell’s eyes flutter when they lift him up and angle him into the icy water.  
He looks like a mummy with all of the rope and chains.  He groans slightly when his scalp 
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enters the glassy water.  He only thrashes for a moment before they drop the cinder block 
overboard.  Tee looks overboard in the clear water as Jesse plummets to the depths, looking 
up as he descends to his watery grave. 
“What if the chain breaks and he washes up on shore?”  Earl asks. 
“I said that ain’t going to happen,” Gerald replies, resigned, leaning back against 
the bow.   
“How do you know?” 
“There is a town under this lake.  It was called Judea.  There are houses and stop 
signs and stores.  There were people there when they flooded it my momma said.  There 
was a hospital there.  It all sat down into this valley and when they flooded it.  They didn’t 
tear nothing down.” 
“How come I ain’t ever heard of this,” Earl asks. 
“It was a black community,” Tee answers before Gerald had a chance to.  “They 
flooded it for the dam.  It powers Arcadia and some of the other towns nearby.  They 
flooded it and some of the people with it.  Really though, my momma told me they just 
didn’t want a black town so close to Arcadia.” 
“Jesus.  You serious, Tee?” 
“My momma wouldn’t lie.” 
“It’s the truth.  Now there’s catfish under there the sizes of a horses.  By the time 
those chains rust and break he’ll be all eaten up.  We didn’t kill no man tonight.  You heard 
him.  He fed his own wife her dogs and then fed her to the dogs.  That evil motherfucker 
raped my Minnie and my sister…,” he pauses, his voice breaking with emotion.  “How am 
I supposed to go on with that?  That fucking monster.  His son is my cousin.” 
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Gerald looks overboard at the water that has begun to smooth back out. 
“He’s just saying stuff to get into your head.  You don’t believe that now, Gerald.  
That was all just talk from a crazy man,” Tee says, smacking Gerald’s leg. 
Gerald pauses for a moment and then regains his composure.  “You’re right, Tee.” 
He begins to row his friends back to the dock.  As the boat slides across the lake, 
Tee holds his hands overboard, washing them in the cold water. 
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Chapter Four 
 
 
How to lose things 
 
 
  
 
I. 
 
It isn’t a very long funeral procession.  There is a mish-mash of different colored 
cars following the dull grey hearse.  They wind behind the salt-stained van at uneven 
spaces; a sordid spectacle resembling a gander of ducklings following their mother.  Piles 
of dingy snow clump along the road, pushed out from the road and onto the sidewalk by 
the plow.  Under the sun the snow was receding into miniature dirty glaciers dividing the 
road from the stores.  It is in the late afternoon and the weather has warmed up.  It has been 
a very clear day with a light breeze.  Sarah had asked to be buried at sunset.  If anyone 
thought it was strange they kept it to themselves. 
Earl and Alice are driving Bill, Cody and Star in Earl’s half sized Winnebago.  He 
bought it some years ago on a whim.  He and Alice had used it for travel after they retired.  
They had driven to Niagara Falls, Mount Rushmore and then finally to Las Vegas a few 
years before Sarah and Bill had bought the house next door. 
Star is strapped into the passenger side seat next to Earl.  Everyone else sits cramped 
on canvas bench seats, occasionally jostled by the pock marked road.  Some of the pots 
and pans hanging over the sink clang together.  Alice has her arm around Cody.  Bill has 
his hands out resting on the flimsy veneered wooden table in between the bench seats. 
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Cody traces letters onto the window as they slowly trail the head of the procession.  
They are all silent except for Cody who is whispering something very softly before leaning 
forward and breathing onto the glass.   
“Cody, what are you doing?” Bill asks.  It comes out bitterly, loud.  Bill is 
embarrassed that he had yelled at his son.  He inhales deeply before exhaling through his 
nose, his head slumping down to the side.  “Just don’t smudge the windows, buddy.” 
“I’m saying the lord’s prayer,” Cody says, as a matter of fact, before he begins to 
whisper again. 
Bill’s eyes are red and the top button on his shirt is undone.  His tie is in a clumsy, 
oversized knot.  He hasn’t shaved since Sheriff Scott had appeared on his porch bearing 
the news of Sarah’s suicide.  He heard Alice gasp when she they met, before they helped 
the kids into their Winnebago.   
He knew something had been wrong when he saw the sheriff standing on his porch, 
behind the screen door, clutching his hat to his chest.  His little blue eyes felt like lasers.  
Earl was standing next to Tee, his face matching his silky white hair. 
 
“I’m writing Mom’s name.  M-O-M.  Mom,” Cody replies, solemnly looking out 
the window. 
“It’s ok, Bill,” Earl calls from over his shoulder.  He reaches over and turns on the 
blinker.  “I’m going to give it a wash here in the next few days if the weather stays nice.  
There’s so much damn salt on the road that it doesn’t matter.”   
Bill decides to let it drop and, instead, watches his son trace the letters.  He had 
spent the morning reading over Sarah’s note.  He was trying to feel to get it out of his 
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system before the funeral.  He didn’t want to be a mess in front of his children.  He knew 
that would upset them even more than they already were.   
The last thing Bill felt he could handle was blubbering and sobbing in front of his 
few friends and even fewer family members.  He had briefly spoken to Sarah’s grandfather, 
who was in a nursing home.  Her parents had both passed away.  Malcolm took the news 
as he typically did, in a “well that’s that/matter of fact” sort of way.   
“Well, sir, are you going to be able to make it?”  Bill was regretting actually coming 
to the nursing home.  Malcolm Thomas sat in his house coat watching the Price Is Right.   
“Yes, I’ll be there if Franny will come and pick me up,” he said, stretching to look 
past an old woman, seemingly aimlessly walking in front of him.  He cast a baleful glance 
in her direction as she shambled down the hallway.   
“It would mean a lot-” 
“Listen,” Malcolm interrupted.  “If Franny picks me up and can get me in and out 
of this fucking chair then yes, I’ll be there.  If she can’t then you don’t expect me to just 
wheel myself over there.  Now, if you don’t mind I only get so many hours of television a 
day.” 
 
Most of the other relatives that lived in neighboring counties had agreed to come.  
Before the funeral they came to the house and brought a massive spread of food and drinks 
and alcohol.  There were so many casseroles that Alice agreed to hold some in her 
refrigerator in the basement.  People, familiar and otherwise, had shown up, shaking hands 
and expressing their shock and grief.  Bill’s head hurt from holding the emotion in.  He 
tried so hard to remain stoic.  Once he snuck back to their room and sobbed, desperately 
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splashing water on his face in their bathroom, as if it were on fire and the tap water would 
wash out the flames.  He sat on the toilet, holding his head until it passed. 
His wife’s suicide explained his life.  Thinking about it made him dizzy at first, 
then it metastasized, slowly, like a primordial hand stretching out from the earth, into 
reality.  He was crushed as a husband, as a father, as a member of this small community 
where he was a teacher.  It was as if the stinger from a giant bee had broken off in him and 
relentlessly pumped its toxin into him.  He sat on his toilet, trying not to spill the airplane 
bottle of Jim Beam down his chin.   
How can I live around these things of hers?  Bill thought.  He twisted off the toilet 
and sat in front of the basin.  He looked into the shower at all of her half empty bottles of 
shampoo and conditioner.  Slowly, he stood up and gaged in the sink while trying to brush 
his teeth.  He needed to get it together best he could in front of the kids.  How could Sarah 
do this to their children?  Star would never know her mother.  Bill had to pull himself 
together.  
Sarah had left the note taped to the steering wheel of her Corolla.  Only Sarah would 
keep a roll of scotch tape in her car.  Her handwriting was erratic, scrawled out on the back 
of a large manila folder in blotchy, black sharpie ink.  The Sharpie was left on the passenger 
side seat, next to the box the gun had come in and some bullets scattered in the crevice of 
the seat.  There were some empty beer cans on the floorboard along with the other non-
suicidal accoutrement –crumpled receipts, two plastic water bottles, a plastic baggie 
holding a few crushed Cheerios, some junk mail and crushed up empty cigarette boxes.  
Cigarette ashes dusted the area around the car’s ashtray.   
Once Star was born, Sarah began sneaking cigarettes outside and in the car when 
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she was alone.  When it came out that she was smoking again, Bill wasn’t hard on her.  She 
was on edge, and he figured that if this was something of a phase then he’d let it be.  Still, 
never before had Bill ever seen her smoke with such enthusiasm.  When they dated she 
would have the occasional smoke and after Cody was born she would keep a pack around 
for the tough days.   
But nothing like after Star.   
She would smoke outside in the rain and then even in the snow and ice.    Bill 
figured she had stopped and bought the six pack (of Bud Light, no less) before she did it.  
Sarah hardly ever drank and this seemed very out of the ordinary for her.  He imagined her 
sitting there, chugging these beers, trying to calm herself for what she was getting ready to 
do. 
A woman was out for a morning walk, pushing a stroller, when she found Sarah’s 
body, laying a few yards away from her dingy white Corolla.  She had parked her car near 
a park on the outskirts of town with a long paved walking path that was popular.  The 
woman immediately turned the stroller away from the gruesome scene.  Sarah had got out 
of the car and taken a few steps before shooting herself.   
The woman ran back to her car and drove to a gas station where they called the 
police.  They had already come and taken the gun and the spent shell.  Bill was still looking 
for the casing when he and Earl went to pick the car up.  For some reason he felt as though 
maybe he could get some answers if he could find the little brass casing.  But the casing 
was nowhere to be found. 
 
The morning of the suicide Bill was home from work with the flu.  Sarah had asked 
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him if he felt well enough to watch after Star.  She said she needed to run some errands and 
that she may even drive into Lexington. 
“What is it you need in Livingston?”  Bill asked, trying not to get honey over the 
kitchen counter.  His fever had broken and he was trying to make some hot tea and honey 
instead of his usual morning coffee.  He slowly spun the spoon around the bottom of the 
mug as the honey broke off and dissolved into the hot liquid.   
“Just some shopping.  Odds and ends,” Sarah replied, emptying the dishwasher 
slowly and quietly.   
“You should see if Alice wants to go,” Bill offered, stifling a cough with the sweet, 
thick hot tea.   
“Oh, I’ll just go alone.  She has a hard time keeping up sometimes.” 
“You should at least ask.” 
“I don’t want to leave you alone with the kids while your sick.  What happens if 
Star wakes up barfing everywhere?  What happens if Cody wanders off?  I’ll just go.  It’ll 
be fine.”  Sarah’s demeanor fractured slightly, Bill will recall.   
Bill said nothing, just stood staring into the tea as he mixed it slowly. 
“Do you not trust me or something?  Is that it?  Do you really think I’m out fucking 
some other guy?”  They had been experiencing intimacy problems since the birth of Star.   
“No.  Goddamnit, Sarah.  I trust you.  Why would you say that?  Can’t I at least be 
concerned?”  Bill sat the mug down and squeezed the bridge of his nose.  “Look, go out 
and have some ‘me time’, the kids will be fine with me.  I’ll eat some DayQuil, throw in a 
video and do some laundry.”  
He moved behind her, slowly placing his arm around her arm.  She smelled like 
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dove soap and baby wipes. 
She nodded, leaving her head down as Bill says into her neck: “I’m sorry, honey.  
I’m sorry.  Go have some fun.  I don’t mean to be pushy.  I love you.”   
Bill raised his hands to her shoulders, rubbing until he felt her body give way and 
then added, “I might even clean the house.” 
“You’re a good husband, Bill,” she exhaled, turning to kiss him on the cheek.  Sarah 
gave him a strained smile and then scooped the keys off the counter and walked out of the 
kitchen.  Bill surveyed the mess of dishes and clutter in the kitchen.  Sarah walked back 
through the kitchen wearing her coat.   
“I’ll see you at dinner,” she said, quickly walking out.  Bill looked out the window 
to watch her back out of the driveway, drinking his hot honey and tea.   
That was how Bill Stokley lost his wife. 
 
# 
 
 
Bill’s sleep the night before the funeral was light and sporadic, laced with frantic 
dreams that converged then faded as soon as he woke up.  In the days since Sarah’s death, 
Bill had taken to leaving the television on in their room, now his room.  The constant white 
noise took the place of his wife.  Not so much in a way that specifically reminded him of 
her, but rather just the company of noise other than himself and Star who slept in a crib in 
the corner of the room.  He kept the volume low so as not to wake her.  It was necessary.   
There was a snow globe that sat on top of the television that he had bought for Sarah 
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when they lived in Astoria.  He had shaken it the morning of her death.  He had given it to 
her the afternoon she found out that she was pregnant with Cody.   
He had spent the first night after her suicide trying to remember everything they 
had said to one another the morning before and then writing it down.  He would write them 
out –different conversations they should have had, some absurdly honest- and then turn the 
page and write another conversation down.  They ended in no particular order with Sarah 
saying: 
   
1.  “I love you and I’ll die after you and I won’t leave all this for you to figure 
out”. 
2.  “I’m leaving to go kill myself but it’s not your fault.  You were perfect and 
our kids are perfect and I’m just a crazy selfish cunt!” 
3. “Thanks for the laughs!” 
4. “This world is too hard and I can’t go on.  There’s a casserole in the oven.  
Just preheat the oven to 375 and then bake for 25 minutes.  Just kidding.” 
5.   “It’s not anyone’s fault!” 
6. “You evil fuck you stole my life and made me into such a thing I don’t 
recognize and I can’t get back to me so I’m going to shoot my fucking brains out in a park.  
See you in hell, motherfucker!” 
7. “I’m sorry.” 
8. “I’m so sorry.” 
 
Bill wrote these things in the dim flashing lights of the television, under the murmur 
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of infomercials until he laid down and drifted into a restless sleep.  After that night, he just 
laid in bed after Star went to sleep and watched television until he dozed off. 
 
The morning of the funeral he woke up, gradually, to the sound of a nature show on 
the BBC.  As the dreams slowly ebbed away and reality began to set in, Bill sat up and 
gave the television a little volume.  The show featured a tribal man from central Africa 
climbing a tree.  The tree was forty meters tall and thick enough for three people to hold 
hands and wrap their arms around the base.  He used a vine (which he slung around the 
tree like a harness) and an axe to chop out chunks of wood to place his feet in.  The climber, 
Muntetay, had serious eyes and a giant, pleasant smile.  Slowly, he scaled the tree.  The 
narrator had a British accent and boasted about the danger this man was taking to get the 
honey. 
Once Muntetay was at the top of the tree, Star began to gently fuss in her crib.  The 
morning light began to glow through the curtains –first a dull gray then the muffled 
morning sun through the plaid fabric.  Bill muted the television as Star’s fussing devolved 
into coos and then, finally, the gentle sounds of infantile slumber.   
Bill was already trying not to cry when he turned his attention back to the muted 
television.  Muntetay was pulling a smoldering wad of limbs and branches, some forty 
meters up in a tree.  From below, a fellow tribesman cups a gnarled hand over his eyes.  He 
winced and smiled at the same time, pointing upwards and nodding.  Presumably he started 
the fire and was helping Muntetay on his quest for honey.   
“But why?”  Bill wondered, unconsciously looking towards the crib. 
The camera zooms out revealing a woman with close cropped hair.  Her thin, 
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elegant neck is adorned with bright necklaces that drape down over her breasts.  She smiles, 
nodding her head proudly.   
Bill deftly scooted to the edge of the bed and ever so slightly turned the television 
up. 
“Once Muntetay finishes pulling the burning leaves up the length of the tree,” the 
British narrator explains, “He shall precariously approach the bee’s nest and place the 
burning leaves directly into the hive.  One miss-step is all that stands between Muntetay 
and certain death.  The smoke will pacify the potentially deadly bees, allowing Muntetay 
to get the honey that his wife so desires.” 
The bees rush out, buzzing around Muntetay.  He reaches inside the hive, despite 
numerous stings and produces a jagged honey comb, dripping with the thick invaluable 
liquid.  He holds it out for those below to behold.  They nod their heads with giant, 
approving smiles.  Bill reaches over from the edge of the bed and touches the television 
screen where the pixelated Muntetay’s wife is standing, her hands clasped together over 
her chest.   
Star began to murmur and squawk from her crib in response to the sounds of the 
television.  As Muntetay’s wife claps and yells encouragingly, Bill turned the volume up 
as Star began to cry. 
 
                                                                          # 
 
Arthur is squatting down, examining a headstone.  One of the temples is broken off 
of his glasses and he holds them to his face as he squints at the headstone’s dedication.  He 
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was leaning against a mausoleum trying not to be noticed when the boy had emerged from 
the throng of people.  He had, after all, accidentally made eye contact with the boy.  He 
walked up to Arthur and began reading the names on the side of the mausoleum wall.  He 
read them out loud before turning his attention to the graves.   
The boy laughs a little after reading the name engraved onto a granite cross. 
“It’s a silly name but the person is dead and it’s not good to make fun of dead 
people,” he says, dipping his dilapidated spectacles down, slightly, to punctuate his point.  
The sun is descending and the wind is picking up.  The crisp early spring day is dimming 
into a late winter’s night. 
“I’m sorry.” 
Arthur presses his thin lips together and shakes his head.  “It’s ok, kid.  I ain’t trying 
to be hard on you.  It is a funny name to have.”   
“What about the other Jesus?”  Cody asks. 
“What other Jesus? You mean Jesus Christ?” 
“The Jesus that lives in heaven.  With his heavenly father.  Amen.” Cody pulls his 
hand into his sleeve, mimicking Arthur’s missing hand. 
“Not that Jesus.  He’s fine.  Shit, who knows?  Not all guys named Jesus live in 
heaven.  Hey, stop it with the arm thing, will ya?”  Arthur puts what’s left of his arm –a 
few inches from the wrist- into his coat pocket. 
“I’m sorry,” Cody says, pushing his hand back through his sleeve.  He rubs his nose, 
kneading the cold out. 
“How old are you, kid?”  Arthur asks after a moment.  He pulls a half smoked black 
and mild out of his other pocket and lights it. 
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“I’m eight and a half.” 
“You’re pretty serious for an eight-year-old.” 
“I’m eight and a half.” 
Arthur pauses for a moment and then smiles.  “That you are.  I missed the funeral.  
Are you related to Sarah?” 
“She’s my mom,” Cody answers.  “My name is Cody.  Mrs. Turner said she’s gone 
to live with the Jesus in heaven.” 
“I’m sure she has,” Arthur says, ashamed at the defensiveness in his voice.  They’re 
quiet for a moment before Arthur speaks again.  “I’m sorry about your mom, Cody.  My 
name’s Arthur Thomas.  Your mom was my cousin though we only met a few times.  I’m 
a little bit older.” 
Cody stares at Arthur without saying anything. 
“That makes us cousins, or something like that,” Arthur says, awkwardly looking 
back at the people milling around the grave.  His face crushes into a grimace as he chokes 
a little on the stale black and mild.  The plastic feels dirty between his teeth.  He had arrived 
at the end of the service and stayed towards the back trying to not be noticed.  The service 
had been over for twenty minutes now.  Arthur notices an older man watching them.  It 
isn’t until the man walks closer that Arthur recognizes him as Earl Turner.  With his white 
hair and mustache he is hard to confuse.  His hands are tucked into pants pockets in front 
of his long, grey wool coat.  He had been good friends with Gerald, Arthur’s uncle. 
“What happened to your arm?”  Cody asks, breaking the silence. 
Earl calls for Cody.  He waves at him while standing there with his bowed legs.  
Cody extends his hand. 
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“Goodbye, Mr. Thomas,” Cody says with a serious look on his face.  Arthur reaches 
down and shakes his hand. 
“Nice to meet you Cody.  I’m sorry about your mom,” Arthur says as Cody abruptly 
turns and runs to Earl.  Earl reaches down and pats Cody on the back as he blends into the 
throng of mourners.  He waits a moment, allowing his stare to linger uncomfortably on 
Arthur.  
 
 
 
 
II. 
 
When Arthur was a young boy he lived with his mother, Nancy, in a town called 
Utica in New York.  She was married for time to a man named Walter who worked as an 
engineer.  He built and reinforced bridges.  Arthur was only six years old when his mother 
married Walter.  They had a small service at the house of a justice of the peace.   
He liked living in New York and had already been to New York City twice.  Arthur 
loved the city with its subway and trains and bustling people.  He found a strange comfort 
in the tall buildings and the way they could block out the sun with their sheer immensity.   
Walter had moved Arthur and his mother to the downtown area of Utica where he 
taught part time at the university.  They lived in a light blue old Victorian home with a 
creaky old winding staircase and a beautiful wooden banister.  There was a movie theatre 
nearby as well as the new exhibition center.  It was there that the circus stayed when it 
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came to town.  Once a year it would roll into town, making its way along the eastern 
seaboard circuit, careful to miss the harsh northeastern winters and likewise the hot humid, 
southeastern summers. 
It was the summer of 1955 when Arthur sat up, listening to the groans and growls 
of the nearby exotic animals.  Their snorts rumbled out through the balmy night air, back 
and forth, upsetting the birds as they sat, swaying from the safety of their branches.  From 
his window, he could see the tents –one large pavilion surrounded by lesser steeples of 
canvas.  Arthur’s house was close enough to where he could smell the animals and their 
sweat and excrement.  The warm summer wind delivered their smells and sounds though 
his window.  He sat there with his legs dangling off the side of the bed and his eyes shut.  
Their resonate din reached deep inside of him, twisting his stomach into butterflies. 
“You asleep in there?”  Nancy’s voice was polite and almost always soft with an 
inquisitive component even when she was not asking a question. 
“I’m listening to the animals,” Arthur said as his door creaked open.  She was a 
very pretty woman.  She was slender with light red hair and freckles.  She was still quite 
young when she had Arthur.  She walked into his room still wearing her work uniform from 
the diner.   
“I thought I told you to clean up your room, Arty,” she said, resting the back of her 
wrist onto her hip.  “This doesn’t look very clean to me.” 
Arthur looked at the ground, saying nothing.  The dog, Elsa, a mutt that Walter had 
found on the side of the road as a puppy, walked in, abruptly stopping in the middle of the 
room to scratch.  She kicked her hind leg out, vigorously clawing at the bottom of her 
jowls.  Her leg thumped on the ground like the heartbeat of a marathon runner. 
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“Nancy!  The dog!” Walter’s voice bellowed from downstairs. 
“I know, Walt!”  she yelled in response.  Elsa was startled and left the room as quick 
as she came in.  The mother and son sat in silence. 
“So are you not speaking tonight?”  She said finally. 
“Yes, ma’am,” Arthur answered, looking up at her. 
“I want your room cleaned first thing in the morning or no circus.  Do you 
understand?”  She stood up and picked up some books laying on the ground.  She stacked 
them on the shelf, moving a stack of drawings over.   
“Yes, ma’am,” Arthur said.  “I brushed my teeth.” 
“Let me smell,” Nancy uttered, stooping over in front of her son.  He opened his 
mouth and breathed out like a miniature dragon as she scrunched her nose.  
“Oh my God, your breath.”  She smiled a shy, crooked grin.  She reached over 
cleared an invisible blemish on his face with her thumb. 
“Clean your room or no animals,” she promised as she stood up, pausing to look 
around the room before returning her gaze to her son.  “I mean it.” 
“Yes ma’am.” 
     # 
 
Arthur had a plan that hinged on the dog not barking.  He had snuck out before and 
Elsa had never barked but it always made him nervous.  He was a secretive boy with a long 
face crowned with blond hair waving under a cowlick.  Arthur was tall for his age.  The 
times he had snuck out before he never went as far as “past the backyard”.  This was 
something bigger, monumental -a trek, a voyage that frightened him yet at the same time 
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seemed inevitable in his eight-year-old mind.  He could get down the staircase –he knew 
which spots squeaked and which ones didn’t.  It was the back door that had worried him.  
If Elsa was awake she would bark and sound the alarm and then Arthur would be caught.   
He had an idea from his favorite radio show Tales of the Texas Ranger.  In one of 
the episodes, Jayce Pearson, the heroic detective that would assist the Texas Rangers in 
solving crimes with the help of Charcoal, his horse, is captured by bandits.  He uses some 
leftover beans in the campfire the lure Charcoal over to chew away the rope binding his 
hands together as the bandit’s sleep.   
Arthur had snuck some potato salad out of the refrigerator earlier in the day and 
had hid it in his dresser.  It would be with his mother’s potato salad that he would make his 
bargain with Elsa.  He waited with his window cracked.  His clothes clung to his body 
under the covers.  A 
After what seemed like hours he quietly slid out of bed.  He put his sneakers in his 
backpack and opened his door.  The stuffed animals from his floor and shelf made an 
outline of himself under his covers that would fool his mother at first glance.  He would 
tell himself that he would only be gone for maybe thirty minutes and that neither of his 
parents would ever even wake up.   
The day before he had timed himself with a wind up watch his Walter’s father had 
given him.  He made the run in under six minutes and that was stopping to look both ways.  
He wouldn’t have to worry about the traffic at night.  It did worry him about criminals and 
robbers but that was a chance he was willing to take.  Arthur would have his moment.  He 
would sneak into the circus. 
The hallway was dark except for the light that poured out from the bathroom.  When 
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he shut his door, Elsa lumbered out of the bathroom inquisitively.  Arthur took a chunk of 
potato salad and fed her from his hand.  The dog eagerly licked the lumpy potato from the 
boy’s hand.  Barefoot, he made his way down the staircase.  Elsa waited patiently after 
stumbling, boll-legged down the stairs.  Once in the kitchen, Arthur scraped most of the 
dog food into Elsa’s dish.  From inside his backpack he pulled out one of Walter’s beers.  
He held his breath and slowly pulled the tab, careful to not make too much noise and then 
emptied the contents into her dog bowl.  Arthur was no scientist but he figured one beer 
should be enough to knock Elsa out for a few hours.  She greedily washed down her potato 
salad and dog food with the beer. 
Now was his moment.  Arthur turned the door knob and quietly shut the door behind 
him.  Once outside he slipped into his sneakers and then darted out of the backyard and far 
from the Elsa’s watchful eye.  He hunkered down next to Deerman’s car across the street.  
He waited, holding his breath, watching for the lights to begin popping on throughout his 
house.  No lights came on.  The street was dark outside of the glare of the street lights.  
Arthur nodded to himself and sprinted down the street, towards the exhibition center. 
 
The closer he got, the stronger the smell of the circus animals became.  Once Arthur 
began to get close he stayed far out of the glow of the streetlights.  He had scouted out a 
path the day before that led off the sidewalk and down towards the pavilions.  The path cut 
through a copse of trees, making it easy for Arthur to ease himself down the path without 
making too much noise.  From inside the tents came the sounds.  Laborious breaths and 
dull thuds that Arthur presumed to be the elephants.  Fearful of getting caught so close to 
his destination, he counted to thirty, waiting to see if there were guards patrolling the area.  
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Arthur imagined the clowns shambling around the tents with fake pop guns and oversized 
red shoes.  A shiver ran through him causing his leg to shake at his knee. 
Slowly, and keeping low to the ground, Arthur darted to the tent, cautiously running 
alongside the canvas in search of a seam.  With great care he gently pulled the canvas apart.  
Inside there were cots lined up by one another.  Sounds of sleep permeated the large 
pavilion.  At the far corner there was a table with a few forms around it.  They sat by 
candlelight making it nearly impossible to make out the shapes.  Their shadows ran up the 
canvas. 
Arthur was sure they were human but perhaps they might be clown.  With the same 
care and precision as before, Arthur closed the flap and ran to the next tent.  It was at this 
tent where he bent down at an opening.  From behind him he heard movement and then 
growling.  Slowly he turned, crouched to the ground as the mutt snarled, showing its teeth.  
Arthur carefully slid his backpack off.  The dog slowly advanced, getting louder as Arthur 
reached for the leftover potato salad inside.  He blindly jammed his hand into the jar 
producing a handful of the slimy substance.  The dog paused; its suspicion dissolved into 
curiosity.  Slowly it approached, its head hanging warily, sniffing the air around the potato 
salad.  Finally, it began wagging its tail and licking the potato salad from the boy’s hand.  
Arthur dropped another clump on the ground and then slid into the pavilion. 
Instead of cots in this tent, there were giant covered boxes –the biggest boxes Arthur 
had ever seen.  In the middle of the room stood a man.  He was perfectly still, arms 
stretching out.  Arthur’s racing heart nearly jumped through his chest.  But nothing 
happened.  The man didn’t move.   
Arthur mimicked the figure –frozen- eyes moving wildly across the room for a 
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hiding spot.  From inside one of the boxes came a great snort.  The figure in the middle of 
the room didn’t budge.  Once Arthur’s eyes became adjusted he could see the stand under 
the figure.  He crept towards the center, still careful to stay in the shadows.   
The figure was a mannequin donning the ringmaster coat.  The moonlight shot 
down the center of the pavilion through a great hole illuminating the red, bejeweled coat.  
Before he could think about it, Arthur reached out and touched the jacket and after that he 
slid the coat off of the mannequin.  It swallowed him and he carefully pulled the bottom 
off of the ground so as to not scuff the sequins.   
Arthur had never felt this way before.  It was as if the boy was watching himself in 
a movie at the theatre.  He felt invincible.  His adrenaline throbbed through his gangly 
frame with each thunderous beat of his heart.  He could hear the hay shifting around behind 
the curtain.  The rope was coarse against his hand.  He took a washcloth he had taken from 
home out of his backpack and gripped the rope, pulling with all of his might.  With ease 
that surprised him, the canvas sheets fell around the cage revealing a giant elephant. 
After a moment’s surprise, the elephant flared its ears, stomping its foot into the 
ground.   
It turned its head examining the boy before its cage with its small, human-like eye.  
From in between its mammoth tusks its trunk slowly raised up toward the bars.  It had 
millions of lines creasing, etched onto its skin.  Arthur reached into his nearly depleted 
ration of potato salad.  He stepped forward, offering a small chunk to the ambling trunk.  
Clumsy, until it found Arthur’s hand and then, with urgency and grace belying its advance, 
the elephant snatched the paste and brought it into its giant mouth.  Its leathery ears lay 
down as it stood there watching the young boy wear its masters coat.  It exhaled and blinked 
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through human-like eyelashes. 
When Arthur would look back on this night, he could never remember when the 
low, gradual growl had begun.  Arthur turned from the elephant and walked towards the 
canvas covered cage that housed the deep, purring growl.  Once again he pulled on the rope 
and once again the canvas fell down both sides of the cage.  The giant tiger sat, near the 
bars, intently watching the young boy wearing his master’s coat.  Slowly, it lowered its 
head, preening the orange and black fur that wrapped around the tiger’s massive frame in 
a hypnotic design.  From deep inside rumbled a low, ethereal purr.  Its impossibly clear 
green eyes locked onto Arthur as its giant tongue rhythmically disappeared and then 
reappeared, licking its arm. 
As Arthur came closer to the cage the beast’s massive tongue came out slower and 
slower.  Their eyes locked on one another, into one another.  Arthur felt his hand scoop out 
the rest of the potato salad.  From behind, he barely noticed the commotion as the elephant 
began to snort and stomp its feet.  As Arthur’s hand slowly extended out towards the cage, 
the tiger stopped preening itself all together and merely stared at the boy.  For a second the 
boy’s hand hung there, potato salad plastered to his small smooth fingers as the tiger 
curiously took silent inventory of the situation.   
Arthur can never remember when exactly the tiger sprung, yanking his arm into the 
cage or, for that matter, when its massive claws sunk into his arm.  He remembers 
screaming until his voice gave out and, the elephant trumpeting its own screams, smashing 
its head against its cage.  He knew he was dead. 
But in a flash there were hands on Arthur pulling him.  There were shouts coming 
from all directions and men with faded make-up leftover on their faces stabbing at the beast 
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that clutched Arthur’s arm with whatever they could manage.  A bearded midget pulled so 
hard on the tiger’s leg that his shoe popped off, sending the little person falling back.  
Desperately the midget bounced back up and ended up grabbing Arthur’s leg.  Someone 
had a torch or something on fire swinging it around the bars, trying to distract the tiger.  
But it just flared its muzzle and weathered the onslaught of jabs and bashes and held tight 
to the boy’s arm.   
As if taking a cue from the elephant, other animals joined in the clamor and din.  
Monkeys screamed, zebras whinnied, dogs barked, lions and other tigers roared.  The birds 
high above on their swaying branches squawked and flapped their wings.   The elephant 
began slamming its head into the bars; its cage slowly began to rock back and forth.  All 
Arthur can remember were the elephant’s eyes –so human, so empathetic and full of fear- 
as the jugglers, freaks and clowns pulled him from what would have been a certain death.   
Finally, one of the trapeze performers named Demetri Nimulov appeared, pushing 
others out of the way.  He brought up a rifle and fired a shot into the tiger.  The beast only 
shook the boy’s arm.  Demetri, who had escaped to Turkey from the Soviet Union before 
Stalin’s Great Purge, reloaded the rifle again with expertise, only to miss this time as a man 
with brown, coarse hair covering his entire torso and face fell into him.  Finally, with 
Dimitri’s third shot, he was able to mortally wound the great cat.  With a rumbling moan it 
collapsed, struggling for its breath as the circus workers and performers pulled the boy 
away from the cage. 
That was how Arthur Thomas lost his arm.  
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Chapter Five 
                                                    Weather 
 
 
He had been watching her from behind a copse of bare trees for about thirty minutes 
now.  At first he thought that it was someone else come to the park to meet Tony, but after 
watching her for a while, Arthur had a hunch that something else was playing out.  He had 
figured that Tony –ever paranoid- would have turned around and headed back whence he 
came as soon as he saw the white Corolla.   
Tony and Arthur had met up the morning before.  There had been a break in the 
winter weather and the sky was blue, streaked with fading white clouds.  It was the kind of 
day in late February that gave people false hope.  Families poured outdoors wearing short 
sleeves and the occasional skirt or pair of shorts, all the while knowing that nature’s respite 
was to be short lived.  Looming to the northwest was a winter storm bearing southeast 
towards Arcadia.  But for now the playgrounds were flooded with screaming children and 
multitudes of kites sailed against the streaky fingers of wispy clouds.  Couples walked in 
tandem, escorting excited dogs that yank and pull against their leashes, noses to the ground 
and tails wagging.  There was a buzz on the street, a life that grew stronger every second 
with the dirty melting mounds of snow. Tony insisted they meet at the cemetery to discuss 
any drug related dealings.  Arthur was inconvenienced but not surprised.  Tony was a 
strange man.   
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“Man, I’m gonna tell you right now: I don’t even get scared when I have 
nightmares.”  He said this to Arthur, as they sat with their backs to an older mausoleum –
time had begun to crack it into divides of stone and mortar. Tony’s arms displayed sporadic 
jailhouse tattoos.  One of them was a woman in red dress tattooed onto his fore arm.  She 
looked like a haggard Bridgette Bardot.   Arthur wondered why he decided on her.  Four 
ducks waddled up to them and became comfortable.  They rested themselves around Tony 
and occasionally preened their feathers before resting their gaze back onto Tony.  Every so 
often one of them violently shook their head. 
“I hear that,” Arthur said, pushing the branches down with what’s left of his arm, 
trying to disguise his impatience.  
“Just last night I dreamed I was in some kinda war, man.  I don’t think they was 
humans though.  Some of us didn’t have no guns and we was just hiding.  We did that 
while the enemy walked through these big ass gates, man,” Tony said.  Arthur knew he 
was looking at him; trying to read him for something.  Tony had squinty eyes and old, thick 
horehound frames wrapped tightly to his head by a cord attached to each temple.  He was 
a larger man though he biked everywhere and rarely ate.  He was overtly tan for someone 
who was so out of shape at the end of winter.  His hat said: “Tacos”. 
Arthur didn’t hear anything.  Not in that section of the cemetery at least.  Earlier on 
there was an older woman with whom he would guess to be her daughter.  They set some 
flowers down and talked for a while.  They were pretty far away but Arthur imagined they 
were crying because they stopped and held hands for a while.  One woman put her arm on 
the others woman’s back.  They quickly hugged one another and then walked off down a 
path towards the parking lot.  There were seemingly hundreds of roads in the cemetery.  Of 
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course, in actuality, there weren’t that many, but with all the twisting and looping roads 
and the abundance of foliage and brush, it seemed as though there were more.    
“And there was these little snakes that would pop out of the dirt.  They didn’t bite 
me or nothin’ so I just kept on breaking their necks, man,” Arthur turned around to see 
Tony playing it out.  That leathery blob of a man in jean shorts.  Brigitte Bardot spasmed, 
upside-down, back and forth, as his elbows bounced up and down.  His hands –fingers with 
hardly any nails- gripped their dry, scaly, imagined prey.  Each time he did it, he stared for 
a second before snapping his hands apart. 
“Just like that,” he said –hands at eleven and one- looking at Arthur.  His eyes were 
tiny.  They were buried back in his head like secrets. 
“I don’t hear anyone out there,” Arthur said.  “You think it’s safe?” 
“Naw.  I can hear that son-of-a-bitch still riding around on that tractor out there,” 
he said.  Arthur knew that Tony knew the coast was clear -he just wasn’t done talking.  
Arthur played along because he really didn’t have much of a choice.  He agreed to meet 
Tony the night before after a few drinks to discuss the discounted purchase of a half-ounce 
of pot. 
 
# 
 
“Why don’t I just meet you here?  Tomorrow?”  Arthur had said, his voice tapering 
off into a whine.  His jaw extended as he bowed his head.  His floppy wide brimmed hat 
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was sitting on the table next to his beer.  He had shaved on account of the warmer weather, 
he had told everyone. 
Mabel sat next to Tony, hands shaking against her tall vodka-soda.  She looked like 
she was trapped inside her stiff wool coat.  Her weathered skin clung to her bones.  Many 
of the patrons suspected Mabel to be in her eighties.  Her bright, red dye job had resulted 
in light orange catastrophe against her thin, white rolling curls.  She had attached hair 
extensions according to the name of the dye, creating a dichromatic color next to her actual 
hair.  Mabel wore an eye patch over her left eye, leaving her one bright blue eye, skin 
sagging around the socket in a misplaced, fleshy crescent moon, to watch muted highlights 
of college basketball coverage on a dusty television resting in a wooden nook over the bar. 
Minnie sat in a barstool, her arms raised, exposing the jiggle of her arm fat, jamming 
to Monkey Man by the Rolling Stones.  Her sunglasses were pushed up onto her forehead.  
She nodded her head in time with the bass line.  One of the speakers was busted and the 
guitar came out in cracked squawks at certain parts of the song.  She kept her eyes shut, 
bouncing in her seat with jiggly arms grabbing at the sky.  
“Cameras, Tony,” Mabel croaked, her gaze transfixed on the television. 
Tony cocked his head up and motioned to an old dusty camera in the corner of the 
establishment.  “CCTV, man.  I don’t do nothing in front of any camera.  I’m going down 
to the cemetery next to Panther’s Hollow to do some fishing and feed the ducks.  That’s 
where I’ll be if you want some of that far.” 
And that’s where Arthur found him around 10 in the morning, surrounded by ducks 
with a rusty fishing pole and a Styrofoam cup of moist dirt and earthworms.  Tony had his 
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usual shorts on with a hooded sweatshirt.  He was wearing a leather cowboy hat with a 
turquoise feather jammed into a band around it.  The weather was wonderful.  Arthur asked 
if he had any bites when he came walking up.  Tony said “hell naw” without looking up. 
They found the dilapidated mausoleum, gripped by crusty, dead vines and brittle 
morning glory and posted up on the far side of it.  It was then that the ducks beset them.  
They marched out of the bushes in a straight line before drawing to a halt in front of Tony. 
Tony reached into his back pocket and pulled out a small, re-sealable baggy.  “I 
found these out in the dumpster behind Rosenbergs.” 
He emptied the contents into his hand.  With great care he picked up one of the 
rocks and held it up to the sun.  Arthur couldn’t tell if he was grinning or straining his eyes 
to look at it.  He only had a few teeth left; one on the bottom stuck out.  It was a huge tooth 
“Figure I can get about 5 grand for these babies,” he said. 
“For both or a piece?”  Arthur asked, playing along. 
“Both.  Shit, what are you crazy, man?”  His seriousness broke and he shook his 
head with a toothless grin.  “You don’t know much about diamonds do you?” 
“I’ve never been married.” 
“Well these here ain’t got enough karats,” he carefully funneled them back into the 
baggy. 
“So, hey Tony, what’s with the ducks?” 
One of them had come up and was gently pulling at Tony’s jean shorts.  He took a 
finger and with belying grace ran it down the back of the duck’s neck.  To Arthur’s 
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amazement the duck did not resist, yet mooned over the attention much the same way a 
Labrador would.   
“Oh man, birds like me.  They always have.  Every time one of my family dies a 
big ole white owl visits me,” he said wistfully, not taking his eyes off the seemingly 
entranced Ballard.  Arthur slowly began to notice the abundance of birds gathered in the 
nearby trees.  A brace of Ballard’s studied the two men from the other side of bare spice 
bloom bushes, hissing and quacking.  Arthur knew that Tony was full of shit about the 
birds but things had been strange lately. 
Arthur didn’t know how to answer so he stared at the decaying crosses and 
monoliths, arranged in stumbled lines across the cemetery.  As the bare dogwood trees had 
begun their advent, the black walnuts, honey locusts and pin oaks reached towards the 
ground.  Their leafless arms were heavy and solemn.  Flecked among the deciduous trees, 
headstones and small granite angels were small copses of evergreen – white pine and 
hemlock.  Their branches bowed down against the muddy grass.  Patches of the tombstones 
were weathered and smooth; their names gradually erased by time.  Arthur had begun to 
read some of the larger ones. 
Strode, Clay, Baxter, Mitchell...   
“Mitchell?” 
“Shhh.  I hear the tractor.” 
“I know that name “Mitchell”?” 
“Welch?  Iranian?”  Tony was out of his element. 
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“His name was Jesus Mitchell.  Born 1907 and died 1948.  What kind of name is 
that?” 
“Hey Arthur, get down.  Be quiet.  Ole boy is going to see you.”  Tony was getting 
angry.  His tiny eyes were small, focused.  Chances are he had warrants.  And it wouldn’t 
be too hard to connect him to the string of flower robberies either.  His whole operation 
could be in jeopardy.  Arthur knew Tony was most likely behind the outbreak in thefts 
around the cemetery but he didn’t bring it up.   
“Jesus, I wonder how he died.” 
“It don’t matter none.  He’s been dead nearly 30 years.  Sit the fuck down man.” 
Arthur quickly sat down, convinced that under the right set of circumstances Tony 
would be capable of murder.  Tony craned his neck up, searching into the glare of daylight 
shining through the bushes.  His head resembled a tortoise head stretching out of its shell.  
Arthur looked down and saw a plastic grocery bag filled with small cacti. 
“So, about the deal we talked about yesterday?”  Arthur spoke softly. 
“I gotta talk to my boy but it’s all good,” Tony said, as he went back to stroking the 
Ballard’s green head.  “Meet me out at Gudgell Park.  I’ll get there by 9 in the morning and 
I ain’t waiting around long if you’re late.  I’ll come riding my bike by the #5 picnic area 
past the lake.  It’s $60 but it’s far buddy.  Melt your fucking face off, man.  We straight?” 
He laughs to himself. 
“Damn that’s early, Tony…” 
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“The weather’s turning to shit tomorrow, dude, and I ain’t getting caught in it.  So 
if you want it, I’ll get it but be there by 9,” Tony’s tone didn’t leave much room for 
negotiation. 
“Alright, alright, I’ll be there.” 
“If I ain’t there, wait in the trees till I show up, you hear?” 
“Sure Tony.  9am.” Arthur stood up looking around carefully, all the while knowing 
they were perfectly safe.   
“I like you,” Tony yelled after Arthur as he walked out amongst the tombstones and 
the bare, bent trees. 
 
# 
 
But Tony never came and so now Arthur watched this woman from behind leafless 
trees and bushes.  She pulled up suddenly and shut her car off.  She just looked straight 
ahead for a while, her hands holding onto the steering wheel.  She was only about thirty 
feet away.  Arthur had sat motionless for about the first five minutes.  Was she with Tony?  
There was no way Tony would know a woman –an attractive women at that- who drove a 
car.  But why would she be here at this very time Tony told him to meet him here?  Could 
she be the cops?  Arthur slowly moved behind a tree.  She didn’t look like a cop. 
There was frost covering the grass, receding quickly as the morning sun shone 
down on the empty parking lot.  There was a covered picnic area marked with graffiti and 
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carved up picnic tables.  The woman had her window cracked.  She smoked profusely.  
Maybe she was crying.  She rocked back and forth for a bit before looking down.  Then 
she froze, hands gripping the wheel again, staring down–nearly as still as Arthur. 
After a few moments she stepped out of the car.  She looked towards the road.  No 
cars had driven by all morning.  Arthur tried to hold his breath.  The woman paced back 
and forth.  She had on a blue puffy down vest and sweat pants.  She was slender with dark 
hair, pushed behind her ears.  In a flash of anger she slammed the car door and started 
walking towards the road.  Her arms were crossed tightly against her chest.  The woman’s 
shoulders began to tremble with sobs.  It sounded painful –her sobs- as if her grief was 
permeated through something thick and had nowhere else to go. 
She turned back around suddenly and walked back, head held high with long 
strides.  When she got back to the car she lit a cigarette.  Arthur thought about making a 
break for it.  He built it up a few times but every time he willed his body to move nothing 
happened.  What would he say anyways, walking out of the woods in an area known for 
drug activity?   
The woman dropped her cigarette and got back into the car.  A wave of relief 
washed over Arthur as she started it up.  The engine sprang into motion as the woman 
jammed the pedal to the floor board.  It revved furiously; metals gears and parts smashing 
together amidst the guttural fluttering of combustion.  Arthur watched as Tony rode by on 
a bicycle on the main road in the distance.  In a flash Arthur could see Tony turn his head 
and keep going, his beady little eyes pressing forward away from the deviated, broken plan 
to sell Arthur weed. 
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She did not see Tony or did not care.  Worry infested Arthur at his very core.  His 
muscles ached from hunkering down and not moving.  He sat for a while, facing the 
opposite direction of the woman in her car. 
Everything was fucked, he thought.  How hard should it be to score a bag of weed?  
At a park on Tuesday morning at 9 am?  In February, even despite the mild temperature 
and melting snow?  It’s not like my luck has ever been that great, he thought, rubbing his 
nose with the nub of his left arm.  Slowly, carefully he twisted his body towards the woman 
in the car.  He could only tell that her head was down.  For a split moment he thought that 
maybe she had fallen asleep but then she pushed her hair back suddenly.  She looked up, 
out of the window.  It was if there was an airplane or something that she heard.   
He realized she was writing on something pressed against the steering wheel.  On 
the dashboard sat what appeared to be a can of beer.  Maybe I’ve gone about this wrong 
way, he thought.  Why shouldn’t I just walk out of here?  When did I get so paranoid?  
Why should I fucking hide in the goddamned woods while some crazy woman ties one on 
at the park in the morning?  What, is she working on her novel?  It’s her fucking fault I 
don’t have my half-o right now and there’s no way Tony is going to agree to meet me again 
as he is completely insane and paranoid.  This bitch.  This crazy bitch.  I ought to ask her 
just where her nerve comes from just sitting in the park writing and drinking and yelling 
and pacing like some fucking crazy person.  What gives her the right? 
Arthur’s body jerked still as the car door opened.  Very gently he could hear the 
muffled beeping noise coming from the car door.  He peeked around his hiding spot as the 
woman brought a gun up next to her temple.  The woman’s head snapped with the muffled 
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crack of a gunshot and her body collapsed.  A cacophony of robins burst off the ground 
like a black sheet caught in the wind.  
Arthur realized his mouth was hanging open.  There was a warm sensation 
gathering around his crotch that, after a moment from the shock.  He realized it was piss.  
He lost track of how long he’d been sitting there in his own urine.  He couldn’t take his 
eyes off of her, laying there.  The woman’s leg was bent at the knee and was swaying back 
and forth.   There was a sound that came from her direction.  It sounded as though someone 
had the air knock out of them and was snoring at the same time.  A small spurt of blood 
erupted from her crumpled form. 
Very faintly he heard her voice making a sound.   
“Ch-ch-chu-cuu.” 
Jesus Christ is she still alive?  He wondered as a light blue Cadillac blew past on 
the road.  Once again he felt his guts drop as he heard the screeching sound of tires suddenly 
brake.  The Cadillac blew by again but in reverse before screeching down the short road 
and into the small parking lot.  Arthur froze.   
Can I be held accountable for this?  What could I have done to stop her?  His mind 
raced. 
The Cadillac stopped far away from the woman.  The door creaked open.  A white 
haired man struggled out, jamming a cap onto his head.   The old man half hobbled, half 
jogged over to the woman.  Arthur was as still as he’s ever been in his life.  The man looked 
around and put his hands to his head.   
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Is he crying?  Does he know her?  Arthur’s mind raced to try and put the puzzle 
pieces together as the man suddenly grabbed the gun and fired into the woman’s head.  Her 
leg ceased its movement and everything was silent. 
Arthur dung his fingers into the ground, mouth agape again.   
Earl Turner.  The old man is fucking Earl Turner, Arthur thought.  He knew Earl 
from his childhood.  He had been friends with his Uncle Gerald.  Why the hell did Earl 
Turner –who had a nice lawn, who went to church regularly, who never drank more than 
three beers in public- come from out of the clear blue and finish off a woman who just 
committed suicide in the park? 
Earl reached down, wiping the handgun off before placing it near the dead woman.  
He looked around before nodding to himself.  He carefully kicked dirt over the tracks that 
he had made and then he crawled back into his Cadillac and sped off.  As soon as the car 
turned onto the road, Arthur leapt up, nearly tumbling over again.  He cursed his wet crotch 
before breaking into a sprint through the woods toward the spot where he had parked his 
truck. 
 
Earl went to the same Frisch’s Big Boy at least twice a week for lunch.  Everyone 
that worked there new him by name and, unlike most of the regular elderly men that would 
come in for their lunch and to read the paper and to offer their opinions concerning 
government, religion and local athletics, the staff genuinely liked Earl.  And for good 
reason.  He was a likeable guy.   
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He rarely had a negative thing to say and greeted everyone with a smile.  The crow’s 
feet that spread out from his clear blue eyes were as prominent as the laugh lines etched 
around his face, partially hidden by a white, pluming mustache.  As he sat, looking out the 
window, his face rested into a smile.  More often than not he wore a baseball hat and in the 
winter he would go as far as to wear a toboggan over his usual cap.  His hair had gone 
white when he was in his fifties and was soon accompanied by diabetes and arthritis.  He 
walked with a distinct waddle on account of bowed legs. 
After Sarah’s suicide, Earl drove around for a bit and then stopped in for lunch at 
the Frisch’s.  He slowly steered his Cadillac (a Cadillac he paid for with a winning lottery 
ticket nearly twenty years ago) into the parking lot.  He slowly made his way across the 
lot, waving as the Anderson’s pulled out.  Mrs. Anderson honked and winked as she and 
her husband (who was consequently blind) pulled out of their space and onto the road. 
As soon he stepped through the door, a girl wearing a polyester dress, adorned with 
a flair of buttons and pens, waved.  He paused briefly, holding the door as two old women 
shuffled out the door.  One of them could have been one hundred years old.  Her back was 
bent and she leaned her small, frail frame on a cane with four prongs on its bottom. 
“Thank you, Mr. Turner,” her head tremored as she looked up, into his face.   
The younger of the two smiled and nodded mouthing a thanks as she grabbed the 
door handle.  Her mother shuffled by. 
“Good afternoon, Earl!  How are you today?” The waitress exclaimed as Earl 
watched the mother and daughter slowly make their way through the parking.  The 
waitress’s ruby lips retracted into a smile.  Some of the lipstick had come off on her teeth. 
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“Fine, fine,” he said, walking up to the sign that said “Wait here to be seated”. 
A few elderly men sitting at the diner bar turned in their chairs to regard Earl. 
“Earl,” they muttered nearly in unison. 
“Fellas,” Earl returned, walking past. 
“You and Alice going to the Lady Knights game tonight?” Max, one of the 
gentleman asked. 
“I reckon.  We’ll have to see what the boss says though,” Earl said with a smile, 
patting Max on the arm.  “She’s scared that storm is going to hit and damnation will break 
out.  So she gets the final word on this one.” 
“Smart man.  I don’t care what they say about you, Earl,” Max smiled, exposing a 
few missing teeth.  His hair was slicked back and dyed black.  “Laura and I’ll save you all 
a spot just in case Alice lets you come out.” 
“Sure thing.  I’ll pass it on to the boss,” Earl winked and continued on to the table 
he usually sat.  He could hear Max guffawing behind him.  Earl just wanted to get to his 
usual table.  He had already missed the lunch crowd even though it’s not even noon.  There 
were only a few tables finishing their meals and debating an early dessert, and a young 
couple grazing around the salad bar.  The woman had a baby strapped to her stomach.  It 
slept soundly as the couple filled their plates silently. 
As Earl reached his table he was greeted by Becky.  Becky was very short with 
blondish curls clinging tightly to her head.  Her skin was wrinkling prematurely from 
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excessive cigarette smoking and tanning bed usage.  On her ringer finger there was an 
uneven tattoo of a diamond. 
“Figured you weren’t making it today, honey,” she said playfully as she set down 
a cup of coffee and two creams. 
“You got me decaf, right,” he said, easing himself down onto the booth seat.  The 
wind began to howl against the window. 
“Yes, Earl.  When have I ever brought you regular?  I know better, baby!”  She 
exclaimed with feigned exasperation.   
“That’s why you’re the best girl here,” he answered with a smile. 
“That wind sure is picking up.  Weatherman says were going to have a doozy.”  
Becky smiled to herself, taking a pad of tickets from one of the many pockets of her apron.   
“Say, Becky, have you seen Tee this afternoon?  I was s’pose to meet him for lunch 
and I had to run some errands for Alice.  Did I miss him?”  Earl lied. 
“No honey.  I haven’t see your boyfriend yet.  He’s probably out chasing bad guys,” 
Becky teased, touching the tip of her pen to Earl’s shoulder.  “Do you want to wait on him 
or are you starving?” 
“Early bird gets the worm,” Earl said with a smile. 
“What can I get you?” 
“Two big boys and some fries.” 
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“Sounds good sweet heart.  Have that right out for you,” she smiled and started to 
walk away. 
“Becky!”  Earl called after her.  “I want a milkshake.  I want a strawberry milk 
shake!  I need something sweet.” 
Becky turned while walking and said with a smile, “Coming right up!” 
Earl sat looking out the window, both hands wrapped around his cup of coffee.  He 
followed Sarah because he thought that she had been carrying on an extra-marital affair.  
He had his suspicions before the pregnancy and hoped that after the birth of Star, Sarah 
would give up whatever it was she was up to.  He would watch her leave at night 
sometimes, silently, from her dark Cape Cod style home.  She would walk down to her car 
and leave from the street. 
He was nearly certain that Bill had no idea about what was going on, if, in fact, 
there was anything going on.  Earl had never brought it up to Bill.  Hell, he had never even 
brought it up to his own wife, Alice.  But now everything was changed.  It didn’t matter 
now whether or not she was cheating on her husband.  He had thought it was strange when 
he saw her pull out of her driveway before right before him.  She looked upset and didn’t 
wave or acknowledge him.  He thought this was strange on account of the changing weather 
and winter storm warnings for that evening so he decided to follow her.   
Earl kept his distance, carefully weaving into and out of traffic, aware of the fact 
that he was driving a Cadillac that she would recognize if he slipped up and got too close.  
He had to know.  He had to stop her –to let her know that he knew and that she had to put 
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a stop to it and do the right thing, whether that meant leaving Bill and getting a divorce or 
breaking off her affair.   
She stopped at a gas station where she came out with a large paper bag.  Sarah 
looked around suspiciously before setting the bag into the car and driving to the nearby 
sporting goods store.  She waited in her car until a young man saw her and walked over.  
He begrudgingly turned the sign around and unlocked the door from the inside.  Earl waited 
across the street.  He had parked his car and bought a newspaper.  The cover story featured 
a picture of Ronald Regan pointing his finger.  He looked reproachful.  The story 
underneath it was about a mining collapse a few counties over.  Earl peeked over the top 
of the paper, watching for Sarah to leave the store. 
When she left the building, Sarah carried a box and the same suspicious demeanor 
she had after leaving the convenience store.  Once she turned on the road, Earl did his best 
to get back to his car quickly.  He sped off after her.  Desperately he scanned the road for 
signs of her car.  He turned the radio off as if this would help him see farther or concentrate 
better.  In the distance he thought he caught a glimpse of a dark red car turning into Gudgell 
Park.  The park was on the outskirts of town.  It had a medium sized manmade lake that 
was stocked with fish every spring.  There were multiple playgrounds and a baseball field 
on the opposite side of the lake.  Teens would go to the park at night to make out and drink 
and smoke grass.  There were rumors (mostly perpetuated at the diner bar of Frisch’s) of 
homosexuals rendezvousing in the bathrooms and Satanists meeting up to murder cats 
(though no homosexuals or cats were ever found) in the wee hours of the night. 
There was still morning frost on the ground when he turned into Gudgell Park.  
There was no sign of her car.  The park was outfitted around a circle that spanned out over 
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ten or so miles with many alcoves and hidden spots.  Earl circled around checking each 
alcove.  At one point, a fat man on a bicycle appeared before him, riding ahead on the road.  
The bicycle swayed from left to right under the weight of the man.  Earl drove up next to 
the cyclist.  He rolled down his window.  The man on the bike eyed him wearily.   
“You seen a woman driving a red car around here?”  Earl yelled at the man. 
“Fuck you, faggot!”  The man on the bicycle yelled back, precariously giving Earl 
the middle finger while trying to keep his balance. 
“What?!” 
The man on the bike extended his arm again as if to punctuate his threat.  Suddenly 
he lost his balance and rolled over.  Earl slowed down and then waited to make sure the 
strange fat man got back up.  When he did he looked at Earl and raised both his hands up 
in a challenging fashion.  Earl took the car out of park and proceeded further without 
making sure the man was uninjured.  He rolled his window back up and turned on his radio.  
The weatherman was warning about the oncoming storm.  He had said to stay at home if 
at all possible, that the oncoming rain would change over to sleet and then finally to snow 
around 7pm.  There were already a slew of school closings. 
After about forty-five minutes of driving around Earl saw her car as he drove past 
picnic area #5.  He slammed on his breaks and reversed.  He would scare them that was all.  
He would catch her in the act and then promise not to expose her if she would call it quits 
forever and be a good wife to Bill and a good mother to their children.  The time for playing 
around is over, Earl quickly rehearsed what he thought he was going to say.  But when he 
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pulled in and saw her on the ground he panicked.  His first thought was that she had been 
robbed. 
He got out of his car and ran over and that’s when he realized that she had shot 
herself.  He quickly saw the gun.  A low caliber gun primarily used for self-protection 
would have hardly had the power to penetrate a human skull for a clean kill.  Sarah laid 
there before him, blood seeping into the ground from her head –from her eyes and nose 
and mouth.  Her leg was bent with her foot firmly on the ground.  Sarah’s knee waved back 
and forth.  Noises gurgled up. 
“Ch-cu-cuuu…,” she gasped for breathe.  Slowly, painfully, she was dying.  Her 
eyes rolled back into her head as her gasps began to alternate with chokes. 
Earl did what he thought he had to do. 
“I went ahead and brought your shake out for you sugar,” Becky said, interrupting 
Earl from his morbid reflection.  He jerked his head around to face Becky.  “Didn’t mean 
to startle you hon.  Here’s your dessert before your lunch.  Don’t tell Alice!” 
Becky smiled and then added, “Oh look!  It’s your boyfriend.” 
Outside in the parking lot, Tee’s cruiser pulled up, parking next to Earl’s Cadillac.  
A cold sweat broke out across Earl’s back.  Tee smiled as he walked into the Frisch’s.  He 
took off his hat as he was like to do when entering restaurants, revealing his gray receding 
hair line.  He waved with his hat to the men at the bar, nodding his head before scanning 
the restaurant as he always did.   
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Tee had gotten into the habit of looking everywhere he went before he completely 
relaxed from his time as a probation officer.  His eyes lit up when he saw his best friend, 
Earl, sitting by himself, behind an obnoxious looking milkshake.  Becky rushed to the door 
to meet him. 
“Oh hi, Tee,” another woman walked out from the kitchen with a menu.  She was 
older with jet black hair in a tight bun.  “Didn’t realize it was you or I wouldn’t have gone 
to the trouble of getting a menu.  Your boyfriends been waiting on you!” 
The men at the bar snicker.   
“Oh I don’t want him getting lonely,” Tee joked back with a smile. 
“Was I supposed to meet you here today?”  He asked when he walked up to the 
table. 
“I thought I had said something about it but I might have gotten mixed up,” Earl 
replied trying to smile.  His palms began to sweat.  Tee set his sheriff’s hat onto the table 
and took off his coat, hanging it on a hook outside the booth. 
“You doing alright buddy?  You’re whiter than usual,” Tee joked, easing himself 
down into the booth across from Earl.   
“Probably just coming down with something.  Alice has me all worked up about 
this fucking storm,” Earl responded, spooning a bit of whipped cream from the milkshake 
into his mustached mouth. 
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“Aw, you never can tell with these damn weathermen.  Daniel was telling me the 
other day that in the Soviet Union they fine their weathermen when they are wrong.  Now 
how the hell does an 8-year-old know that?” 
“How’s your nephew been?  I bet he’s loving the schools getting closed left and 
right this winter.” 
“He won’t love it come June when his black ass is stuck in the classroom while I’m 
down fishing at Silver Creek,” Tee muttered, unfolding his silverware. 
“Mr. Tee what are we having today?”  Becky said, walking up and placing a hand 
on Tee’s shoulder. 
“Well Becky what’s special today?  Besides you?” 
“Watch it, there, sheriff,” she responded smiling. 
“I’ll have the filet and lobster tail with the hollandaise and my potatoes au gratin,” 
he replied with a serious face. 
“Speaking French ain’t going to get you nowhere, mister,” Becky laughed.  “You 
can get your plate at the salad bar and I’ll be back with your unsweetened tea, hon.” 
“You know just what I like, Becky.” 
As Tee moved to get up his walkie-talkie squawks something.  He quickly reached 
down and clicked it off.  While he was at the salad bar, Becky returned with Earl’s burgers. 
“Mercy.  You’re hungry today, huh?”  She remarked, setting the plates down.  She 
reached in her apron pocket and takes out a bottle of ketchup and sets it next to his plate.  
“Earl, sugar, I can’t think of anything else you need.” 
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“Becky everything looks great,” he said, unrolling his silverware and pushing the 
napkin under his shirt below his chin. 
“Jesus Christ, Earl.  You getting another growth spurt?”  He chided, sliding back 
into the booth.   
“I didn’t get much breakfast today.” 
“You and Alice going to the game tonight?” 
“We’re going to see about the weather.  Alice is all worried.  You know how she 
is.” 
Outside the clouds had gathered, flat and gray, blocking out yesterday’s blue sky.  
Winter had returned if not in temperature then by looks.  The wind picked up.  From the 
corner of his eye Earl could see Arthur Thomas walk in.  He was wearing his usual wide 
brimmed hat, a coat and a pair of shorts.  Mismatched socks snuck out from under the top 
of his boots.  Quickly, after making brief eye contact with Earl, he quickly sat down at the 
bar, across from Max and his friend. 
“Earl, did you see who came in?” 
“Yeah, I saw him,” Earl replied, curious as to why Arthur, whom he never spoke 
with, looked so surprised to see him here.   
“He ain’t nothing like his daddy.  I don’t think at least,” Tee said, shoveling cottage 
cheese onto a cracker. 
“Not that we know of.” 
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“Now Earl.  We ain’t our parents.  And even if we were Gerald’s sister was as good 
a woman as they come,” Tee said, with the tiniest trace of reproach. 
“I know, I know.  I just don’t want to talk about that right now, Tee.  I’m tired and 
I’ve had a bad morning.” 
“I wonder how he lost that arm of his.” 
“Tee, please,” Earl mumbled through a mouthful of big boy and fries.  He slapped 
the ketchup bottle on its side until a few globs of ketchup seemingly rolled out of the bottle. 
“Oh, alright.  I’m sorry, Earl.” 
In the distance the two men could hear the telephone ringing behind the bar.  The 
black haired woman walked over and answered it.   
“Hey Tee!  It’s Deputy Wallace!  Todd says to turn your radio on!”  She called out 
across the restaurant.  The woman with the baby strapped to her chest glared over, chewing.  
“Damn it.  Can’t a man eat his lunch?” Tee cursed as he reached down to turn his 
radio on.   
“…We’ve got a possible 10-56 down at Gudgell Park, Sheriff,” a fuzzy voice 
emitted from the walkie-talkie.   
“Copy that, Wallace.  I’ll be there shortly.  Go ahead and call the coroner,” Tee sat 
the radio back down and grabbed his fork. 
“..Negative, sir.  There’s something suspicious about this.  I think you should come 
down a-s-a-p, sir,” the voice said again. 
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“Alright.  En route, over and out,” Tee said, turning the walkie-talkie off.  He 
shoveled a bite of salad into his mouth before noticing Earl staring at him. 
“What’s a 10-56?” 
“Suicide.  Out at Gudgell Park.  That Wallace is probably making something out of 
nothing.  He’s a real Barney Five.  Jesus, you look like shit,” Tee said, covering his mouth 
with the napkin from his lap as he spoke.   
“Yeah I feel bad,” Earl echoed. 
“What did you expect eating two big boys and a fucking strawberry shake,” Tee 
grinned.  “Go take a dump and then take a nap.  You call me if you need anything during 
that storm ok?” 
He stood up, sliding his jacket on before throwing some money on the table. 
“My treat.  You tip.  Feel better buddy and call me if you need anything,” Tee patted 
his best friend on the shoulder, scooped up his hat and made his way out the door, waving 
to everyone that he passed.  Arthur watched wide eyed and nodded his head when Tee 
waved at him.  He quickly looked back over to Earl, who had pushed he plate away.   
The old man sat there, oblivious to Arthur, looking out the window with his hands 
planted on the table top.  With a sudden violence, the sky opened up and rain crashed down 
outside.  The few people who were outside scattered, futilely covering their heads.  Becky 
walked up and set the check on the table. 
“Well here it comes,” she said, scratching her hip. 
“Yeah,” Earl answers, absently.   
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“Hon, you really don’t look very good.  You need to go home and let Alice take 
care of you.  Do you want a doggie bag or something?”  Becky asked, genuinely concerned. 
“No.  No I’m fine.  The food was ok.  It’s just the weather.” 
“This weather sure is something, huh?” 
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Chapter Six 
Judea 
 
 
The car pulls in front of his practice as the doctor gathers more firewood from the 
porch where he has it neatly stacked.  He had heard them coming for a while as there were 
few cars that drove into Judea.  He caught a splinter of wood through his glove when he 
looked up.  The doctor stops and sits the wood down onto a small table by the front door 
of his office.   He pulls his glove off and looks for the splinter.   
He can’t help but notice as the faces appear in the windows.  The car leaves a wake 
of rustling curtains and curious, if not fearful, faces all the way down Main Street.  The 
tires crunch over the frozen gravel as the car slowly crawls through the town.  The few 
people out and about stop and stare with a mixture of wonder and unease.  It’s not unheard 
of for cars to come into town, but a car being driven by a black man with an old white 
woman in the back registers a lot of attention.  It pulls to a stop in front of Dr. Scott’s office.  
A large black man wearing a deep navy blue suit with a hat steps out of the driver seat and 
shuts the door behind him.  He is as big a man as Dr. Scott has ever seen.  The driver stomps 
to the back of the car and unloads a wooden wheelchair from the trunk.  With belying 
tenderness, he scoops the passenger from the backseat and gently sets her into the chair.  
She does not look around but instead fixes her gaze onto the doctor, who has crossed his 
arms against the cold winter’s wind. 
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The giant driver tries pushing the wheelchair with its passenger towards the 
doctor’s office.  The wheel’s get caught in the gravel and after a moment the woman 
reaches up and pulls on the man’s fancy coat pocket.  He bends down, nodding after she 
says a few words and hoists the chair –woman and all- onto the flat frozen lawn.  Chalky 
powder fills in the wrinkles on her face.   
“Hello there.  How can I help you folks?” 
“Are you Dr. Scott?”  She asks in a grinding voice as they get closer. 
“Yes.” 
“I have business with you.  May we speak inside?  I would rather not freeze to 
death.” 
 
Ozeta Mitchell does not bristle at the line of questions posed to her by Dr. Scott.  
She does not rebuke him or show any outward sign of exasperation.  Instead, she sits in her 
wheelchair in his office staring at him from the other side of his desk much the same way 
that one looks at a criminal through bars.  Both of her hands rest on the top of her large 
leather alligator skin purse.  Her wrinkled, thin lips purse into a pinching, mirthless grin.   
“Discretion is not of any concern.  I am bound by oath not to discuss patients with 
anyone ou-“ 
“I know what the rules are and I know how people break them,” she reaches in her 
purse and pulls out a silver case.  “There are people who would pay to know about what 
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you are going to do.  I want you to know that I will pay double what they will offer.  I 
require your loyalty.  I require your word, Dr. Scott.  I need to know that you are my man.” 
“I’m not sure I want to get mixed up in anything like this.”  He says this while 
looking at the man standing behind her.  He stares straight ahead, expressionless.  His hands 
are massive and the whites of his eyes seems bloodshot even from where Dr. Scott is sitting. 
“Oh but you will when I explain.” 
The door to the office opens and a young boy runs behind the desk.  He grabs his 
father’s coat and pulls him down to his face.  While he whispers into his ear, the boy stares 
at the woman and her driver.   Ozeta pulls a cigarette from the silver box and fits it into a 
long holder.  Her lips tighten into a grimace as the boy’s eye dart back and forth between 
the two strangers.  He stands on tip toes close to his father’s ear. 
“I’ve got company now.  Go on back to your mother.  Tell her everything is just 
fine.” 
“Dad, Wil has…” the boy begins before his words hush into a whisper.  When he 
finishes speaking he peeks at Ozeta again as she exhales a plume of smoke through her 
nostrils.   
“You tell William I’ll be up to deal with him shortly.  Now go on.” 
The boy looks at Ozeta one more time before darting towards the door. 
“Please excuse me,” he is out of breath as he pauses before leaving the room.  He 
is careful not to slam the door behind him.   Dr. John Scott smiles at Ozeta and walks over 
to the bay window in his office.  He had made some renovations when he moved down 
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from Washington.  John would have just been a boy when they built the town.  He had met 
some of the men that had built the infirmary.  They were old, hard men.  Their fingers bent 
sideways and their faces were lined with scars and wrinkles that blended in and out of one 
another.   
Many people in the town watched with curiosity when he replaced the old window.  
An old woman asked him why he went to the trouble to replace a perfectly fine window.  
John had told her that it looked nicer.  She smiled and patted his face.  
“It doesn’t make looking out of it any easier,” the old woman said.  The inside of 
her palm was hard as the wood he cut to make the renovations.    
 “Little boys.  You’ll have to excuse him.  He doesn’t see many white people these 
days,” he turned and faced Ozeta with his arms crossed. 
“Oh I know all about little boys.  That’s why I’m here.  Tell me:  Do you like your 
town here?” 
“Of course I do.  We all do.  We have a fair chance here.  We don’t bother anyone.” 
“Of course you don’t,” she says as ash from her cigarette slowly falls to the floor.  
“It is a nice town that you have here.  Abraham has done well.  The man before him, his 
father –Enoch was it?- was a fine leader as well.  They know how to keep to themselves 
and out of my community.  Quite a bit of wisdom considering their station.” 
“Yes.  I suppose.  Would you like to tell me about some of your son’s symptoms?”  
He walks back over to his desk and sits down. 
“It’s not his symptoms that concern me.” 
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“I’m sorry but I don’t follow, Mrs. Mitchell.” 
“Ms. Mitchell.  My son has a problem, doctor.  And now his problem has become 
my problem and I need you to fix this problem.  His indiscretions have caught up to him.  
He has knocked up some harlot –some whore of Babylon- and I want you to abort the 
baby.”  Ozeta’s voice raises an octave as she finishes her sentence.  “Now, what I offer-“ 
“I’m sorry but I don’t perform those here.  You might be better suit-“ 
“You would do well to not interrupt me again doctor,” her voice cools off and her 
eyes narrow; the wrinkled, loose skin trapped above her thick fake eyelashes.  “You had 
better listen to me because your little community here depends on your compliance and 
your secrecy.” 
“Excuse me?  I’m sorry but I don’t understand,” John picks his glasses up and puts 
them on. 
“The capital is growing.  Livingston is growing.  They require more resources.  My 
family owns the largest share in the Central Electric Company.  Many of the other 
shareholders are grandstanding for a plan involving flooding this valley and the town 
inside.  A new damn would be built redirecting the river and supplying the neighboring 
cities the power they need to expand.  It is a new technology they call hydro-electricity.”  
Ozeta lights another cigarette and stares at Dr. Scott.   
“I don’t understand.  Why would they do that?”  The doctor stammers, half standing 
up.  “We have done nothing wrong.  How can this be legal?” 
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“Sit down, Dr. Scott, I am offering you and your town a way out.  Perhaps the only 
way out for this town.  I knew my son’s philandering would eventually embarrass our 
family.  His indiscretions, while they haven’t gone unpunished, would bring great shame 
to our family.  Most certainly it would spell doom for his engagement –an engagement that 
I have worked very hard to broker.  One that I am not willing to let fall apart because of 
my son’s irreverent philandering.  What I need is your word that you can treat him with the 
utmost secrecy. 
“If you can deliver on this then I will not sign off on the dam they want to build 
where your town is.  I am the majority shareholder.  My word is final in this matter.  We 
will find another site for the dam and your town will survive.  On this you have my word.  
Kentucky has many rivers and valleys.”  She taps the ash from her cigarette on the floor.  
John takes his glasses back off and sets them on his desk. 
“This is our home.  There are families here.  A church and a school.  What right 
does anyone have taking that away?” 
“It’s called eminent domain, Dr. Scott.  And no one gives a damn about your rights.  
Sixty years ago you didn’t even have rights so don’t talk to me as if you assume to be a 
part of the world I live in.  You live here because you would not survive in my world.  You 
would eat in different restaurants, you would learn in different schools and you would piss 
in different pots in my city.  You are allowed to live here and do not forget that, doctor.  
Don’t, for a second, believe that anyone where I come from gives a shit about the rights of 
you and yours.” 
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The room is silent except for someone coughing in the room next door.  Dr. Scott 
realizes he is gripping the arms of his chair.  His stomach feels empty.   
“Why don’t you send her to St. Louis or Nashville?  Why not send the girl away?” 
Ozeta laughs.  “I offer you and yours salvation and you offer me alternative 
solutions to my problem?  I thought you were going to smarter than that, being a college 
boy and all.” 
“I have never performed an abortion before.  How far along is she?” 
“It’s hard to say.  She is beginning to show.” 
“Why me?  There has to be another doctor that cou-“ 
“Quit asking stupid questions.  I choose you because you are the cheapest.  I choose 
you because I have the highest leverage with you.  I choose you because if you don’t help 
me this whole town is doomed.  I choose you because I know you can be bought now as 
easily as you would have been sixty years ago,” she leans forward and smashes her cigarette 
out on Dr. Scott’s desk next to the ashtray.  She unwraps the shawl from over her head 
exposing her bright red hair.  She folds the cloth back over her thinning, dyed hair.  Her 
eyes are prostrate toward the ground.  For a moment she appears gentle, wistful.  “I am 
offering you salvation, Dr. Scott.  You won’t get another chance.” 
“I’ll do it.  I need to examine the girl first.”  He says after a moment. 
“There is everything at stake for you, Dr. Scott,” her tone carried a threatening edge. 
“I said I would do it.  I just need to examine her, first.  We can make an appointment 
at your earliest convenience-” 
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“Gus will return tomorrow morning with Jesse and the girl.  I trust you can fit us 
in?” 
“Of course.  Why is your son accompanying her?” 
“Then he will be seeing you tomorrow.  Good day, Doctor.”  She ignores his 
question.  Gus is already wheeling her backwards as she says this.  Dr. Scott walks over to 
the bay window to watch them leave.  His hands are shaking and he feels sweat dripping 
down his back despite the lack of warmth from the fire that has died down in the hearth.  
Abraham is waiting by their car.  His arms are crossed.  Even he stands shorter than the 
driver, Gus. 
Dr. Scott watches as they speak for a moment.  After a brief exchange Abraham 
looks up towards window.  Ozeta Mitchell turns and demurely waves goodbye.  Dr. John 
Scott remembers what the old woman had said about the window and shakes his head. 
 
# 
  
“What do you mean you can’t tell me?” 
“I mean what I say, Abe.” 
“This town doesn’t run on secrets.  We don’t need to make deals with them 
anymore.  We have our own town.  Our own life,” Abraham sits across from Dr. Scott now.  
He is in his sixties with streaks of gray interloping into his beard.  He has taken his coat 
off and hung it on the peg next to the door.  He brought in the wood on the porch and relit 
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the fire after the visitors had left.  Dr. Scott is married to his youngest daughter who is 
pregnant with their third child.  Abraham, almost thirty year’s senior to Dr. John Scott, did 
not take secrets well. 
“You don’t understand.” 
“The hell I don’t.  I put all I got into this town.  My heart and my soul.  My father 
is buried outside the church that he and I built in this town.  My wife is buried there.  My 
girls live here in this town.  Don’t you sit there and tell me I don’t understand.  Boy I know.  
I know I didn’t come up from some fancy city like you.  John, I didn’t get no chance to go 
to some big school like you did because I was building this town to keep our people safe 
from the people that just left here.  So now you best start talking.” 
“She told me that if I told anyone I would bear the responsibility…” 
“For what?” Abraham leans forward, resting his elbows on Dr. Scott’s desk. 
“If I tell you then you must promise me –swear to me- that you will not tell another 
soul.  Not your daughter –my wife- no one.  You and I must be the only two people that 
know about this.  She said if she found out then the deal is null and void and our town 
would be destroyed.” 
“Destroyed?”  Abraham sits back.  His eyes are wide.  “Destroyed by whom?” 
Dr. John Scott tells Abraham what transpired between him and Ozeta Mitchell that 
afternoon.  But before he does he walks over to the window, and draws the curtain shut. 
They both sit in silence afterwards.   
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“I don’t have a choice,” Dr. Scott says finally.  “I know it’s wrong but I don’t have 
a choice.” 
“Why don’t we just keep the girl here?  What’s her family got to say about this?  
You can’t sit here and tell me some white girl ain’t going to go home and tell her family 
what happened?  Boy they’ll hang you if you’re lucky.” 
“I know.  But what do I do?” 
“You do what’s right.  You always do.  You’re a good man.  If you weren’t you 
wouldn’t be with my Ruby May.” 
“But it’s just not that easy.  Jesus, what if she dies?  I’ve never done this sort of 
procedure before.” 
“You don’t go worrying about that.  Ain’t no use in it.  You get on back home –
Ruby’s had dinner ready for an hour.  Don’t say nothing about this.  Make something up.  
Lie.  But don’t you speak a word of this to her or the boys.” 
“What would I say to the boys?” 
“I don’t know.  Don’t say nothing.” 
“Are you not eating with us?” 
 “No I got some work to do at the church.  I’ll be watching tomorrow.  If you need 
me in the morning you just stop by.  I believe in you, John.  The lord sent you here for a 
reason, boy, and you about to find out what that reason was.”  Abraham stands up and nods 
his head.  He turns and walks out of the doctor’s office, the cold air gushing in as he opens 
the door. 
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Dr. Scott sat at his desk for a few minutes before standing up and dousing the fire.  
He donned his sheepskin jacket, grabbed his briefcase and shut the door behind him.   
The sun was setting over the hills that cradled the valley that held their town.  John 
turned and inspected the infirmary before taking off down the street.  In all reality, the 
infirmary was a large barn divided in half with eight beds.  The other half of the building 
was his office and an examination room.  The Amish had come down from Ohio and helped 
the freed slaves build their houses and barns.  The fledgling town had built a church and a 
cistern already when the first Dutch immigrants arrived with their tools and their long 
beards.   After the church and the cistern, they built a granary and a saw mill.  Soon 
thereafter, they built a school, a market and the hospital.  At first it was nothing more than 
a shanty town comprised of lean-to’s and pens.  But they had willed its growth.  When 
Abraham asked his father where the Amish had come from his father bent down and kissed 
him on the forehead and simply replied “God”.   
As John walks down the street towards his home, people nod their heads and greet 
him cordially.  Most understand that it will most likely be him that succeeds Abraham as 
mayor.  The first mayor had been Abraham’s father, Enoch Topsmith.  John had found out 
about the town after graduating from Howard University in Washington, DC.  He had no 
wife and had lost his mother to a cholera outbreak.  John arrived unannounced and was 
hired on the spot by Enoch who had been acting as the primary physician.  He was a tall 
spindly man with what seemed limitless energy considering his age.  His vision was almost 
gone due to cataracts and he was missing all of his teeth.   
Abraham Topsmith was the caretaker at the cemetery before his father died.  John 
had only lived there for a year before Enoch collapsed in his garden.  He was ninety-four 
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years old.   He was one of the last who had been born as a slave.  After Enoch passed away, 
Abraham, his youngest and only surviving son, took over as leader of the congregation.  
He ran in a small election –the first election of Judea- unopposed and became the next 
mayor.   
The community flourished in its first forty years of existence.  The neighboring 
cities and towns offered little hope for a fair future so many people from the black 
community banded together from different plantations near and far.  Some people moved 
down from the North bringing skills that were unfamiliar to those who had been forced 
into the fields and confined in the houses.  When the mill’s production expanded the town 
got a gas station (on the outskirts of town next to the mill) and then, soon after, it got 
electricity.  For the most part, however, the town plodded along through time at its own 
pace, careful to stay out of the eye of the neighboring cities and townships that had, by 
then, begun to yearn for the “good ole days”.  Although white people were welcome they 
were quite a rarity in Judea. 
John knew that his family would have many questions about what happened at his 
office earlier that day.  He saw the light shine out of his windows when he turned onto his 
street.  There’s was nothing that made him happier than seeing that light.   
His wife says nothing when he walks in the door.  He hangs his coat on a peg next 
to the door.  “Where are the boys, honey?” 
“Who was that woman come to see you today?”  She doesn’t turn away from the 
stove. 
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“Some woman from Livingston.  Her boy’s coming to see me tomorrow,” John 
says.  He walks over to one of two large cauldrons sitting next to the stove.  He dips his 
hands in and then wipes his face.   
“Don’t lie to me, Dr. Scott,” she continues to stir brown beans in a large, battered 
cast iron pot.   
“What?  He’s coming tomorrow to get checked out and then-“ 
“You gonna stand there and tell me that some rich fancy white woman is bringing 
her boy to Judea to go to the doctor?  You tell me what’s happening.  Now.” 
John has heard this tone before and knows he has little choice.  “Where are the 
boys?” 
“They-“   
“We’re in here, daddy,” Tiberius interrupts his mother from the hallway.  Ruby 
May continues to stare at John as he walks to the edge of the hallway.  Both boys are 
standing with their arms held up high, facing the wall. 
“What did you get into?”  He asks in his stern voice, hoping to take some of the 
attention away from himself. 
“They was creeping around that old woman’s car.  Get upstairs you two,” Ruby 
says, setting a big wooden spoon down on the counter and wiping her hands on a towel 
tucked into her apron that bulged out.  She braced her back with her hands and stretched.  
“Ain’t we gonna have dinner?” 
“Aren’t we going to have dinner, you mean,” John corrected. 
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“Aren’t we going to have dinner?” 
“You’ll wash up and have dinner after I talk to your daddy.  Now do as I say,” she 
snaps and the boys begrudgingly stomp up the stairs.  Her eyes don’t leave her husband 
until she hears the boys upstairs.  “Talk.” 
Dr. Scott tells his wife everything that happened in the office that day.  After words 
she sits in silence much the same as her father did after he heard the news.  Finally, she 
gets up and begins to stir the beans. 
“Well what do I do?”  John asks, leaning back in his chair and propping one leg 
over the other. 
“You perform that abortion on that poor girl and be done with it.  I ain’t gonna talk 
no more about it.  But that’s what you’re doing.  This is our home, John.  You have to do 
it.”  She doesn’t turn around when she is speaking.  Her voice is low.  John has never heard 
her be afraid before.  “Go get the boys and get them ready for dinner.” 
He stands up and walks over, wrapping his arms around her, his hands on his unborn 
child.  “I ain’t going to let anything bad happen to you or the boys.” 
“I know that,” Ruby’s voice is thick with emotion.  “Now go get them.  Dinner is 
ready.” 
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The next day, around the same time as his mother arrived, Jesse Mitchell rides into 
town in the same large black car that his mother rode in the day prior.  Next to him is a 
woman with a shawl draped over her head, concealing her face.  When the car comes to a 
stop in front of the Dr. Scott’s office, Gus steps out of the driver’s side and opens the back 
door for his passenger.  Jesse is a good looking young man less than twenty years of age.  
His blond hair is neatly combed and he wears a thin, wispy mustache above his upper lip.  
He stretches briefly before turning his back to Gus, who reaches inside the car and 
reemerges with Jesse’s coat.  Gus gently slides the coat onto Jesse’s back. 
The doctor walks out onto the porch to greet the young man.   
“You wait here by the car, Gus.  Get Zelda out.”  Dr. Scott could see Gus’s lips 
moving but could not hear what he was saying.  All he saw was the lips moving and his 
head nod before he crossed his arms.   
“Good afternoon, sir,” Dr. Scott calls from the porch.  Jesse does not answer until 
he finishes walking across the small yard. 
“Are you Dr. John Scott?”  He asks, ignoring the doctor’s outstretched hand. 
“Yes.  I spoke with your mother yesterday.” 
“Good.  I don’t want to waste time on pleasantries so let’s get to it.” 
“Would your driver like to wait in my office?  It’s freezing cold out here.”  The girl 
gets out of the car.  She keeps the shawl over her face.  Although she wears a baggy dress 
it is plain to see that she is with child.   
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“Gus doesn’t feel things like w- I do.  He’s fine.  He does as he is told,” and then 
leaning closer to Dr. Scott.  “Just like you are going to do.  Isn’t that right?  I don’t want to 
leave the car unattended here.  I’m sure you understand, doctor.  Come Zelda, let’s not 
keep the good doctor waiting now.” 
“Of course.  This way, Mr. Mitchell,” Dr. Scott feels himself slip into the skin of 
the man that he once was before living in Washington, DC.  He slips into the “No sir” and 
“Yes sir” with no eye contact all too easy.  Disgust roils in his stomach.  For a moment, he 
becomes light headed before he opens the door to his office and lets Jesse Mitchel in.  Zelda 
follows him in and stands in front of the desk.   
“Is this where you’re going to be examining her?” 
“No.  My examination room is through here.  You can wait out here if you would 
like,” Dr. Scott waves for the girl to follow him. 
“No I’ll be accompanying her.” 
“Yes, well these things are usually done in private. I know your feelings for her a- 
“Don’t pretend to know me.  Show us the way.” 
“Of course, Mr. Mitchell.  My apologies.” 
“Oh you’re good at this.” 
Dr. Scott grimaces as he motions for Zelda to sit down on a cushioned table.  “When 
did you start experiencing symptoms?” 
“About three months ago.”  Her voice is a soft whisper as she stares straight ahead. 
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“Please take off your shawl, mam.” 
The girl slowly unravels the shawl from her head.  The doctor gasps as dirty drab 
green strip of cloth drops to the floor.  The young black woman has thick, angry bruises 
lining her neck and cheeks.  One of her eyes is swollen shut and her bottom lip is crusted 
with dried blood.  She stares straight ahead with her eye that is not swollen shut.   
“Good lord what has happened to you?” 
“I fell.”  Her reply is curt. 
“It’s awfully slippery in Livingston, doctor.  Plenty of ice everywhere,” Jesse winks 
at the doctor as he says this. 
“Dear God,” Dr. Scott whispers.  The girl pulls her dress over her head revealing 
bruises and cuts all over her body.  Her breathing is labored.  
“Well, let’s get on with it,” Jesse says, sitting down in a chair across the room. 
“She’s in no condition for this procedure.  She could-“ 
“I don’t know what kind of deal you made with my mother, doctor, but I’m warning 
you: you better get started or else.” 
“Can I speak to you outside?” 
Jesse exhales and rolls his eyes, standing.  Both men walk out of the room and back 
into his office.  Dr. Scott reaches over and pulls the door shut. 
“That girl could lose her life if I do this procedure now.  What would happen if she 
lost her life?” 
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“One less mouth to feed?  I don’t know?  You tell me.” 
“I’ll do this, Mr. Mitchell.  You do this.  You do this.  You leave here now and you 
go home and you tell your mother that this girl died on my table.  Does she have any 
family?”  Sweat beads on the doctor’s brow. 
“How the hell should I know?  She’s some whore I found.  I don’t go asking whores 
about their family life.  Why should I care?”  Dr. Scott wants to murder this man that stands 
in front of him smirking.  He has never wanted to murder anyone before. 
“This woman could die.  How do you not care about that?” 
“How do I not care about some nigger whor-“ 
Dr. John Scott’s fist slams into Jesse Mitchell’s face.  The young man stumbles 
back onto the desk, gasping and holding his arms up in defense.  His lip curls revealing 
white teeth. 
“You go out there and get in that car of yours and you go back to Livingston.  You 
tell that mother of yours that nigger whore in there –Zelda- died on my table.  You tell her 
there was blood everywhere and that girl and her baby died and we buried them both here 
in Judea.  You hear me?  And when she asks you about your face you tell her that Judea 
has ice too and is just as slippery as Livingston ever was,” Dr. Scott says this as he slowly 
walks towards Jesse.  His voice begins very low and then slowly barrels into a shout.  He 
picks up Jesse’s coat and throws it at him.  “Now get.” 
“You’re one dead motherfucker, you here me?”  Jesse pulls his coat on.  His eyes 
bulge as he speaks to Dr. Scott, making his way hastily towards the door. 
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“I believe we are finished, sir.  You can show yourse-“ 
“Oh we’re not finished.  Not finished by a long shot you son of a bitch.  You think 
you can hurt me like you just did and not pay for it?  Huh?  You motherfucker.” 
“That woman in the other room is dead,” Dr. Scott walks over to the door and opens 
it.  The cold winter air rustles some papers on his desk. 
“You better watch yourself, boy,” Jesse’s rage cools.  He smiles at Dr. Scott for a 
moment, his tongue pushing out against his splotchy, red cheek.  He smiles at the doctor 
before slamming the door behind him.  The doctor walks over and sits down at his desk. 
Soon after Mitchell’s car leaves the town there is a knock on the office door.  
Abraham canvas coat is lined with fur. 
“Well?”  Abraham looks around without taking his coat off. 
“That kid is a monster.” 
“Where is the girl?  He left without the girl.” 
“She ain’t going back with him.” 
“What have you done?”  Abraham’s eyes widen as he throws the door to the 
examination room open.  From inside, John can hear the girl weeping. 
“Jesus Christ.  What happened to you child?”  Dr. Scott can hear the girls words 
devolve into sobs.  Abraham walks back out of the room and over to the desk.  “What have 
you done, son?” 
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“I punched him in the face.  He wanted to watch me perform the abortion –one that 
would have surely killed the girl.  She’s already beaten half to death.  I told him to go back 
home and tell his mother that the girl and the baby died.” 
“You punched him?”  It came out as a whisper.  “You punched him!” 
“I punched him.  I lost my temper.  You didn’t hear what he said.” 
“Didn’t hear what he said?  Boy this town was depending on you.  How could you 
do that?” 
“I’m sorry, Abe.  I…”  But Dr. Scott’s voice trails off as Zelda emerges from the 
room.   
“He saved my life.  That’s what this man done,” she says, covering herself with her 
dress.  “And he saved this babies life.  That man raped me.  He’d raped me again if he 
could.  He’s gonna beat that baby right out of me.  I ain’t never going back there.” 
“You going to stay here now, child,” Abraham says, pulling his coat off and setting 
it on her shoulders.  “You going to have that baby right here in this town.  You ain’t never 
gotta go back to Livingston.  Now go lay back down.  The doctor will be in to check on 
you in a few minutes.” 
Once the door is shut, Abraham turns on Dr. Scott again.  “You better pray, John, 
that what happened is good enough for that woman.  You hear me?  You better pray.  See 
to that girl and then send for me.  I’ll go talk to Miss Emeline and Miss Ruth and see if 
they won’t let her stay in their spare room.  You better pray, boy.” 
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It wasn’t until months down the road, after the baby was born, that word came about 
Ozeta Mitchell’s death.  Dr. Scott had found out about it when he went to pick up supplies 
in Danville.  They said she was murdered by her driver.  There was a massive manhunt that 
came up empty.  John knew they would never find the body.  He also learned that Jesse 
Mitchell had assumed his inheritance as well as his mother’s position on the board of 
trustees.  When John returned back to Judea he told Abraham what he had found out.  The 
old man sat down in the field where he was working and wept. 
Two weeks later a construction team showed up with the sheriff.  He had some 
papers from one of the lawyers working for the Central Electric Company.  They gave the 
town a month to evacuate safely with their belongings. 
A week later the sheriff showed up and told them they had five days. 
Dr. Scott moved his family to Arcadia, outside of Livingston the next day.  He 
packed his kids and his wife in a car that he bought with what money he had left over and 
they left at dusk.  He begged Abraham to leave with them, but the old man just shook his 
head.  Abraham had not said a word since he heard the news.  He just kept shaking his head 
and sweeping the steps of the church.  Finally, as John yelled, Abraham turned and walked 
into the church, shutting the door behind him, not able to look at his daughter and 
grandchildren.  Ruby and the boys cried as their car pulled off the gravel road. 
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When the explosives went off days later, Abraham rang the church bell.  Most 
everyone had already left.  Some of the elderly stayed behind, content to stay in the town 
they so loved forever.  Most families just took what they could carry and fled.  
It came early.  The paper’s said that lightening had struck the explosives causing a 
premature detonation.  John Scott knew better though.  Abraham walked over and sat on 
the front pew with Zelda as the ground began to shake.  What livestock was left behind 
began to scream wildly and run.  Abraham held his father’s bible in his lap, his hands folded 
over it.   
Zelda’s baby, John, screamed as the roaring water overwhelmed Judea.   
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Chapter Seven 
Funeral (part one) 
 
 
The night is alive with sounds.  There is a rustle of fur and the soft crunch of snow 
from beneath padded paws.  Wheels from the freight trucks hum in a constant tone, a single 
note, an “ohmmm”, a sound like the sound someone hears when they’ve been left alone 
too long.  The occasional sound of a car, carefully navigating the frozen, snowy road. 
Most of the people that live in Arcadia would agree that without the college –ranked 
in the top 50 liberal art schools in the nation- the town would have been a semi-colon in 
the short, otherwise humdrum sentence of central Kentucky.  Arcadia’s main street is 
adorned with historical plaques and elaborate street lights, curving over the occasional 
patch of cobblestone road, preserved much to the chagrin of local store owners.   
In front of the courthouse stand two statues.  One is that of John Hunt Morgan with 
his flowing mustache and stoic visage.  He sits astride his horse facing South.  The other 
statue is that of Cassius Clay, facing North.  His hand is tucked into his lapel.  A copper 
fountain, faded green with age sets in between the two figures.  Small statues of children 
adorn the side holding hands as they gaze into the water.  A small placard commemorates 
the tragedy of 1928 where 34 men, women and children were drowned during an American 
Works Project.  The fountain is empty and covered in snow.   
Black rod-iron beams droop down into sharp fluted points, forming a fence around 
the small courtyard.  Empty footsteps crisscross the snowy expanse –chasms with 
shadowed, shallow interior.  The store fronts are dark, uniform with closed signs turned 
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outward.  The plows have pushed the snow and brown, dirty frozen slush against the curb.  
The sun thaws the ice during the day only to let it freeze again in its absence during the 
night.   
A few cars crunch and grind down the road.  Almost all of the windows are dark.  
There are rough outlines of antiques and mannequins looming motionless in the dark until 
illuminated by headlights that slowly pass over them through the thin, icy glass.  On the 
outskirts of the small, quaint downtown voices ring out –laughing and coughing- under 
muffled music.  Neon lights up the snow on the bare dog wood trees that line the street 
with an unnatural reddish glow.  The crystals twinkle and shine beneath the phosphoric 
light. 
Mabel stands there shaking, despite the cold –her arthritic hands unsteadily raising 
the long 100 Benson & Hedges cigarette to her wrinkled, brightly colored lips.  Her face is 
etched with lines that would take hundreds of years to unravel. 
She is bent and shriveled under the neon red and yellow Budweiser sign.  Its 
fluorescence highlights her boofy, overly teased hair.  Her expression is one of constant 
consternation.  Mabel’s face sags under the weight of her years.  She is eighty-seven even 
though she has been telling other bar patrons that she is in her early seventies for some time 
now.  People guess her age all the time.  To her dismay they have been getting 
uncomfortably close to the truth lately. 
Mabel drops her cigarette into a bucket filled with sand and snow and other butts.  
Some cellophane smolders against a half empty can of Busch Light.  Her hand quakes as 
she slowly pulls another one out of the smashed soft pack.  Her faded elastic blue jeans are 
hiked up under her sagging bosom extenuating her small, squarish torso.  The hand holding 
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the lighter shakes like an aftershock as she holds it to the bent, flattened cigarette.  The 
long black coat she wears is oversized and stiff on her small shrunken frame. 
She doesn’t look up as the door to the bar opens.  Mike looks down at her before 
looking to the other direction quickly.  He is dressed in black; combat boots, black army 
coat, t-shirt and black jeans.  His salt and pepper hair is yanked into a pony tail.  He doesn’t 
wear deodorant.   
“Shit ain’t you cold out here, Ms. Mabel?”  He says lighting her cigarette before 
pulling his zippo back in front of his own Marlboro Red.  He is unkept.  His nails are too 
long and dirty.  His teeth are in decay.  He wears a perpetual smirk.  Mike was a painter at 
the university before he washed dishes somewhere in between the time he had dropped out. 
“I get treatments on my knee for the rheumatoid arthritis.  It’s a big ole long needle,” 
her voice is full of gravel.  “After I fell and broke my pelvis last summer –you remember 
that right?- it got worse.  This cold ass weather doesn’t help one fucking bit either.” 
“I’d guess not.  So why are you out her then?”  He came out to hit what he had left 
of the joint he had smoked before he had arrived. 
“I’m getting three treatments a week on my kidneys.  Nobody really knows about 
all that though.”  Mabel exhales blue smoke into the frozen air. 
“Dialysis?”  Mike knows because she has told him before.  In fact, she has told 
everyone in the bar many times before.  In her own fucked up way, Mabel is still a great 
actress. 
“Mm-hmm,” she growls.  “I skipped it yesterday.  My son wouldn’t come and get 
me and Steve didn’t return my call.  They stick these four needles here into my arm.”   
Mike notices her fingernail polish.  It’s splotched all over the tips of her curled 
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fingers.  She taps them against her arm, illustrating to Mike her point before reaching up 
and pushing her glasses back onto her nose.  Last winter she fell so hard that her eyeball 
popped out.  Everyone thought it was the end of her.  All the regulars shook their heads and 
internalized her demise, forlornly looked away when asked about her condition.  A few 
even claimed that she had taken a turn for the worse before she shuffled in, two weeks later, 
donning an eyepatch and her left arm wrapped like a mummy in gauze.   
She told everyone that she had barely made it.  Suzi leaned back in her chair and 
rolled her eyes.  A few years ago Mabel had accused her of stealing money out of her purse.  
When the bartender asked how much she just said “All of it”. 
The doctors couldn’t save her eyeball.  They wouldn’t even let her keep it in a jar.  
Later, that spring, she had received a prosthetic brown eyeball that most certainly did not 
match the blue one that she was born with.  Mabel knew her daughter-in-law purposely 
ordered the wrong colored eye ball to further humiliate her.  How could she not know the 
color of her mother-in-law’s eyes?  And then, to make matters worse, the woman left her 
son.  Stole her eyes and then left her son.  Her son was a mess.  He wasn’t returning her 
calls.  He was having run-ins with the law.  He wasn’t all that put together in the first place 
and now this?  She could kill her. 
Her fake eye droops slightly, casting its blind gaze towards the icy sidewalk.  “What 
good are children if they don’t give a shit?”  She thought. 
“Did you do your nails in the car or something?”  Mike says with a smile, revealing 
his rotten, broken teeth. 
“Don’t be a dick, Michael.  Help me back inside,” she extends her arm for Mike to 
take hold.  He leads her back inside the smoky confines of the Lost Shepard Public House.   
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Suzi bobs her head in time with the music from the juke box.  She has a can of 
Stroh’s sitting in front of her with the tab pulled off.  There’s a crushed can sitting off 
towards the edge of the bar.  Her drab green army coat is draped over the back of the tall 
bar chair.  The sleeves of her sweater are jammed up over her elbows revealing faint white 
lines up and down her slightly freckled arms.  She would cut herself in prison to earn trips 
to solitary confinement.  She only served a year and a half of her prison sentence before 
she was transported to a psychiatric facility.  The cut she had made across her husband’s 
neck was one of self-defense she maintained.  Suzi had been the subject of Ed’s abuse –
physical and mental- once they moved away from her family in Arcadia.  She never wanted 
to move to Florida but when Ed got transferred with a raise she had little choice.  Luckily, 
Ed survived.   
After her release, Suzi was allowed to return to Arcadia.  Her friend, Tee, had helped 
arrange a deal where he would be acting as her parole officer.   
She sways somewhat perilously in her chair, snapping her fingers and moving her 
arms in turn with “Street Fighting Man”.  Her spiky red hair is mottled with grey.  She 
looks up from her trance-like state to glare in the direction of Mabel as she shuffles across 
the barroom floor.  As the old woman slowly lowers herself into her chair with the help of 
Mike, Suzi rolls her eyes.  She reaches down and a takes a long pull from her beer before 
smashing the can in her hand.  The bartender, a curly headed man with an uneven mustache 
nods, pulling another can from an ice well.  Suzi pushes the crumpled dead soldier next to 
its comrade near the edge of the bar. 
“You good, Sooz?”  The bartender asks.  He gives her a well-rehearsed serious look.   
“Yeah, Phil.  Baby, keep that music coming.”  She lights a small brown cigarillo.  
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Phil nods, walking down the length of the bar where a dusty stereo sits on some colored, 
plastic milk crates.  He ever so slightly turns the volume up, winking in Suzi’s direction. 
“More!  C’mon!”  She yells before quietly adding: “You fucking pussy.” 
“That’s not nice, Suzi,” Mike says, pulling the barstool next to her out.  He sits 
down and nods in Phil’s direction.   
“Oh hey, baby.  You know I’m not fucking nice,” she says.  She grins at him; her 
teeth have too much space in between them. 
“Oh I know,” he replies, mirroring her grin with his own jumbled, dark teeth.  Phil 
sets a dingy blue plastic cup in front of him. 
“You hitting it hard tonight, huh?” 
“It’s just Pepsi.” 
“Jesus I know that Mike.  I was being sarcastic.  You reek of pot,” she leans closer, 
sniffing the air with exaggeration.   
“Makes sense.  I’ve been smoking it.” 
“You smelled like you fucked a skunk.  You better be careful or you’ll end up like 
Randy.”  Suzi says with a momentary look of reproach. 
“No.  I don’t have some junkie girlfriend doing stupid shit, carrying on and trying 
to whoop up on me in the parking lot.” 
Suzi lets out a coarse, throaty laugh, slapping Mike on the arm.  “What an idiot.  
Did you see his eye?  Think it was her or the cops?  What is it with that family and 
eyeballs?” 
The Lost Shepard Public House is old and dusty with blue collar regulars posted up 
in small smatterings, toasting their cans of beer and bourbon.  It’s dimmer than most bars 
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with a haze of cigarette smoke draping around the plastic, faux Tiffany light fixtures.  
Everywhere there is the off-white noise of chatter and popping aluminum cans, the 
scuffling of shoes and boots against the dirty floor, marred by salt from the road and 
sidewalk, and the jukebox belting out the sounds of 70’s and 80’s rock n’roll and country.  
The bar stretches down the wall and empties out into a small smoky kitchen where a man 
sits on a five-gallon bucket working a crossword.  There are fourteen tables (most uneven 
and unclean) with mismatched chairs.  Occasionally they screech against the dented and 
chipped linoleum floor like fingers nails across a chalkboard.   
The people in the bar can hear them outside on the sidewalk, their voices snow 
balling into a crescendo of dysfunction; of illogical arguments and passive aggressive 
winces and smiles. 
“Fuck.  Here comes the dumpster fire,” Suzi mutters.  She shakes her empty can at 
Phil as he passes by. 
“You want another beer, Suzi?”  Phil sighs, approaching Mike and Suzi wiping his 
hands with a towel tossed over his shoulder.   
“I’m going to need one not to kill you-know-who.  Quit smiling so fucking much,” 
she says, squinting an eye and pointing at Phil.  Phil raises an eyebrow before nodding.  
Like an exhausted night watchmen, he turns and ambles down to the other end of the bar. 
They hush their voices into jagged whispers when they walk in, as if most of the 
people, the regulars at least, didn’t know who was coming. 
Arthur and Minnie have a habit which has settled into a reputation of contention.  
They fight constantly.  Their personalities stumble past contrary and fall into the over-used 
adage of oil and water. 
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“Everybody likes Arthur.  I’m sorry.  No.  I apologize but I’m not sorry,” Minnie 
bursts out when she feels as though she has attained the attention of most of the bar.  The 
last part she says more to herself, staring at the ceiling as if in prayer or devotion. 
Arthur abruptly stops, slapping his leg with his one arm.  He looks as though he has 
just watched his horse come in last place.  He’s wearing a cowboy hat with the top pushed 
out.  It reaches into pointed felt dome.  He’s wearing a leather aviator jacket with a shirt 
sticking out the bottom of it.  The collar is pulled up over his scraggly beard.   
“You take everything I say and turn it around on m-” He looks as if he is in pain.   
“Hey Suzi!”  Minnie interrupts him with a shout.  She opens her arms, her puffy 
purple coat squeaking.   
“Hi-iii Min,” Suzi replies, sliding off her barstool.  She pulls her coat on and grabs 
the pack of cigarellos off of the bar.  “Don’t take my seat.” 
“Are you leaving?  Did I scare you off?”  Minnie hangs her coat on the barstool 
next to Suzi’s chair.   
“No Minnie.  I’ll be right back,” Suzi says, rolling her eyes again.  She places a 
crumpled white bar napkin over the top of her beer and walks towards the door.  While 
Suzi walks she moves her arms in wave like dance motions as she heads outside.  Once 
inside the antechamber connecting the inside from the out, she notices a new sign amidst 
the flyers, old papers and yellowed business cards in a dirty fishbowl.  Tacked onto the 
corkboard is a photocopy of a Polaroid of a woman with a black Labrador retriever.  There’s 
a note next to the picture. 
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The note reads: 
Missing Since November 7 
Black lab mix with collar.  White paws. 
Lost in the Old Hicks Creek area 
Please be on the look out 
We miss our Bella 
Call 606-253-1830 
Cash Reward! 
 
 
 
The woman in the picture has her arms wrapped around the dog.  They both look 
happy, young.  The door to the outside creaks open startling Suzi.  A man her height steps 
into the small room, blowing into his gloved hands as he rubs them together.  He 
immediately smiles when he sees Suzi. 
“Well hello, Tee.  You finally come to arrest me?”  Suzi shoots a toothy grin at him. 
“Oh Suzi.  We both know you wouldn’t let me.  I’d have to call for back up,” he 
smiles, patting her on the arm.   
“What’s with all the missing dogs lately?”  Suzi asks, lighter in her hand and 
cigarillo bouncing in between her lips. 
“Nothing I know of.” Tee smiles.  “That’s animal controls business.  Unless them 
dogs are breaking into houses or stealing cars I got no business with them.” 
“I bet this is the fifth one I’ve seen this week,” she says, looking at the picture again.   
“Beat’s me.  I’ll see you inside, Suzi?”  It came out as a question. 
“Yeah baby.  Minnie’s in there.  Just a head’s up,” she mumbles, pushing the front 
door open. 
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“I figured when I saw Arthur in the lot talking to himself.”  Tee nods his head as 
Suzi slips into the icy night.  He slips off his gloves and jams them into his coat pocket.  A 
few people acknowledge him with a smile as he walks through the door and into the noisy 
warmth of the bar. 
The walls of the Lost Shepard are concrete underneath the warped, nicotine laden 
wood panels.  Old pictures of curly headed men hold trophies over their head, pictures of 
men in boats holding up dying bass, pictures on shelves with candles and knickknacks 
around them –shrines to regulars who passed away- line the walls along with vintage road 
signs and beer advertisements.  One says: “Stroh’s a beer above the best”.  Underneath the 
glossy red letters is a buxom blonde girl is holding a tray of steins.  Her other young, tan 
arm is holding out a partially opened ornate mug.  Someone has darkened in one of her 
pearly teeth. 
Bicycles, rusted and dusty, hang, suspended from the ceiling by metal wires.  
There’s a narrow back room that used to hold stock back when the building housed a 
pharmacy years and years ago.  In the back rook there are a few dart boards and a stained 
pool table with chalky, battered felt.  Tee always walks through the bar before he orders.  
He cases the place out to make sure who is there.  He is not a man that takes many chances.  
After he does his circle around the bar he begins to greet some of the other regulars.  The 
lights are dim except for a few televisions behind the bar and the light that shines through 
the beer cooler.  It illuminates the silhouettes of various shaped beer bottles like a 
searchlight from a light house.   
Ruddy faces reflect off of the cooler’s glass doors and the glass panel that runs 
along the wall behind the bar.  They all stare up into the light of the television like dirty, 
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blue collar cherubs.  There bar itself stands higher than most bars making the patrons 
propped up in the metal chairs look childlike.  Across the room is an old phone booth with 
another muted television on top.  As Tee approaches he sees Mabel’s stockinged legs.  He 
peeks around the corner and inside the booth.  One of the glass panels has been knocked 
out.  Mabel glowers up at Tee, holding the phone up to her ear. 
He returns her baleful countenance with a smile and a tip of his sheriff’s hat –the 
only part of his uniform that he consistently wears even in his civilian clothing.   
“Mabel, how are you today?”   
She says nothing and pulls the door shut.  Tee nods and walks over to where Suzi 
has returned.  Those he does not shake hands with on his way there he greets with a smile 
and a nod.   
“Woo.  Wish I didn’t cut all my hair off,” he says, shaking his hat even though all 
of the snow had melted off by then, before hanging it on a hook underneath the bar. 
“You lost your hair years ago,” Suzi replies without looking to see who it is.  She 
watched him approach in the mirror behind the bar.  “You’ve been bald for twenty years I 
bet.” 
“Don’t get much by you, girl,” he says cheerfully.   
She turns to look at him, her faded blue eyes unblinking.  “Buy me a beer.” 
The bartender sets a bottle of Miller down in front of Tee.  “You starting a tab 
tonight?” 
“I don’t know, Phil.  What kind of shoes are you wearing?” 
“My best pair.  I can out run your old ass,” Phil cracks his first genuine smile of the 
evening. 
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“I won’t try to run.  Damn.  You’re too fast for my old black ass.  Just don’t go 
throwing me out of here all rough.”  Tee’s eyes sparkle.  He says this often. 
“I’ve already stretched out,” Phil says, setting another can in front of Suzi.  Phil 
always plays along.  He always liked having Tee around. 
“Hey Phil, put Suzi’s beer on me.  And a tequila.”  Phil nods with a wink. 
“And a shot?  Are you trying to get me drunk?” 
“Maybe girl.  If that’s what it takes.”  Tee flirts and Suzi grimaces before rolling 
her eyes towards Minnie who is leaning over the bar shaking money at Phil as he jogs past. 
“Just stay there between me and Minnie and Arthur and maybe I’ll put out,” she 
growls, crumpling up a can and pushing it towards the edge of the bar.  She reaches for the 
fresh one.  “Phil, baby, I’ll take that shot whenever you want.” 
“Why?  They bothering you?”  His cheerful demeanor fades slightly. 
“No not any more than usual.  That bitch just gets on my nerves.  Nobody wants to 
hear them fight and carry on like they do all the time.  You gonna arrest them like you did 
Randy?”  Suzi smiles a little. 
“Randy is a dumbass.  You know that –everybody knows that.  My deputies were 
just doing their job.  Ain’t like we went out looking for him.” 
“Ok, ok.  We know he’s a dumbass.  I didn’t mean to get you all riled up.  Here, 
cheers,” Suzi takes her shot glass and clinks against the lip of his beer bottle.  “Thanks for 
the shot honey.  And if you arrest Min throw away the fucking key.” 
From across the bar the phone rings from inside the booth.  A few people glance in 
its direction though no one makes any move to answer it.  Tee looks over his shoulder, 
surprised to see Mabel standing there, staring up at him from an angle.  Her fake eye trails 
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off to the side.  She latches onto his arm, her drooping, lipstick smeared lips caught 
somewhere between a smile and a grimace. 
“Why did you not say hello, sheriff?”  
“I wasn’t trying to bother you while you were on the phone, Ms. Mabel,” he pats 
her frail arm that holds onto his.  He doesn’t bother pointing out that he did say hello.  
“How’ve you been feeling?” 
“Oh don’t get her started,” Suzi says under her breath.  She throws the shot back 
and jams a slice of lime into her mouth. 
Mabel cranes her head around to get a better look at Suzi.  She squints with her 
good eye before stating, flatly that “She felt just fine.” 
“Winter is hard for me to get around and all but Tony has been helping me out,” she 
says, looking back up at Tee. 
“Well that’s good.  Can I buy you a drink?” 
“Vodka-soda,” she replies.  “It’s hard for me to get down to the station and visit my 
Randall.  Are you taking good care of him?” 
Tee shakes his head as Phil sets her drink down in front of them.  “Randy is just 
fine and I’m sure all of this will get worked out sooner than later.” 
Mabel’s hand trembles as she grabs her drink.  The spirits within jostle about the 
carbonation and crushed ice cubes as she takes a long sip from the straw poking out of it. 
“Please see that it does, sheriff.  I can see my way back to my table,” she looks at 
Tee a moment longer before shuffling back to her table.  Seated there, looking in their 
direction, is a large man with thick glasses.  He watched their conversation, mouth agape, 
exposing his many missing teeth.  His arms parade numerous jail house tattoos.  Minnie 
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and another drunken woman with dyed blond hair have sat down at their table.  The tattooed 
fat man, Tony, watches as Mabel takes her drink from the sheriff and ambles back to her 
table.  Minnie’s drunken friend hops up, giving Mabel back her chair before grabbing 
another one from a nearby table. 
“How does she not die?”  Suzi says, staring forward.  The bartender smiles 
uncomfortably as he bounds by with three beers. 
“She’s too mean to do that,” Tee says in a low, agreeable voice before adding.  
“Whole family is full of a bunch of assholes.” 
Tee notices Arthur has set down next to him. “Why hello, Tee.” 
“Hello Arthur,” Tee says, his amiable demeanor resurfacing.   
“You doing alright tonight?”  Arthur asks, removing his hat with his good arm and 
shaking the snow off, smacking it against the barstool.  Phil points at him as he runs by.  
Arthur nods as Phil turns around setting a bottle of Budweiser and an empty glass down in 
front of Arthur.  He looks over to Phil.  “Start me up, will ya?” 
“Snowing again?”  Tee asks.  “I must of just missed it.” 
“Yeah.  Big ole wet flakes.” 
“I ain’t ever seen a winter with this much snow in Arcadia before.  I heard 
Livingston is going to end up having school halfway through June,” Tee says. 
“Well not for long.  Apparently it’s supposed to warm up through the week,” Arthur 
says, hanging his coat on the back of his chair.  “Gonna melt all this shit away.  The sooner 
the better.” 
“Hell it’s worse than the one we got three years ago.  You remember that?  Ended 
up flooding the marina down by Harrison Lake.”  Suzi says, not looking away from the 
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television.   
Arthur remembers the day he saw Sarah Stokley shoot herself in the park.  Tony 
had just ridden his bicycle past when she stepped out of the car.  Arthur had gone to the 
park (against his wishes) to buy some pot when Tony got spooked by Sarah’s presence and 
left.  Then she just gets out of her car and shoots herself.  It happened so quickly.  Arthur 
gets a cold chill thinking about it.  Then Tee’s best friend showed up out of nowhere and 
finished the job. Arthur had never said anything about it to anyone. 
Inadvertently, he looks over to Tony who is silently watching one of the televisions.  
Earl Turner, her neighbor, had showed up not even a minute after Sarah shot herself.  She 
was Arthur’s second cousin or something like that though he hadn’t spoken with her in 
years, not even since he moved back into town.  Most of his family treated him like an 
outsider and Sarah was no different.  She probably wouldn’t have even known who he was.  
Arthur wondered if Earl had ever told Tee what happened that day.  He snuck off after Earl 
sped away and told himself he would take it to the grave.     
The phone rings again from across the room.  Its old bell rips through air though 
now most everyone just ignores it.  Arthur sits down and carefully pours the beer into the 
glass.  He winces.  “What’s with the phone, Phil?” 
“No clue, dude.  Been ringing all night.  Pick it up and no one says anything.” 
“Why doesn’t somebody just take it off the hook?” 
“I’m not somebody,” Phil grins, rushing back towards the other end of the bar. 
The night wears on and the crowd thins out.  Three beers become six and six 
become too much fun.  The bar clears out leaving only a few people posted up, staring at 
the muted televisions too terrified to go home or too drunk drunk to leave.   
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“Ms. Mabel your cab is here,” Phil cups his hand next to his mouth.  She looks over 
and nods in his direction.  Tony stands up and takes her hand, gently guiding her out of her 
chair.  Another woman bleached hair missing nearly all of her teeth stands up.  
“Thank you honey, you’re too sweet,” she says, clutching his arm. 
The cab honks outside the bar. 
“Goodnight, Ms. Mabel,” Tee says, turning around and smiling.  She nods as she 
walks past.   
Minnie, who had been sitting with them, pours what’s left of their pitcher into her 
glass as the trio shuffles towards the door.  She had been back and forth, talking to Arthur 
at the bar before they began their usual arguing. 
“You don’t want to talk to me now?”  She says, staring up at Arthur’s back. 
“Oh now this is going to get really good,” Suzi whispers to Tee.  She slurs her 
words, pulling on his sleeve.  Her voice begins at a high pitch and then drops low very 
quickly.  Her words come out in a sleepy sigh. 
“Honey, why don’t you let me take you home?”  Tee always quits drinking after six 
beers.  He has been hanging around waiting to see if she needs a ride home. 
“No.  I live a few blocks away.” 
“No you don’t.  And they ain’t gonna have the park paths cleared tonight.  You’d 
have to walk around.  Just ride with me.” 
“I said I’d walk, Tee,” her sleepy tone takes on a scornful edge.  “I can walk home 
by myself, goddamnit.” 
“Ok, Ok, I ain’t gonna make you,” he backs off but pushes his glass of water 
forward and nods. 
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“Min, don’t do this now,” Arthur moans. 
“What?  Do what?  I’m not sorry.  I’m a grown-ass woman and I’m not sorry.” 
“I don’t want to do this now in here,” he motions his head towards Tee and Suzi 
and Phil, who is concentrating on washing dishes in a sink behind the bar. 
“You never want to talk about it.  I just can’t be right, can I?” 
“I don’t even know what you’re talking about,” Arthur turns back around.  Her 
chair screeches against the linoleum and Minnie stands up.  She struggles to bend over and 
pick up her purse.  Her arm falters she scoops up her giant purse.  Minnie pushes her hair 
back and then picks her beer up off the table before walking up to the bar. 
“I always have to do what you want to do.  I’m a grown ass woman,” she says to 
herself as if she is on stage in front of an audience.  “Charlie would have never treated me 
this way.  The lord took him too soon.  He would have taken care of me.  He would ha-“ 
“Oh shut the fuck up, Min,” Suzi says, not looking away from the television.   
Minnie stands there, mouth agape, for a few moments before setting her beer on the 
table.  She slams it down and stomps outside silently.  After a few minutes, they hear wheels 
spinning against ice.   
“Shit, is she driving?”  Phil looks up from the dirty glasses. 
“Goddamn it,” Arthur cranes his head to look out the window as Min’s van slips 
away under the street lights.  “She was my ride.” 
“You going to go arrest her?”  Suzi laughs, elbowing Tee. 
“Hell no.  That’s what the deputies are for.” 
“Are you going to call them?” 
“Nope.  Ain’t nobody out for her hurt anyways.  She don’t live that far,” Tee says, 
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shaking his head.  “Arthur you need a lift?” 
Arthur sighs and nods his head.  “I’ll finish my drink.” 
“Come on Suzi.  Why don’t you just let me drop you off?” 
Suzi is standing up and wrapping a scarf around her head.  She sways slightly and 
Tee reaches out to steady her arm.  She pulls away, sticking a cigarillo in between her lips.  
“I said no, Tee.  Phil, I love you, darling.  I’ll see you when I see you.” 
She walks out with a sense of pride and purpose, head held high, not looking back 
at Tee’s look of resignation.  When Tee turns back around Arthur is standing there, his hat 
sitting crooked on his head. 
“Ready when you are, sheriff.” 
Phil waves at the backs of Tee and Arthur as they plod through the slush and ice 
towards Tee’s Bronco. 
“You not driving the cruiser tonight?” 
“I’m off work.  I don’t drink and then drive the cruiser around,” Tee scowls, 
reaching into his coat pocket for his keys.  It’s a clear night and the moon illuminates the 
melting snow around them.  Arthur nods, waiting for Tee to unlock his door.  He pulls 
himself up and inside the truck as Tee starts it and waits for it to warm up.   
“Why do you think she wouldn’t let me take her home?”  Tee asks, turning the 
defrost on high before sitting back and taking his gloves off.  “Who wants to walk in this 
shit?” 
“Hell I don’t know.  You know how Suzi is.  She gets something in her mind and 
then there’s no stopping her.”  Arthur says before adding: “Can I smoke in here?” 
“I don’t smoke,” Tee answers, turning to look in the direction that Suzi would have 
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walked off in. 
“You know where I live?” 
“Yeah I know.  You living out where the Thomas farm was still?” 
“Yeah.  My families farm,” Arthur says. 
“You think we should go and try to pick her up?” 
Arthur smirks at the thought of Tee asking his opinion.  “Well now I imagine that 
would really piss her off.” 
Tee nods and reaches over, shifting the truck into gear. 
“This thing got 4-wheel drive?”  Arthur asks. 
“Yeah.” 
“Nice,” Arthur says, before Tee slowly pulls out of the parking lot. 
“I’m sorry about Min, Tee.  I don’t want to argue with her but she just starts in on 
me –pushing my buttons and calling me out in front of people.  She’s really not all that 
bad.  I mean, what am I supposed to do?  She just gets all drunk and it comes out,” Arthur 
slurs, his accent wavering back and forth for no reason. 
“Some people shouldn’t drink.”  It comes out as a general statement directed not 
only at Minnie.  Arthur, however, does not seem to notice.   
“You know, I tell her that all the time.  I care about her and she’s a good woman –
she really is.  She just gets crazy when she drinks.  She needs to hear it from somebody 
other than me.” 
Tee doesn’t answer.  He thinks about the phone ringing in the bar that night. 
“So you used to be good friends with my uncle?”  Arthur reaches down and 
scratches his knee. 
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“Yeah me and Gerald and Earl used to run around with each other back when we 
was boys in high school.” 
“I’m sorry about Earl.  I know you all were close.” 
“Yeah, well, people get old and then they pass on,” Tee sounds as though he is 
saying something well rehearsed.  “He had a good life.  He was a good man.” 
“I wish I would have gotten a chance to know my uncle.  My mother really loved 
him.  She was never the same after he died the way he did.”  Arthur’s voice thickens with 
emotion. 
“Did you ever meet him?” 
“Only once or twice.  I was really young.  We lived upstate in New York till I was 
in high school.  I remember the funeral.  I had just graduated high school I think.”   
“Yeah I was in Vietnam.  Earl had written me and told me about it.  I couldn’t 
believe it.  Did your mom and your dad ever talk about him,” Tee asks.  He has always 
wondered how much Arthur knew about who his father was.  All of the sudden he began 
to feel uncomfortable. 
“My mom and Walter and I all came down for it.  I never met my real father.”   
Tee says nothing.  They ride in silence for a while, the snowy landscape dragging 
by them as the pale Bronco lumbers down the road.  The houses have become more spaced 
out and streetlights no longer mark the side of the road. 
“Your momma was a real nice lady.  I remember her from high school.  She was 
real pretty.  Gerald always looked out for her since she was younger than him and 
everything.  But Gerald always looked out for everybody.  That’s just kind of who he was.  
How old were you when your momma died?” 
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“Oh she died when I was in my early thirties.  Cancer.” 
“That’s how my wife died.  She got the lung cancer.  We didn’t find out until it was 
too late.” 
“I never knew you were married.” 
“She died before I moved here.  She was a piano player.  Like nothing you ever 
met.” 
“Man.  I never knew.  I just always thought that… you know.” 
“Know what?” 
“I don’t know.  That you just weren’t the marrying type.  Or that you had a thing 
for Suzi.” 
Tee laughs until he coughs.  “Naw.  Come on, man.  I mean I love Suzi and all –
known her since we was kids- but I don’t think of her like that.  She’s too fucking mean, 
damn.” 
Arthur laughs at this, slapping his knee.  “She is too fucking mean.”  He repeats 
right before they hit the animal in the road.  Tee slams on the breaks and the Bronco fishtails 
before sliding to a halt.  Both of the men look around bewildered before looking at each 
other.   
“What the fuck was that?”  Arthur whispers, still looking around. 
“I don’t know.  It might have been a dog or something.  It just came out of nowhere.”  
“Should we just go?”  Arthur turns around and looks out the back window.  “Maybe 
it was just a possum or a raccoon or something.” 
“Well let’s just take a look.  It ain’t going to hurt nothing to look and make sure.  
And if it ain’t dead then we need to go ahead and put it out of it’s misery whatever it is.” 
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Arthur thought of Earl shooting Sarah and just nodded.  He opens the door and 
slides out.  The hazard lights show blink yellow and red against the dirty snow on the road.  
He lights a cigarette and walks around to the front of the truck. 
Tee grabs a flashlight and walks around to the back.   
“I see some blood but there ain’t no dent or nothing,” Arthur yells from the front of 
the truck.  “You sure it’s safe just being parked here like this?” 
At first all Tee can hear is the crunching of snow from under his feet as he walks, 
scanning the road for blood or a carcass.  Then, slowly, a guttural sound groans out.  In the 
distance, Tee can hear the sound of eighteen wheelers.  The light from the flash light 
bounces around the road until he spots some blood. 
“You see anything?”   
Tee looks over his shoulder and see’s Arthur standing by the truck.  He ain’t nothing 
like that monster of a man that whelped him, Tee thinks.  Arthur looks worried, afraid and 
young as he stands next to the truck in the night. 
“Yeah.  I hit a goddamned cat.”  Tee calls back over his shoulder.  He walks toward 
the blood until he finds the dying cat.  Its back is broken as it tries in vain to move itself 
with its front paws.  Tee jumps as Arthur walks up from behind. 
“Oh shit,” he says before looking away.  “What should we do?” 
Tee reaches down and looks at the cat collar even though he knows who owns the 
cat.   
“Fuck,” he says.  “This is the Stokley’s cat.” 
“Bill Stokely?  I was related to his wife.  The one that shot herself out in that park,” 
Arthur flicks his cigarette away.  The cat’s cries become louder. 
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“The cat’s name is Jesus,” Tee says more to himself than to Arthur. 
“Who names their cat Jesus?” 
“Get in the car Arthur.” 
“We just can’t leave it here.  It’s in pain, man.”  Arthur’s tone borders on indignant.   
“I’m not going to leave it.  I’m going to put it out of its misery and then we’re taking 
it to its home.  A little boy owns it and I’m sure he’d want to know what happened,” Tee 
reaches over and looks at the cat’s tags.  The cat jerks in Tee’s direction though it doesn’t 
seem to look at him. 
“You’re nuts.  I ain’t going over there to wake them up with a dead cat.” 
“You are too.  You are a witness.  Now get in the truck.”  Tee looks back and gives 
Arthur a dangerous look.  “You do as I say, Arthur.” 
Arthur nods, taking a few steps backwards before turning completely and getting 
back into the truck.  He flinches when the gunshot rings out. 
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Chapter Eight: 
 
Eyeball 
 
 
Randy’s wife made it a point to drive through the front yard, in front of the already 
suspicious neighbors, when she finally left.  She had grabbed a strange assortment of their 
joint possessions: the alarm clock, the remote controls to both televisions, toothpaste.  
Miriam slammed the back door with enough force to rattle the Walmart picture frames that 
hung in the kitchen and dining room.  The walls were covered with framed quotes and other 
knickknacks.  Randy heard the truck rev up as the dog began to excitedly bark. 
“Don’t take Tootsie!”  He yelled, dropping the brown sugar and cinnamon pop-tart.   
Randy woke up to the sound of cabinets slamming and Tootsie barking.  He could 
tell from the start she was hammered so he just went ahead and poured some orange juice 
and got some pop tarts out of the pantry.  Mariam always had a certain flair for the dramatic 
and the drinking didn’t help it either.  When she was younger people had always said she 
was passionate.  Now, in her late forties, the passion had given way to bouts of mania 
followed by argument after argument.  The neighbors routinely avoided her.  They weren’t 
invited to cookouts or holiday get-togethers anymore.  Their friends probably called her 
crazy behind her back. 
“Leave the fucking dog you crazy bitch!”  Randy swung the door open.  He swung 
the kitchen door open as he charged outside to save his dog.  The glass door smashed back 
against the kitchen  countertop and exploded with a loud, crash across the kitchen floor.  
“Jesus!  Fuck!” 
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Miriam abandoned her capture of the dog.  She laid on the gas and squealed the 
tires.  Tootsie frantically barked, running along the perimeter of the backyard fence, past 
the sun bleached, dilapidated patio set and the dead flowers.  Randy looked down the 
driveway just as she jumped the concrete, bounced across the yard, over the sidewalk and 
onto the street.  It was probably the best entertainment the neighbors had on a Saturday 
morning in a long time.   
“At least she left the dog,” he said, out loud, to himself, standing there in his 
underwear.  His bathrobe was blowing open in the light breeze.  A bronze medallion hung 
from an oversized chain he wore around his neck.  She hated it.    
“Everything alright, Randy?”  The voice came from behind the bushes. 
“Yeah, Thurman.  She just forgot the eggs at the store,” Randy answered, then spit.   
He heard some feet shuffling from behind the hedge and then a door shut.  
“That’ll give Thurman and Cindy something to talk about for a while,” he thought, 
surveying the carnage of glass and garbage that covered the kitchen.  He lit a cigarette, 
wheezing a little at first, and grabbed a broom out of the pantry and began sweeping the 
cube-like remnants of the back door that lay scattered about the cluttered kitchen.  Randy 
stabbed at the jagged panels of glass that splintered out of the frame.  Already, smears and 
smudges of blood had begun to appear across the fake wood panel flooring. 
Tootsie watched his progress from the far corner of the backyard.  Her black and 
white face peered out through the un-kept lawn.  Her eyebrows inadvertently arched over 
her dark eyes.  She looked embarrassed even for a dog. 
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It had all started with his mother.  She bullied and belittled Miriam whenever she 
got the chance.  But then again she treated everyone that way.  Randy couldn’t understand 
why Miriam took such offense to his mother’s indignity.  At a young age he had learned to 
just take it.  He had begged her to do the same; to just let it go and not take it to heart.  But 
in the end it was just too much.  His mother’s barrage of slights and barbs had taken worn 
Miriam down. 
Randy’s mother was the type of mother that ironed shoelaces.  She weighed her 
children twice a week.  She vacuumed in the middle of the night.  Her children were her 
work force.  Mabel’s house was always immaculate in terms of cleanliness and 
organization.   
She was as irascible as she was tidy.  Randy’s father was a trucker who, when 
Randy was still a young boy, drowned in a hotel pool.  To the day of her death his mother 
would suspect her husband of infidelity.  Furthermore, she discussed it often with her 
children.  Randy would always remember how he and his older sister, Tammy, wept while 
their mother stood behind them, her hands on the backs of their necks.  That night while he 
cried in his bed his mother stood in the doorway watching.   
Mabel paused in the light of the hallway, before entering her son’s room.  She was 
wearing a blue dress matching her eyes and a white apron.  Her hands were clasped in front 
of her chest.  Her eyes were glazed and she smiled.  Occasionally, her chin would quiver 
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ever so slightly.  And then she began to sing:  “We’ll sing in the sunshine, we’ll laugh 
every day, we’ll sing in the sunshine, then I’ll be on my way…” 
Her voice was light and small and she repeated the lines over and over again as her 
son lay crying. 
   “I don’t want dad to be dead,” Randy’s words came out broken and trapped 
between breaths. 
“Nobody wants their fathers to die, sweetie,” she said, dreamily, breaking from her 
song.  Mabel reached over her son and pulled the curtain open.  She smiled somewhat 
wistfully.  “No wife surely wants to find out they found her husband naked and drowned 
in some ratty hotel pool.” 
“Why did he drown?” 
“I don’t know,” she squeezed his foot a little at the end of her thought.  “But we’ll 
be alright.  I don’t want you to worry about your father.  I’m going to take care of 
everything.” 
“You won’t die will you?” 
“No.  No, honey.  You don’t worry about that.  But you don’t run off anymore,” 
she said, squeezing his foot tight.  She smiled.  “Would you like mommy to sing to you a 
while longer?” 
She sang the four lines over and over for a while, staring out into the night before 
trailing off into silence.  Her eyes rested onto her son, his blond hair splayed out over his 
pillow, his little eyes intently watching his mother.  The moonlight glowed against his tiny 
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face.  She tucked the covers around her child.  “When you run off I think bad things.  Like 
some foreigner has taken you and has killed you.  Or maybe a big ole wolf.” 
“I won’t anymore run off anymore, mommy,” Randy whimpered, laying as still as 
possible. 
“Say your prayers before you go to sleep.” 
“Mom,” Randy called out before she reached the door.  “Will you check my closet 
for monsters?  Please?” 
Maybe she didn’t hear him or maybe she didn’t care, but she turned and distantly 
smiled before shutting his bedroom door. 
 
# 
 
As Randy grew older he suspected that his father pursued truck driving to pay the 
bills and keep some distance between himself and his wife as well.  Their friends (who 
were very few in number) always joked that Mabel was quite a handful.  Tammy moved 
out of state for college as soon as she graduated from high school.  After that she took up 
a job as an assistant at a gorilla reserve in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.  Every 
other Christmas or so she would mail a card.  One year, Randy got a package from his 
sister.  He tore it open as soon as he got into the living room to find what appeared to be a 
giant ant encased in amber.  Much to Miriam’s chagrin it had earned a spot on the mantle 
of the couple’s gas fireplace, amidst the vacation photographs and pictures of Tootsie. 
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“Why would you let him keep an insect –dead or alive- in the living room?”  Mabel 
asked Miriam one night, early in their marriage, over a spaghetti supper in the couple’s 
then new house. 
“It’s from Tammy, Mom.  It’s a beautiful accoutrement,” Randy said, spinning his 
fork around in his plate of light red noodles. 
“Randy likes it.  I want Randy to have things he likes in the living room too,” 
Miriam smiled, sitting her glass of wine down. 
“That’s the wrong word, Randall.  Don’t use words when you’re not sure of their 
meaning,” Ozeta said, rolling her eyes.  “Miriam, you’ve done a really good job with this 
spaghetti.  Tell me, what sauce did you use?” 
“Ragu, I think.” 
“Oh, Ragu.  That’s a good one,” Miriam didn’t pick up on the sarcasm right off the 
bat.  “Randall, can you put the dog out while we eat?  It or some other animal is licking my 
toes.” 
“Tootsie always waits under the table.  That way I don’t have to sweep,” Miriam 
cheerfully explained.  She laughed, trying to make light of the escalating tension at the 
table.  Mabel dropped her head for a moment before looking back up at Miriam. 
“A broom works much better and it doesn’t get rabies or make messes all over the 
floor.” 
It was quiet the rest of meal except for the Wheel of Fortune that was playing on 
the television in the living room.   
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For the most part, Randy’s mother stayed out of their affairs.  The only time she 
ever really called on them was during the holidays or if she needed something moved.  
Miriam, needless to say, usually found somewhere else to be or was extra busy at the office 
when Mabel insisted upon a visit.  In fact, when Mabel slipped and fell in her front yard 
one winter, striking her head on the ground to the severity of losing an eyeball, Miriam was 
reluctant to visit her in the hospital. 
That night, Randy and Miriam lay awake, naked under the heavy covers of their 
bed. 
“I can’t believe her eye ball popped out,” Miriam said, her head resting on her 
husband’s chest as she playfully tugged at his graying chest hair. 
“The doctor told me that she didn’t have no brain damage or nothing.  Hard to 
believe.” 
“What if she were like Phineas Gage?” 
“Who?”  Randy reached over to the cluttered night stand and picked up a half 
smoked joint from the ashtray.  He flicked his lighter and carefully held the stub into the 
fire until trails of pungent smoke began rolling into their room.   
“Phineas Gage,” Miriam said, sucking in the smoke at the same time.  She exhaled, 
coughing a little.  “Careful honey.  It’s running.  He was a guy that got a railroad spike 
thrown through his head while working on the railroads.  Before the accident he was a nice 
man but afterwards he turned mean as a snake.” 
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“How the hell do you know this shit?”  Randy grinned, licking his finger before 
running it up the side of the marijuana cigarette. 
“It was on ‘Ripley’s Believe it or not’.” 
“Did it kill him?” 
“No he was just an asshole afterwards.” 
“If my mother became more or a pain in the ass…” 
“No.  What if it had an opposite effect?” 
“Like she was mean as hell and then banged her head hard enough to become nice?  
She was already bitching about me not staying at the hospital overnight with her,” Randy 
croaked as he exhaled. He passed the joint back to Miriam. 
Miriam hit it and then rolled over onto her back and stared, unblinking, through 
glassy eyes at their dusty ceiling fan.  The eleven o’clock news was on.  The anchor was 
overtly tan for so late in the winter.  To his right shoulder was a picture of a teenage girl 
who had gone missing. 
“I can’t believe her eyeball popped out,” Miriam gushed still staring at the ceiling. 
Randy stuck his finger into his mouth and created a little leverage before making a 
popping sound.  Miriam’s laughter peeled into snorts.  She rolled over and straddled her 
husband.  The shifting light from the television and the missing teenager out lined her small 
breasts and her black, wiry hair. 
“Do you think she’ll wear an eye patch?”  She asked, slowly beginning to undulate 
her hips. 
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“Hellll no, baby.” 
“She’s just going to walk around with a bloody hole where an eyeball should be?”  
Miriam flashed a crooked smile and then gasped. 
“Jesus, no, baby.  She’ll get herself one of them fake ones,” Randy whispered as 
his wife shifted her hips and threw her head back. 
 
# 
 
Randy wondered if she had planned it from the beginning as he sat, finishing his 
breakfast in the light morning breeze that rustled the junk mail and overdue bills on the 
kitchen table.  He cleaned up all of the glass that he could see and applied a few Band-Aids 
to the bottom of his left foot.  In the distance, through his broken back door, he could hear 
a lawnmower’s droning engine.  The grass had never grown back where their above ground 
pool had stood.  The yellowed grass had succumbed to weeds and random rocks and dog 
toys. 
Randy had expected a phone call by now.  He figured either it would be the police 
or his wife threatening him with the police.  The longer the silence the more he figured she 
had drunkenly slammed into a tree or another driver.  When the phone finally did ring it 
was after noon and he grabbed it without looking. 
“Randall?” 
“Yes mom.” 
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“I need to talk to you.” 
“Today’s kind of a bad day, mom.” 
“Your wife,” she accused.  “Your wife, Randall, has ordered me the wrong color 
eyeball.” 
“What?” 
“My prosthetic eye, Randy!  Don’t you remember me falling 4 years ago?  When I 
was in the hospital?” 
“Yeah, of course mom.  I…” 
“Well I have blue eyes (not that you would have ever noticed) and that moron you 
married ordered me a dark brown eye!  How am I supposed to walk around with two 
different colored eyes?!” 
“She ordered you a brown eye?  Maybe they shipped the wrong color by accident?” 
“She brought it over yesterday when she came by for the folding table,” Randy 
could feel her anger rising.  “I have the invoice right in front of me.  I’m not blind.  I only 
regret trusting her and not looking at it as soon as that twit got here.  Put her on the phone.  
Now.” 
Randy lit a cigarette before coughing into the receiver.   
“Jesus Christ, Randall, you are going to smoke yourself straight into cancer,” her 
voice shook, dipping down a few octaves before crescendoing into a shrill scream.  
“Miriam!  NOW!” 
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“Well mom that’s just it:  she left me this morning.  I don’t really know where she 
sped off to.  You could try her cell but…” 
“She left you?!” She was incredulous.  Her voice was so loud that Randy held the 
receiver away from his ear. 
“Yeah, she took some stuff and sped off.  I kind of figured you were her calling.” 
His mother was silent for a few seconds. 
“Can’t you just use you old eyeball that you had befo-” 
“It’s gone.  I can’t find it.” 
“You lost it?” 
“I didn’t lose it, Randall, god damnit.  Your wife stole it from me.” 
“Miriam broke into your house and rifled through your things while you were 
sleeping?  And then she stole your glass eye?  I just don’t know.  That don’t sound like 
her.” 
“She was here yesterday like I said.  She came by to get the folding table out of the 
garage.  She said you were having a yard sale today.” 
Randy looked out through his back door as Tootsie barked at something cornered 
in the tree.  She wagged her tail excitedly, running back and forth under the low hanging 
limbs.  Randy couldn’t remember why they took the pool out.   
“Randall?” 
“I don’t know nothing about a yard sale,” Randy finally said. 
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“That little bitch.  That thieving bitch.  I’m calling the police,” Mabel’s voice 
bordered on frenzy.   
“Just hold on, mom.  I’m sure she’ll call and…” 
“And what?!  Have a good laugh at us.  I know you’re not that smart, Randall, but 
follow me here.  She took my eye while she was here.  I had it out all day yesterday because 
of the infection I told you about last week.  She took it right out of my bathroom.  It was 
in my medicine cabinet.  God knows whatever else she took.  How did I notice until this 
morning?  How am I supposed to go to church tomorrow with one eye?  What am I 
supposed to do about the bridge club pot luck tomorrow night?” 
“Can’t you just wear the brown one?  Maybe wear some sunglasses?” 
There was a moment of silence before Mabel spoke again. 
“You want me to wear sunglasses to church?”  Her voice was very low.   
“Mom, it’s just…” 
“You want me to be some monster with mismatched eyes?  You’d like that.  
Wouldn’t you?  How did I raise children that care so little for their mother?  You and that 
thieving little wife of yours and then your sister.  Your sister, chasing monkeys on the other 
side of the Earth and fornicating with savages!” 
“Now mom I’m sure it’s not…” 
“No.  You shut up.  You listen to me very carefully, Randall.  You find me a blue 
eyeball that will fit.  You do this or so help me God I’ll cut you out.  I’ll cut you out and 
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lay right down and die.  I’ll sell that house and give the money to the church!  Do you hear 
me Randall?  I swear on your father’s grave.” 
“Alright, alright, I’ll fix this.  Don’t worry.  I’ll take care of it,” Randy didn’t finish 
before she hung up on him. 
He sat the phone down on the table.  Tootsie was waiting by the back door, her head 
poking through where the glass door should have been.  She whined, lifting a paw 
reluctantly before putting it back down again. 
“C’mon pea brain.  You can just jump through,” Randy said before whistling and 
patting his knee.   
Tootsie whined before standing and shuffling her feet.  She sat back down 
helplessly.  Randy got up and opened the busted door.  Tootsie promptly ran inside and 
down the hall.  He shut the door behind her and decided to have a drink before coming up 
with a plan to find his mother an eyeball.  He got the 1.75 of Kentucky Tavern down off 
the top of the fridge and poured three fingers over some ice.  He dumped what was left of 
some flat diet coke he found in the fridge.  It wasn’t until he opened the silverware drawer 
for a fork to mix his drink that Randy realized Miriam had taken all of the silverware as 
well. 
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Randy spent the afternoon driving around with Tootsie, searching different pawn 
shops for his silverware and his mother’s eyeball.  Or really just any glass eye would do.  
For this endeavor he did not hold out much hope but Randy still felt as though he was 
obligated to try.  He had taken the ant in amber off of the mantle and placed it on his dash 
board to serve as a good luck charm.  Randy didn’t feel that bad all things considered.   
Much to his surprise, one pawn shop owner, Anders, said it wasn’t unheard of to 
have glass eyes in stock.  Though they usually went pretty quick he then added.  He 
suggested checking the Goodwill Store and the Salvation Army.   
“Lots of times they don’t even look at the stuff.  They just box it up and drop it off 
there.  All sorts of hidden gems,” Anders said magnanimously.  “I wish I could help you 
buddy.  Sounds like you’re having one hell of a day.” 
Randy drove with the windows down and the radio off.  Tootsie hung her head out 
the passenger side of the dull green Blazer.  It bounced over the pot holes in the road jarring 
both passengers around though neither seemed bothered in the least bit.  Tootsie bit at the 
air, playfully wagging her tail. 
Randy pulled into the Salvation Army parking lot without using a blinker.  It was 
empty but for a few beat up cars.  A maroon Saturn was missing both its bumpers.  There 
was a rusted out Ford pickup with a camper on the back.  It had a bumper sticker that read 
“Democrats want you to be stupid.  Don’t be.”  Another sticker read “R.I.P Jon ‘Little’ 
Colson” and underneath that it read “1/26/75-7/05/09”.  The front of the building was worn 
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down with weeds growing out from all over.  Trash and cigarette butts littered the lot.  The 
walls were discolored and grey from the constant exposure to car exhaust and dust.  
A display in the front window immediately caught his eye.  Caged behind dingy 
glass, trapped in the confines of the grime and goodwill sat a circular bed.  It was huge –
too big to fit in Randy’s Blazer.  A deep purple blanket adorned with a snarling Bengal 
tiger covered the top of it.  Around the base was a crushed velvet duster.  A pile of pillows 
matching the circular shape of the bed spread out over the top like dark clouds, hanging 
over the tiger on a stormy day.  Randy stood and stared at it, rapt with its uniqueness and 
beauty. 
A digitized bell sounded as Randy passed through the front door.  A few patrons 
regarded him suspiciously, before returning to their ransacking of faded hand me down t-
shirts.  Tables full of knickknacks and junk were set out at the end of each aisle.  There 
were VHS tapes, clock, glasses and incomplete sets of board games spread out over top of 
them.  Randy gave them a quick onceover on his way to the counter hoping to find a blue 
glass eye staring back at him. 
A girl in her early twenties stood behind the counter, concentrating on placing price 
tags on ashtrays.  Set out before her were mismatched dishes and glasses.  She was very 
thin –too thin Randy thought- with light brown roots showing under her turquoise hair.  
Her lip stick was bright red –too red Randy thought again- for a Salvation Army store 
employee.  She didn’t look up when he approached the counter. 
“Excuse me?”  Randy began before being interrupted.   
“Can I help you, sir?” A young man came jogging out from behind one of the aisles.   
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“Well, yeah I was just getting ready to ask her.” 
“Can I help you with something?”  The young man was overtly assertive in his 
desire to assist Randy.  He acted as though the store was busier than it was; as if he were 
performing a job that was more important than it actually was. 
“Well you see… my mother.  It’s kind of a strange question.  Do you have any glass 
eyes in your… stock?” 
“What color?”  The young man moved his fanny pack to his side revealing two 
rings of keys attached to his belt loop.   
“Um, blue.  Blue would be great.” 
“Greta, honey, will you check behind the counter for any blue eye prosthetics,” his 
tone softened considerably.  They were probably the same age.  The young man had thin, 
patchy hair valiantly stretching into a spindly beard.  “I’ll go look in the back.” 
After a lingering stare at Randy, the young man turned about face and marched 
toward a pair of dull red doors.  Randy wondered if the two dated.  She wasn’t necessarily 
what he would have considered drop dead gorgeous but she was definitely out of her 
coworker’s league.   
“So what are you looking for?” she asked, averting her gaze towards the display 
case under the counter. 
“Long story.  But I need a blue, glass eyeball,” Randy said with a smile. 
The girl laughed a little, covering her mouth slightly before using the same hand to 
push her bright hair behind her ears.  Randy noticed the size of them and then quickly tried 
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not to stare. They were large ears, adorned with studs and rings.  They seemed to reach 
forward toward sound. 
“We’ve actually had a few come through before,” she said, still not making eye 
contact. 
“What colors?”  Randy leaned over the counter.  He felt the girl become a little 
uncomfortable. 
“Oh all kinds,” Greta’s face flushed with red. 
“I wouldn’t have guessed that.” 
“Oh we get all kinds of strange stuff here.  You couldn’t imagine,” she muttered, 
more to herself, raising one eyebrow slightly. 
“Well I can imagine a lot,” Randy said, with a sly grin, his eyes glued on Greta.  
“Say, what’s your name?” 
“Greta,” she stopped, making eye contact finally.  Her bright red lips parted into a 
smile, revealing a top row of tangled teeth and a bottom row missing a few.  With a quick 
blush she covered her mouth her hand.  She wore a ring with a pentagram on it. 
A phone began to ring somewhere in the store.   
“What about that bed in the window?” 
“What about it?  I just put it together the other day,” Greta answered, bending over 
to look into the display case. 
“Is it for sale?” 
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“Well yeah, sure.  There ain’t much in here that ain’t for sale.” 
“What about delivery?” 
“I don’t think so.  Ain’t you got a truck or a friend with a truck?” 
Randy’s pager went off again. 
 “You seem pretty popular,” Greta said.   
“It’s work.  I’m in antique restoration.” 
“Sure it ain’t your wife?” Greta asked, motioning with a nod of her head towards 
Randy’s wedding band. 
“Oh this?  I’m widowed.  My wife –God rest her soul- drowned on vacation 6 years 
ago,” Randy lied, looking to his right and pursing his lips. 
“Oh God.  I’m sorry.  I just saw the ring and thought…”  She stammered.   
“I shouldn’t still wear it but it makes me feel a little less lonely, you know?”  He 
tried to look directly into her eyes.  She crossed her arms against her chest. 
“6 years?” She asked.  Randy nodded. 
“I’m sorry,” she said.  “That’s horrible, you poor thing.  I don’t have good news 
either.  I don’t see no eyeballs,” she said this without covering her mouth. 
“What about the bed?” 
“What about the bed?  Like how much is it?” 
“I don’t care about the price.” 
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“Do you want to buy it or something?” 
“Yes.  And I want you to deliver it.” 
“Me?”  Her face was trapped between shock and humor.  “Like me personally?” 
“You personally.  I want you to bring that bed to my house and set it up the same 
way you have it set up in the window over there,” Randy whispered as he leaned closer.   
The mannequin took him by surprise.  It appeared in the corner of his eye as he 
leaned over the counter.  Randy was going to kiss the Greta.  He wasn’t sure what was 
going to happen after that but he was willing to roll the dice.  But the mannequin took him 
by surprise, standing off to the side, it’s smooth face expressionless, it’s androgynous torso 
off white and scuffed.  An eyeball had been drawn onto the front of it’s face.  It looked as 
if a child had angrily pressed a marker down onto the smooth surface.  The blue eye glared 
at Randy.  He jumped, losing his balance and knocking a basket of assorted keychains off 
of the counter.    
“Jesus that thing scared the shit out of me,” he said, trying to regain his composure.  
Greta began to laugh.   
“Why would anyone want to buy a cyclops mannequin anyways?”  Randy was 
thrown off of his game.  The girl behind the counter only laughed harder.  She reached 
down and cupped her hands around her small stomach.   
Randy couldn’t remember what he was saying.  He looked outside at his truck and 
didn’t see Tootsie.  The truck looked empty.   
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Maybe she’s down laying on the floorboard, Randy thought.  He craned his head 
around vying for a better vantage point before the panic set in.  The girl behind the counter 
renewed her laughter.  She breathed in an exaggerated breath before erupting into peels of 
laughter once more.   
At first he began to jog towards the door, looking over his shoulder at the girl as 
she pointed at him cackling, her eyebrows pointed upwards and her mouth forming a “D” 
flipped over on it’s side exposing the rotten teeth the girl had once tried so hard to hide.  
Not looking, he knocked a rack of hand me down shirts over.  She reached up and pointed 
at Randy, still cracking up, as he ran past the bedroom display and hit the door going full 
speed. 
Once outside he rushed to his truck that was, in fact, empty.  There was no way the 
cracked window left enough room for Tootsie to escape.  Randy dropped to his hands and 
knees looking under his truck.  He quickly leapt up and turned around a few times looking 
for some clue, some sign, as to where she could have gone.  And it wouldn’t be like her to 
run off –hell she’d always waited on him before.  Randy slammed his hands onto the hood 
of his truck. 
Inside the store, Greta walked out from behind the counter, still pointing at Randy 
from behind the bedroom display, laughing.   
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Chapter Nine 
 
Love in the City 
 
  
 
“It’s just dinner.  It’s not like we’re going on vacation with them or anything,” Sarah 
says, her attention focused on drying a wine glass.  She crosses her thin legs, leaning against 
the wooden laminate counter of their modest apartment kitchen.  Their small fridge is 
covered with magnets precariously bearing the weight of photographs of distant relatives 
and yellowed take out menus. 
The sink is full of mismatched plates and plastic cups, dingy silverware protruding 
from shallow, soapy depths.  A ceramic red and white frog sat on the windowsill above the 
sink holding a bright yellow sponge in it’s mouth.  A hand-me-down table sits off to the 
side ready to buckle under the weight of books and papers and beer bottles impregnated 
with spent cigarette butts.   
 “I know, I know.  I just have a lot going on now,” Bill sits at the table, 
tapping a blue pen against an open notebook.  He feels as if he is talking more to himself 
than to his wife.  “You know about exams in a few months.  I really need to buckle down.” 
 “Again.  It’s one night.  One night, Bill.  Jesus, it won’t be but for a couple 
of hours.  We don’t even have to bring anything,” Sarah doesn’t look at him when she 
speaks.  She finishes drying the glass and sets it in the cupboard next to the other 
mismatched glasses before shaking her head.  “You know, never mind.  You study.” 
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 She storms out of the kitchen and into the living room.  Bill hears the voices 
from the television in the living room followed by the clattering sound of the remote control 
hitting the coffee table.  He returns to his reading for another paragraph before shuffling 
some papers into a neat stack and placing them inside a book dealing with the 
decriminalization of King John of England.  He gets up and walks over the the cupboard 
and takes the glass Sarah had been polishing.  The box of wine in the fridge feels light as 
he drains what is left into the glass.  He grabs a can of Budweiser, crammed in between 
some turkey and a piece of chocolate cake from a week ago. 
She doesn’t look away from the television as he walks in the room and plops down 
next to her.  He sits the glass of cheap chardonnay on the coffee table and cracks open the 
Budweiser. 
“I’ll go,” he says, taking a sip. 
“No I don’t want to distract you,” her tone is wistful. 
“I want to go,” he corrects himself, putting his hand on her leg.  She rolls her eyes 
without looking at him, shaking her head. 
“No don’t wor-“ 
“I want to go for you, ok?”  Bill squeezes her leg.  “I’m sorry.  I get caught up in 
school sometimes.” 
“Sometimes?” 
“It’s our future sweetie.  I wouldn’t be doing all this if I didn’t want to take care of 
you and start a family.” 
“Yes you would.  You love it.” He can tell by her tone that she isn’t going to let him 
off easy.   
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“I love you.  I love you more than any of this and you know it,” he squeezes her leg 
again, hard enough that she finally looks at him for a moment.   
Sarah picks up the glass from the coffee table.  “It’s fine, really.” 
“What night is it again?” 
“Wednesday night at 7:30,” she says after a long pause. 
“What do we need to bring?” 
By the next morning the tension has submitted.  They do not fight often and when 
they do they are usually quick to make up.  Bill, however, does not want to go dinner 
because he doesn’t care for the couple.  They were very “new age”.  Brian teaches yoga at 
the YMCA on 31st and Brookshire.  That’s how his wife met them.  He wasn’t wild about 
the thought of Brian bending Sarah into an Ananda Balasana or a Marjaryasana but Bill 
trusted his wife.  
Abby, Brian’s girlfriend, is a beautiful trust fund twenty something that has never 
needed to grow up.  One night, shortly after Sarah introduced him to the couple at a bar in 
Manhattan, she had told Sarah to quit her job if it made her unhappy.  She said something 
like “Manifest your happiness on your own terms”.  Bill suspected she was using cocaine 
as much as she was using the bathroom that night.  Later, Bill and Sarah argued in the cab.   
“She’s detached.  Who doesn’t work?” 
“She’s just trying to help, Bill.” 
“It’s easy to not work when daddy flushes money into your bank account every 
month.”  The cab driver jammed on his breaks and honked his horn at the car in front of 
them for stopping suddenly. 
“You don’t have a job.” 
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“I have funding.  I am working towards a job.” 
“I’m just saying…”  Sarah looked out the window as the rain came down.  People 
on the sidewalk held umbrella and papers or their coats over their heads. 
“Saying what?  If I weren’t in school, I wouldn’t have a job?  How can you say 
that?”  Bill pulled his arm back from her. 
“Nothing.  It’s nothing.  Pretend like I didn’t say anything,” she said, still looking 
out the window.  But Bill couldn’t pretend.  They were quiet the whole way home. 
Bill thinks Brian and Abby have a strange effect on Sarah.  They exaggerate all the 
things he loves about her.  But instead of finding her more appealing, their effect pushes 
her happy-go-lucky demeanor over the edge.  Sarah thinks they can do no wrong; she acts 
like the couple knows something no one else did, as if they guard some secret that makes 
them special.  Bill, on the other hand, is convinced they are full of shit.  He is nice enough 
when he is around them but Sarah can tell he is doing it for her.  She knows that Bill knows 
that at the end of the day Abby is a rich overgrown brat that had no sense and Brian is along 
for the ride.  She knows he doesn’t trust them.  She doesn’t blame him either. 
But, if dinner and couple of drinks makes Sarah happy then he is more than willing 
to accommodate.   How bad could one evening be?  He reaches under her jacket, lightly 
grazing one of her breasts. 
“Stop it, pervert.  Not on the street.”  She smiles, pulling away from Bill’s covert 
advance.  She turns the key to their apartment and puts her weight against door.  They make 
their way up their stairs to their apartment.  He hasn’t brought it up since their spat the 
other night and secretly he hopes that she will forget or that Brian and Abby will flake out.   
Sarah, on the other hand, has been looking forward to it all week.  She smiles as 
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she smells the distinct aroma of marijuana in their stair well.   
“Careful, honey.  Killer skunk is on the loose,” she says, stopping suddenly with a 
smile on her face.  Bill grabs her and throws her against the wall of the stair well with a 
smile. 
“Don’t say another word,” he whispers, craning his head to look up the stairwell in 
an act of exaggerated concern.  “These skunks are as bloodthirsty as they are clever.” 
He bites her right ear lobe lightly.  Sarah moves her head exposing more of her neck 
before pushing him off.  “Staa-op.” 
As soon as they unlock the door to their apartment Bill kisses her.  They lounge on 
the couch after sex, naked, listening to the radio and watching the curtain bounce up and 
down in the breeze from the window.   
“Do you think that was the time?”  She asks, pinching his chest. 
“We can try again tomorrow just to make sure.” 
“Or maybe tonight?”  She pinches him again. 
“Maybe.” 
“Oh I see.” 
“What now woman?” 
“You’re getting sick of me.  I’m going to get traded in for some younger girl with 
bigger tits and more of an ass,” she runs her hand through his hair before scratching his 
beard before he leaps up and flexes his muscles while standing on the bed naked. 
“Nope.  I’m sold on you, sweetie.  It’s your ass and tits I want for the rest of my 
life.” 
“Oh lord.”  Sarah yanks a pillow over her face.  Bill drops back down and pulls the 
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pillow away. 
“And I promise, we’ll get pregnant soon.  We’ve got our doctor’s appointment soon, 
right?”  They have been trying to get pregnant for the last eight months.  Bill finishes his 
exams within the year.  They planned on moving back to Kentucky where Bill was 
promised a job teaching a private school outside of Livingston.  Sarah’s step-mother was 
superintendent and was able to pull some strings for the young couple.  
Most all of Sarah’s family is from there and even though she has never been 
particularly close with them.  Her mother passed away when she was young and her father 
had remarried and had other children.  She had mixed feelings about moving back.  Sarah 
loved New York City so much. 
“Soon?  We have an appointment in the morning at 10.  Did you forget?”  She stops 
scratching his head. 
“No I thought it was at 1.”  He forgot that it was so early.  She knew by the tone of 
his voice that he was lying. 
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“Should I wear heels?” 
“Wear what’s comfortable.” 
“You’re no help at all,” she says to herself with a feigned gush of exasperation that 
really means I knew you were going to say that.  She was standing on their bed, modeling 
different dresses in her vanity mirror. 
“So we take a cab there and a train back?”  Bill says leaning against the door frame.   
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“You’re already planning an exit strategy?”  She says under her breath, pulling up 
dark panty hose while trying to balance herself on their soft mattress.   
“You look pretty,” Bill says with a smile.  Sarah forces a smile at him and says 
that’s fine. 
Brian and Abby live in Greenwich Village.  Bill is sure that they don’t pay the rent 
but he doesn’t want to ask Sarah because he knows somehow it will get blown up into an 
argument.  They had already come close to fighting after she insisted that he wear a neck-
tie.  He conceded without much resistant as the whole point of the evening was to keep the 
waters calm in the pond of their small apartment. 
Sarah wore a short black dress with heels.  Bill touches her back as they climb two 
flights of stairs.  The painted wooden stairs creak under their feet as hear unseen doors 
open and shut.  The stairwell walls are covered in advertisements bands and festivals.  It 
smells like patchouli and Chinese food.  This is what Bill envisioned when people said 
Bohemian.   
When the door opens a cloud of incense wafts into the already perfumed hallway.  
The whining twang of a sitar accompanied by an old man singing in a low, unintelligible 
voice under the dim jangle of a tambourine was on the turn-table in the other room.   
Abby greets them, closing her eyes when she hugs Sarah.  Bill smiles awkwardly, 
as if at a stranger’s house on Christmas before Abby embraces him.  He notices a pile of 
shoes sitting next to a mat by the door. 
“Please leave your shoes here,” she says. 
Sarah reaches up, bracing herself against Bill, pulling her high heels off. 
“You’re not allergic to cats are you?  Good.  We have two long hair Persians!  Brian 
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is in the kitchen finishing up dinner,” she pulls back a curtain of wooden beads and ushers 
Bill and Sarah into the living room.  Her blonde hair is down about her small, narrow 
shoulders.  She stands on her tip toes, pulling the beads up.  She wears a thin, threadbare t-
shirt exposing her breasts.  A swath of sweat forms in between Bills shoulder blades. 
“I’ll go see if he needs any help,” Bill says, staring at the ground.  Fluffy uneven 
balls of cat hair lazily sway in his wake. 
In the kitchen, Brian is seasoning a tray of quartered potatoes.  He is very thin, 
wearing a small tank top and knee high moccasins laced up over tight denim jeans.  His 
curly hair is pulled into a small pony tail.  A tiny copper bell is braided into one strand of 
inky hair.  Brian doesn’t acknowledge Bill right off the bat, instead, pouring his attention 
into seasoning the potatoes and mumbling something under his breath. 
“Hey Brian,” Bill says after a few moments.  He pulls back another curtain of 
wooden beads that separate the kitchen from the living and dining room. 
“Billy.  What it is?”  Brian says, not looking up.  Bill can smell the patchouli and 
acrid body odor wafting off Brian.  One of the cat’s dart from behind Bill and attacks 
Brian’s leather clad, fringed boot.  With surprising agility, Brian grabs a spray bottle and 
unleashes a vicious barrage of water in the cat’s direction.  It hisses demonically before 
retreating back through the doorway. 
“You like spicy food, Billy?”  Bill hates it when people call him Billy. 
“Yeah.  I mean I don’t like super hot things but I don’t mind a little spice.” 
“This shit will light you up man.  Clean you out.  Get you right,” Brian says, finally 
looking up from the counter.  “Nice tie.” 
“Thanks.  Sarah made me wear it,” he tries to smile, hoping that Brian will nod or 
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smile back or acknowledge and forgive Bill's embarrassment.  But instead he picks up the 
tray, nodding his head. 
“Can you open the oven for me?” 
Bill opens the oven and then stands back, unconsciously jamming his hands into 
his pockets. 
“Seared tofu with a chili rub and garlic, roasted new potatoes and fennel salad.”  He 
announces this as if it is the cure for world hunger or cancer.   
“Man that sounds great.  We brought some wine but I think Sarah has it.” 
“Have you ever had makgeolli?”  Brian says this opening his refrigerator and 
pulling out a ceramic decanter. 
“Never heard of it.” 
“It’s Korean rice wine.  A real delicacy.  I think it should balance out the spiciness 
of the tofu really well.”  Bill suspects that Brian is stoned on something.  His voice sounds 
very dreamy and his eyes are glazed. 
“How are things down at the gym?”  Bill asks. 
“It’s a wellness center.  Things are going great.  My students are adept.  It’s a good 
energy,” he says, setting the decanter on a tray with some very small clay cups that have 
been painted.  Brian starts to pick it up before quickly scanning the floor for any cats.  
“Let’s go into the living room and drink a little.  Loosen you up a little, Billy.” 
In the living room, Bill jumps a little as he sees Sarah laying on the floor as Abby 
places stones and crystals on various spots of his wife’s prone body.  She doesn’t seem to 
notice that the men have walked into the room but Bill can see Sarah’s eyes staring up at 
the ceiling.  There is what appears to be a sliver of topaz on her forehead.  Bill quickly 
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looks over to Brian, afraid that he may be appearing to stare at Abby’s breasts through her 
threadbare shirt. 
“Hey honey,” Bill says after sitting down.   
“Isn’t this cool? Is-“ 
“Don’t speak, Sarah.  It will interrupt the energy flow.  We’re unblocking her 
chakra’s, Bill.  You should try it.”  Abby looks like a surgeon after a plane wreck at a 
Grateful Dead concert, bent over Sarah’s prostrate form.  She doesn’t look up when she 
speaks.  A different cat with bright blue eyes perches on a bookcase, looking down, it’s tail 
swishing back and forth. 
“Yeah.  Maybe.  Say where’s the other cat?”   
“Percival is hiding.  He’s very shy,” Brian says, watching his wife with a look of 
satisfaction. 
“Percival?” 
“Sir Percival of Danforth is his full name,” Brian yells the name as if he is 
announcing some Bohemian royalty before leaning over and pulling a tray out from under 
the couch.  There’s a green pile of marijuana broken up on it along with errant stems and 
seeds rolling around.  “You want smoke some grass?  It’s good stuff.” 
Bill pauses before he sees his young wife’s eyes search for him without the benefit 
of movement of her head.  Brian doesn’t wait for an answer; he just starts pinching the pot 
from the tray and carefully placing it into the paper he holds with his other hand.  Finally, 
he looks up quizzically towards Bill. 
“Sure.  Sarah do you feel like doing some pot?” 
“Yeah, babe.  That sounds good.”  She never calls him babe.  He reaches up and 
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shamefully removes his tie, folding it into a small square before sticking into his jacket 
pocket.  Somewhere in the bedroom he hears a commotion he believes to be the other cat.  
A woman emerges from the bedroom doorway.  The hanging beads swing back and forth.  
She is wearing a smock and her hands are covered in paint.  She sits down in between Bill 
and Brian without saying anything.  She takes the newly lit joint and hits it without 
coughing before handing it to Bill.  He hits it before hacking and gagging.  No one says 
anything.   
Bill watches as Abby prays over top of his wife, her hands splayed out as if 
marionettes were tied to her fingers and she were making them dance over Sarah’s body.  
She stops mid prayer to hit the joint before holding it down for Sarah to hit it.  She doesn’t 
cough. 
After dinner, they all walk down to a bar down the street.  Bill gets hammered drunk 
on black Sambuca that Brian insists on drinking and vomits before he and Sarah silently 
ride back to their apartment in a cab. 
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When Sarah asks Bill what he thought of Brian and Abby he just gives a perfunctory 
nod of his head and says they are very interesting.  She knows he had a terrible time.  He 
will never come out and say it but she knows it’s true.  It would have been better to have 
left Bill at home.  She loves him but he doesn’t like new things.  She decids to just let it go 
and pretend like they both had a good time and let it be at that.   
The street jostles with people walking and jogging, some riding bicycles and 
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scooters passed by on the side of the road.  She hears the train approaching, shaking the 
suspended tracks two stories above them.  They wait at the intersection, waiting for the 
light to cross as an ambulance blows by.  It’s wailing siren drowns out the usual cacophony 
of horns and voices. 
“Did you hear what I said?”  He says, mildly annoyed. 
“What?” 
“I think I stepped in fucking gum,” he says, putting his hand on her shoulder, trying 
to scrape it off on the edge of the curb. 
“It’s just some gum.”  She says before they stand in silence waiting for the light. 
“We should have got some ice cream,” Bill says, breaking the silence, after they 
cross the street.  He has acted strange all day.   
“Let’s put the groceries away and then maybe you can go to the Val-Mart for some 
ice cream sandwiches?”  She reaches down and squeezes Bill’s hand.  “Lenard is set up.  
How does he stand the heat like he does.  If you buy ice cream sandwiches, buy him one 
too, honey.” 
The old man sits at the table, his eyes half shut, amidst the bustling New York City 
street.  Sarah can’t believe that he is sitting out by himself with no help or protection on 
this sidewalk as thousands of people filtered by talking, smoking, laughing and lying.  
There are all sorts of knickknacks spread out over his table; miniature lime green replicas 
of the Statue of Liberty, fake dollar bills featuring Ronald Regan’s head instead of George 
Washington’s, key chains that read I (heart) New York, and snow globes imprisoning the 
Brooklyn Bridge with a bubbly, white ’81 in front of it.  Small plastic American flags are 
attached to the sides of the table with black electrical tape. 
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The man wears a toboggan and a heavy drab green coat in spite of the oppressive 
summer city heat.  His black wool hat seems to blend into the old man’s skin, fading 
seamlessly into his black beard.  Bill and Sarah pause at his table as they so often did since 
moving to the city last year.   
They befriended the old man, who often set up shop in the vicinity of their one-
bedroom apartment, a few blocks from the subway.  They met him on the first day they 
moved into the city.  He gave them a coffee mug and a pack of sponges before welcoming 
the couple to New York City. 
“Good afternoon Stokley’s,” he says with his eyes still closed.  “How are you 
today?” 
“How did you know it was us, Lenard?”  Sarah says, laughing, her eyes wide. 
“I always know it’s you.” 
“How’s the table going to today?”  Bill asks. 
“Same as everyday.  It’s good in summertime.  Many more visitors in summertime.”  
Lenard looked up from his table, the wrinkles parting for his black eyes.  “Where have you 
been today?” 
“Went down to the park.  There’s a new exhibit in the museum I wanted to see,” 
Bill shifts the sack of groceries onto his other hip. 
“Saturday is too busy for museum.  You should go during week, Bill,” Lenard 
pushes his toboggan back.  “You have less crowd during week.” 
“I have class during the week.  No time, my friend.” 
“So much school.  Would you like to buy snow globe today?  I get in new 
shipment.” 
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Bill has always suspected that Lenard works the accent angle.  Sarah said he was 
just being paranoid.  One day Lenard told them about how he came from Nigeria to escape 
some civil war in the early ‘60’s.  Bill didn’t understand why Lenard still spoke with such 
a heavy accent.   
“People have their reasons,” Bill had drunkenly told her one night, months ago, 
after passing Lenard.  Sarah had stepped in closer and looped her arm into his arm, pressing 
her head into his shoulder.  She loved living in the city.  She loved the noises and the smells 
and fast pace.   
“See.  It snows in New York City today,” Lenard picks up the globe and shakes it 
in front of the couple. 
“I don’t know.  I’ve already got too many key chains than keys now,” Bill says with 
a smirk. 
“We’ll take it, Lenard.  How much?”  Sarah playfully pinches the back of her 
husband’s arm, stepping forward.   
“Two dollars.  Only two dollars, for you,” he says, with a smile, shaking the globe 
once more for her.  A cloud of white confetti swirls around the plastic red apple.   
“Christmas in July, huh?”  Bill grins, pulling his wallet out of his back pocket.   
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A few days later they sit on the subway quietly.  Queens is over cast and cool for a 
summer morning.  The couple sway back and forth in silence, watching for their stop.  After 
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the last doctor’s appointment, they had both taken the day off to get drunk.  It had been 
determined that Bill has a low sperm count and that conception would be more of a 
challenge for the couple than it would be for others.  Bill took it very hard.  Sarah kept 
touching him.   
“You have the rest of your lives.  And many factors play into one’s sperm count.  
Diet, stress, genetics, all these things play a role,” the doctor had said during their last visit.  
It angered Bill even more that the doctor, a tall Asian man with a deep voice, was so light-
hearted about the situation.   
“I have six brothers and sisters.  I hardly think it’s genetic,” Bill said.   
“Listen.  Let’s schedule a follow up appointment for next month and then we’ll see 
where we stand then.” 
Bill took it very hard.  Sarah can sense his nervousness as they bounce down the 
track.  She reaches down, sliding her hand into his.  He smiles at her and kisses her on the 
cheek before turning to their likeness mirrored in the window.  The passing scenery dashes 
past under their superimposed, translucent reflection.   
He is so terrible at fake smiles, she thinks, remembering their dinner date with Brian 
and Abby.  It is hard for her deal with him like this.  She understands his humiliation.  In 
truth, she was secretly relieved when they found out it was him and not her.  Finally, she 
scoots closer to him and kisses back on his cheek.  He smiles at her and nods.   
“Everything will be ok.”  She takes out a compact mirror, raising her eyebrow, 
before bringing it close to her face.. 
“I know,” Bill says, but she knows he isn’t convinced. 
In the waiting room, Bill thumbs through a Newsweek.  On the cover is a picture 
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of British naval ships and a tag line that says: The Empire Strikes Back, the Falkland crisis.  
He quickly turns the pages, biting his lip unconsciously.  Sarah senses his nervousness, 
watching him from the corner of her eye.     
“You want me to cook dinner tonight?”  She asks, resting her arm on his leg. 
“Yeah honey, that’d be great.” 
“What do you feel like?” 
“Umm, I don’t know.  Something easy.  I don’t want you to have to put in too much 
work.”  He keeps his eyes on the magazine, though not reading. 
“Let’s do cheeseburgers.  I could get some of that fancy cheese from Easy Market,” 
she says.  “I’ll make a salad too.” 
“That sounds great, sweetie,” Bill sits at attention as the nurse walks into the 
waiting area. 
“Mr. and Mrs. Stokley?”  She says with a smile. 
“Yes.  That’s us,” Bill says standing up and setting the magazine down. 
“The doctor will see you now.” 
The room is empty when they walk in. 
“Why do they call us in to make us wait some more?”  Bill asks, becoming a little 
agitated. 
“I know.”  Sarah doesn’t want to feed into his anxiety too much.  When the doctor 
steps inside, he puts a pen in his pocket with a smile.  He is holding a clipboard and there’s 
a small coffee stain on the lapel of his white, starched jacket.  A stethoscope dangles from 
his neck. 
“Mr. and Mrs. Stokley?” 
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“Yes that’s us.” 
“Excellent.  Mr. Stokley we’re going to need a sample from you.  We have a room 
if you’re ready.” 
Bill squeezes Sarah’s hand and gives her a nervous grin.  “Wish me luck.” 
He follows the doctor out the door.  Left alone in the examination room, Sarah leans 
on the table.  The wax paper crackles underneath her.  She begins to feel dizzy and 
nauseous.  She feels the color queasily fall from her face.  The smell of antiseptics is 
overwhelming as she loses consciousness. 
Sarah dreams that she is sitting on the subway and it is dark outside.  The train 
blasts through a forest.  She watches out the window as the trees fly by, blending into one 
another, a massive, twisting breathing knot of pines and other deciduous trees.  With violent 
alacrity, bright lights begin to flash, like fireworks exploding on the Forth of July only too 
close to the ground.  In the bright flashing light, she sees them running along side of the 
train.  They are giant and at times seem to fly as they leap great distances.  Somewhere, 
deep in her unconscious she senses a budding anxiety.  The train is moving picking up 
speed but all she can do is just continue watching as the giant wolves bound through the 
forest, following the cars.  The train looks like a string dragging giant hollow capsules 
behind a racecar.   
In her dream, Sarah looks over and sees a one armed man standing there in the aisle 
of the subway car.  The lights flicker on and off.  Next to him is a mannequin with it’s arms 
to its side.  The one armed man is wearing a starched white doctors coat.  In the flickering 
light, seemingly out of no where, he tries to wrap a coat of skin onto the mannequin.  Where 
did he get the skin from?  She wonders distantly.  The skin won’t stay on the smooth plastic 
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body and keeps sliding off leaving a trail of blood and gore over the mannequin.  He does 
not seem aware of Sarah.  She can see that he is manic, frantic and suddenly the train begins 
turn and fishtail.  The last thing she wonders is that if she can really hear anything. 
Bill shakes her awake.  Sarah sits up quickly and turns, vomiting into the trash can 
next to the table.  Bill yells for the doctor as Sarah swoons, bracing herself against Bill, 
clutching his shirt, stretching it until a button pops off. 
“Honey, honey, honey lay back down,” Bill is frantic, waving the doctor over.  The 
doctor takes a step back, his cheery demeanor quickly draining away as he waves a nurse 
over.  He takes a small flashlight from his pocket and shines it in Sarah’s eyes. 
“Mrs. Stokley?  Can you hear me?”  He holds her shoulder now.  “I’m going to 
need you stay calm, Mrs. Stokley.” 
Sarah regains her composure somewhat.  She reaches up and wipes some of the bile 
away from her mouth and struggles to sit up.  “I’m ok.  I’m ok.  I just had a bad dream.  I 
got dizzy after you left.” 
By the time the nurse turns the corner, Sarah is sitting up on her own.  Her face is 
visibly pale and she is shaken but alright.  The doctor tells the nurse to grab a box of orange 
juice.  He takes Sarah’s pulse and blood pressure before smiling again. 
“Well Mrs. Stokley it looks like we scared you pretty well,” he says after he is 
satisfied with her condition.  “Did you have a lot of sugary food for breakfast?  Donuts?  
Syrup?  Too much coffee?” 
“No, nothing out of the ordinary.  I really feel much better.” 
“You’re fine.  Nothing to worry about,” the doctor says as he finishes taking her 
pulse.  
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The nurse turns the corner with the orange juice and smiles before leaving the room 
again.  Bill sits down next to Sarah, holding her hand.   
“Does this happen often?”  The doctor asks, shuffling through some papers attached 
to his clip board. 
“No.  I feel fine.  I never throw up like that,” she says, pulling her hair back behind 
her ears.  “I’m so sorry.  Everything is fine.  What a strange dream.” 
“Well don’t tell it before breakfast.  You know what they say…” The Doctor jokes.  
“Have your periods been regular?  When was your last cycle?” 
“I’m due this week.  Listen, is everything ok?”  Her voice takes an edge of concern.   
“Yes, yes.  Sickness out of no where is just a sign of pregnancy sometimes.  You 
have been trying to conceive correct?” 
“Well, yes, of course.  That’s why we’re here,” Bill speaks up.  His attention is 
focused on the doctor.  “Could this mean we’ve conceived?” 
“Well it could mean a number of things.  It could mean that you ate something 
strange last night or had too much sugar this morning.  Let’s run a few tests before you 
leave.  We can test for the pregnancy here if you’d like.” 
“We have a few tests at home,” Sarah says, smiling and glancing at Bill. 
“Great.  Well, listen, if this happens again I’d like to take some blood to test your 
sugars just to be on the safe side and I want you to check back with me if this persists or if 
you get any faintness or shortness of breath,” the doctor nods his head with a smile.  “The 
nurse will back in a second.  If your test comes up positive, then immediately make an 
appointment for pre-natal screening.  Good luck guys.” 
Once outside, Bill grabs Sarah and kisses her.  “I can feel it, baby.” 
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“Bill don’t get your hopes up.  Like the doctor said: It could be anything,” she 
smiles at him, squeezing his arms that wrap around her, acutely aware of the anxiety 
welling up inside of her.  “Let’s take a cab home though.  I feel a little queasy and I don’t 
want to get on the subway now.” 
 
    # 
 
“If I drink another glass of water I’m going to fucking barf,” she says from inside 
the bathroom. 
“If we had a car we could just get in it and drive a block and you’d have to take a 
leak,” Bill replies, sardonically, as he pops open a beer and sits on the couch.  She imagines 
that he is on the other side watching the bathroom door as if it is a football game. 
After a few moments of silence, she hears him get up and begin to pace.  “Honey 
are you alright in there?” 
“Would you just chill out.  Go for a walk or something.  I can’t piss with you 
bugging the hell out of me.”  Her voice echoes inside of their tiny bathroom.  She hears the 
clacking of the wooden beads she bought after having dinner at Brian and Abby’s.  Bill 
hates them and seems to always make a clatter when he walked through them. 
“I’m going to go for a walk.  I’ll be back soon,” is all she hears from behind the 
closed door.  As soon as the front door slams she looks at the test again and weeps. 
Bill walks around for the better part of an hour.  He looks at things; an old man in 
his house coat walking two cats on a leashes, men pissing on walls near children, people 
sleeping on benches.  At one point he stops and watches an old woman scream at a tree; 
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her shrill voice counts the absurdities in which the tree has wronged her and taken her 
sister. 
He hates living here.  He stops into a bar that reeks of Freon and body odor and 
orders a beer.  Immediately he regrets it and tries to drink it as fast as possible.  There are 
pieces of ribbon attached to the air conditioner blowing non stop.  His nerves are frayed.  
First he goes to the doctor to find out if his sperm count has dipped again, then his wife 
passes out and vomits and then he may be a father. 
“What a fucking roller coaster of a day,” he thinks, before ordering another beer.  
There is a man screaming at the television that hung on the wall in Polish.  The bar begins 
to smell like cat piss.  He orders another beer before he finishes the one in front of him. 
“There’s no way I’m getting any work done today,” he thinks, watching the 
screaming man from the corner of his eye. 
When he leaves it is around four in the afternoon.  He has only been there thirty 
minutes –enough time that the Polack got thrown out and yelled through the window for a 
while before stumbling off.   
Bill stops at Lenard’s table on the way back.  Lenard isn’t wearing his hat today.  
His bald head is scarred.  The skin looks as if it had been folded over.  Perhaps it was a 
burn or maybe some sort of weird birth defect.  No hair grows on top of his head. 
“How are you today, Bill,” he asks, setting down a crossword. 
“I’m good.  Real good.  How’s business?”  Bill leans against a brick retaining wall 
next to Lenard’s table. 
“Not bad.  Summer time is good for the tourists.  Where’s your lovely wife?”  Bill 
had never noticed that Lenard was blind in his left eye before.  It is cloudy.  Lenard looks 
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so vulnerable all of the sudden. 
“She’s upstairs taking a pregnancy test.  Don’t tell her I told you.” 
“A pregnancy test?  What is that?”  He rubs his scarred head. 
“It’s a little stick that a woman pisses on and then it tells her if she is pregnant or 
not.” 
“I have not heard of this.  Is this good?”  Lenard looks genuinely perplexed. 
“Yes it’s good.  We’ve been trying for a while now.”  Bill knows he is divulging 
too much but he cannot hold it in any longer.  He has to tell someone. 
“Good.  Good.  Do you have a cigarette?” 
Bill shakes one out of his pack and hands it to the old man sitting at the table of 
trinkets before bending back don to light it for him.  He lights one himself. 
“Children.  I had child once,” the old man takes his cigarette from underneath with 
two fingers and looks at it.  He smokes it the way Bill would imagine a French garcon 
would.  “Children are funny things.  You will make good papa.  I was shit papa.” 
“How old is your child?”  Bill says, regretting saying anything in the first place. 
“My girl is 46.  She’s stayed behind in Nigeria.  In Africa.  I have not seen her 
twenty years.  But that is better that way.  You will make good papa.  You are very 
thoughtful, you have wife that loves you very much,” Lenard says, rubbing his head again.  
He looks up and smiles and then looks back at Bill.  “You will make good papa.  Just love.” 
“Speaking of, I better go check on her.  We’ll probably be back down in a few,” Bill 
says after a few moments.  “Thanks, my friend.” 
“Yes, yes, tell I say congratulations.  And take this,” he reaches down and offers up 
a snow globe.  It’s a baby wearing a diaper holding the numbers 1981.  It’s faded and some 
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of the snow flakes clump together. 
Bill nods and take the trinket before walking back into his apartment building.  The 
door to their apartment is open and when he walks inside Sarah is sitting on the couch.  She 
has washed the make-up off of her face. 
“Well?”  Bill asks. 
Sarah reaches up and pats her belly. 
 
     # 
 
As soon as she hears the door shut she walks out of the bathroom holding the stick.  
She sits it down on the kitchen counter and picks up the phone.  Before she dials the number 
she looks at the front door.  After a moment she goes ahead and dials the number.   
“Hello?”  She says. 
“We need to talk…. I know we said this was over but something has come up.”  She 
braces her hand against the countertop.   
“I know we said we weren’t going to do this again but I’m pregnant.”  She doesn’t 
say anything for a while before adding.  “Are you going to say something?” 
“He has a low sperm count.  You know about that.  I told you.  We were at the doctor 
checking on that… Well I seriously doubt it... I just don’t know what to do… well yes, he’s 
my husband… what did you expect?  Look you can’t do this now.  Ok I’ll let you finish.  
Go ahead I’m sorry.”  She paces within the confines of the phone cord.  She begins to cry 
a little.  “No.  No.  No.  Listen this isn’t what it sounds like, ok?  Jesus.  I’m a little freaked 
out right now.  Yeah I know but what if it isn’t?”  She stops and lights a cigarette, dropping 
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the burned out match into a wine glass with a little soapy water in it.  It hisses briefly before 
going out. 
“Hello?  Hello?”  She looks at the phone before slamming back into its receiver.  
She picks it back up and dials the number again only to slam it down again.  She paces for 
a second before grabbing a beer from the fridge.  She stumbles back into the bathroom and 
took her shorts off.  Then she rolls her panties down before kicking them off.   
Sarah looks at herself in the mirror.  She wonders if the wolves in her dream ever 
stopped running before she turns the water on and washes her face.  She walks out of the 
bathroom and grabbed Bill’s bathrobe, slipping into it.  She drops the cigarette in the toilet 
and walks over to the window where she sees her husband talking to Lenard.  The old man 
looks up at her as she looks down at them and smiles.  Sarah stares for a few more minutes 
and then shuts the window and sits down on the couch, resting her hands over her stomach. 
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Chapter 10 
 
Funeral (part two) 
 
  
The two men ride in silence.  Arthur had tried to turn the radio on but Tee quickly 
reached over and turned it off.  The plows had pushed the snow to the sides of the road but 
the melted water refroze making the drive treacherous.  They hadn’t made it back to the 
town proper with the dead cat.  The roads were not yet lit with the street lights.  
“C’mon, at least let me listen to the radio.  Something.  Anything.  I don’t even 
know why you just didn’t drop me off.  We were practically at my driveway,” Arthur’s 
buzz was severely hampered by the death of the cat.  Tee’s quick, unreasonable change in 
temperament didn’t help either.   
“I need to concentrate.  You just sit there.  We ain’t got much farther to go,” Tee 
looks like a old-timey robber the way the light from the dashboard shown up on his face.   
“Why are we doing this anyways?  It’s a fucking cat.  They’ll probably just think it 
ran off.  Hell, we’d probably be doing them a favor.” 
Tee doesn’t respond.  Arthur had already said this a few times and Tee is pretty sure 
that the one armed drunk sitting next to him has no idea that he is repeating himself.  Arthur 
jumped when Tee put the cat down with the side arm he always carried.  The crack of the 
gunshot echoed briefly as Tee nervously looked around.  They left the scene as quickly as 
possible. 
At least he isn’t like his father, Tee thinks, marveling at the irony of the cat’s name.  
He is not happy about paying a visit to the Stokely’s either.  Bill didn’t care much for him 
after the investigation of his wife’s death.  Tee had tried to smooth things over; had even 
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asked Earl to try and smooth things over but to no avail.  If only Earl were still alive.  Tee 
would have just gone straight to him.  Earl would have known what to do.  Tee thought 
about contacting Alice though it was late and, at the end of the day, he did this.  He killed 
their cat and it was his responsibility to try and do the right thing.   
“You know I was related to Bill’s wife,” Arthur says, out of nowhere, staring back 
at his faint reflection in the window. 
“Gerald’s niece?”  Tee isn’t sure how much Arthur knew of his past.  He can’t 
imagine him knowing who his father was let alone what his father was.  Hell, if Arthur 
showed any of the signs of being like his father, Tee would have found a way to lock him 
up years ago.  Arthur didn’t know.  He couldn’t know. 
“Yeah, Sarah.  The woman that killed herself out in the park that one year.  I didn’t 
know know her or anything.  She probably wouldn’t even recognize me.  I’ve seen her 
husband before –what’s his name?” 
“Bill Stokely.” 
“Bill, that’s right.  He don’t know who I am.  I met their son at the funeral.  Strange 
boy,” Arthur shifts in his seat and looks back over at Tee.  “Seemed a little touched if you 
know what I mean.  He was laughing at some headstone when I walked up to him and said 
something.” 
“I don’t remember you at the funeral.” 
“I was hanging back.  Got there late, you know,” he moves his hand in a circular 
motion in front him.  “And that’s where I saw the kid talking to some gravestone and 
laughing up a storm.  Thought it was funny that the guy’s name was Jesus something or 
the other.  I guess he liked it so much that he named the damn cat after him.” 
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Tee slows to a stop on the side of the road.  He keeps both hands on the wheel, 
staring straight ahead.  In the distance, two lights are approaching.  They switch from their 
high beams to low as they approach.  After a moment the eighteen wheeler blows by them, 
gently rocking the truck. 
“What are you stopping for?”  Arthur looks from left to right as if the answer may 
be visible. 
“You know who it was?” 
“In the truck?  How would I know that?” 
“No.  Who Jesus was.  On the headstone.” 
“No.  How the hell should I know who it was?  He didn’t have a Spanish sounding 
last name either.” 
“He was from a very old family.  He was a very cruel man.  Everyone called him 
Jesse.  Your uncle, Gerald, who you never met on account of his early death, hated him.  I 
hated him.”  Tee doesn’t look over at Arthur, he just keeps staring straight ahead.  “You 
never heard of him before?” 
“No.  Why the hell should I?  What does this have to do with me?” Arthur shifts 
uncomfortably in his in his seat.  “You are kind of starting to creep me out about this guy,”  
“You’re lucky to have never met him.  Sorry, the check engine light came on.  
Should be ok by now,” Tee lies as he starts the engine back up and carefully pulls back out 
onto the road.   
Arthur rolls his eyes a little and looks back out the window.  “If it overheats again 
let me know.  I want a cigarette.  Why the hell would this damn cat be so far away from 
home?” 
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A few of the houses still had their Christmas lights and decorations out even though 
it was mid January.  The neighborhood of old blocky houses with slate shingles and 
screened in porches was divided by meandering streets in minor disrepair.  Cobblestone 
paths lead to brick mailboxes that line snow covered streets.  The Stokely’s house is a few 
blocks down from Main Street.  Next door was Turner’s.  Tee sees the television’s 
flickering light from where their bedroom was.  Earl always bitched about how Alice loved 
to sleep with the television on. 
“This is it,” Tee says turning the car off but not moving. 
“So what are we supposed to do?” 
“You wait here in the car.” 
“I’m going to get out and smoke.” 
“Whatever.  Just stay by the car and let me handle going to the door,” Tee says as 
he slides out of the truck.  His stomach turns a little as he walks up to the door.  The lights 
are on in the house.  If the lights weren’t one I would just wait until the morning, he thinks, 
looking down at the chipped, snowy path to the front door.  It looks as if someone had 
shoveled it earlier that day.  Maybe I had too many beers at the bar.  Maybe Arthur was 
right; that they should have just put the cat out of it’s misery and gone about their business, 
Tee thinks.  But then he is standing in front of the door and he knows it is too late o turn 
back.    
The storm door creaks as he pulls it back and knocks.  Inside he hears a television 
and footsteps on hardwood floor.  The door opens and there stands a boy.  Tee hears more 
footsteps against growing louder underneath the light din of the television.  Bill anxiously 
turns the corner, jogging into the living room. 
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“Why would you just open up the door at this hour?  Hello-“  Bill pulls his son 
backwards but then stops short, taken a back at Tee on his doorstep so late.  He reaches up, 
wiping his mouth with the back of his hand. 
“Sheriff Scott.  Can I help you?”  He crosses his arms against the cold.   
“Bill I was wondering if I could talk to you alone.”  Tee is aware he is smiling 
though he doesn’t know why. 
“Cody, go brush your teeth.  It’s almost bedtime,” Bill says to his son without 
looking at him.  Cody nods and turns and disappears into the house. “What seems to be the 
issue?” 
“Well, I was giving a guy a ride home out by the county and, well, we hit your cat.  
We were able to read his tags.  Jesus, right?” 
“Shit.  Yeah.  Jesus Nutmuch.  Not my idea on the name.” 
“Well, he just came out of no where and with the ice and all I couldn’t slow down.  
I doubt I could have even if there wasn’t ice.  He just sprang out of nowhere,” Tee says.  
Tee can smell alcohol on Bill though he doesn’t seem drunk.  He feels a moment of déjà 
vu, standing on Bill’s porch and bearing news of a death.   
Bill doesn’t say anything for a moment, his eyes flicker towards Tee’s truck on the 
side of the road.  Arthur waves as he smokes. 
“Is he dead?” 
“Yeah.  I hit him pretty good.  He wasn’t going to make it so I went ahead and put 
him down.  Bill, I’m so sorry.  I just wan-“ 
“Cody!  Come down here,” Bill yells for his son and Tee hears footsteps coming 
down steps. 
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“I was listening, dad.  Jesus got killed,” he says as he walks up.   
“Step inside sheriff, it’s cold out,” Bill pushes the door open and Tee steps inside.   
Close Encounters of the Third Kind is playing on the television and there’s a half 
empty bottle of bourbon sitting on the coffee table.  There are toys laying around and a 
couple of blankets unfurled over chairs.  Bill walks over and picks up his drink.  “Star is 
next door staying the night with Alice.  It’s probably for the best even though she never 
much liked the cat.” 
“Hey son.  You’ve gotten bigger haven’t you.  How old are you now?  Sixteen?”  
Tee smiles at Cody. 
Cody grins and then looks a little embarrassed.  “No I’m ten and a half.” 
“Listen, I’m really sorry about your cat.  I just felt terrible and I wanted you all to 
hear it from me personally,” Tee squats down to Cody’s level. 
“It’s ok, sheriff.  It hardly stuck around here.  Sometimes he would be gone for 
weeks at a time,” Bill says before setting his hand on Cody’s shoulder.  “Cody I want you 
to go put on some warm clothes, buddy.  We’re going to go bury him.  Sheriff, where did 
you hit him?  We’ll head-“ 
“Well, that’s the thing,” Tee says, standing up as Cody turns and runs off.  Once he 
is out of the living room he adds: “He’s in my truck.” 
“He’s in your truck?” 
“Yeah I had some old leaf bags in there so I just put him in one of those.  I wasn’t 
sure what you all wanted to do.”   
“Well we’re going to bury him I guess.” 
“Bill?”  A woman’s voice calls out.  The front door opens and Alice sticks her head 
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in.  “Don’t worry, Star is sound asleep… oh well hello Tiberius.  How are you?” 
She quickly steps inside, her house coat pulled around her matronly frame, and hugs 
Tee.  Alice wears oversized rain green boots that had belonged to her late husband.  “Honey 
you never stop by anymore.” 
“I know.  I’m sorry.  I’ve just been busy.  I’m thinking about retiring soon so you 
may start seeing more of me.  How you been getting along, Alice?” 
“Oh I’ve been puttering around.  Trying to keep up with this man’s kids,” she 
laughs, patting Bill on the arm.  “What brings you by so late?  I saw a car outside and a 
strange man walking around.  I just wanted to make sure everything was alright.” 
“Well I hit the Stokely’s cat and I just wanted to tell them in person.  I was taking 
Arthur Thomas home and it just came out of nowhere.” 
“Oh poor thing.  Does Cody know?” 
“Yeah he’s changing his clothes now.  We’re going to go bury it,” Bill says. 
“Bury it?  Tonight?  Do you think that’s a good idea, Bill?” 
“Well, yeah.  I don’t want to get Star involved.  I would rather just tell her that it 
ran off than have a funeral and you know she’ll want an all out funeral even though she 
didn’t like the cat.” 
“Well you shouldn’t be driving,” she says, craning her head, looking past him at the 
bourbon bottle on the coffee table.  “Especially not with Cody in the car, Bill.” 
She says the last part in a whisper. 
“Why don’t you let me take you?”  Tee offers.  “I’ve got Arthur in the car but he 
won’t be a bother.  Two of us can get a hole dug quicker.” 
“Bill, let the sheriff drive you.  You don’t go out there.  Those roads are bad.”  Her 
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eyebrows arc up and she doesn’t seem to blink.  Cody comes down the stairs with a puffy 
over sized light blue coat on.  Mittens hang from strings attached to his sleeves and his 
hood is already pulled up.  He leans his head back to look out the hood. 
“I’m ready,” he says.  “Hi Alice.  Jesus got killed.” 
“Yes honey, I heard.  The sheriff is going to take you and father to bury him.  Why 
don’t you start thinking of some nice things to say about your cat while your father get’s 
ready?” 
Bill glowers for a second, knowing that there isn’t a lot he can do at this point.  “Let 
me go put on some heavier clothes.  Where should we bury him.” 
“Wouldn’t we bury him in the cemetery?”  Cody asks. 
“No that’s where people are buried, honey.  Not animals,” Bill says. 
“Well, we could bury him out there.  I’ve got a key to the gates.  We could just bury 
him way off to the side,” Tee says after a second.  “It’d be better than trespassing on 
someone else’s property.” 
 
     # 
 
Tee and Arthur ride up front while Bill and his son sit in the backseat.  Tee drives 
slowly, overly cautious now with his passengers.  An agreement is made to listen to the 
classical station from the college in Livingston after a brief argument.  The four of them 
are entirely silent as they approach the cemetery gate.  Tee shuts the gate behind them and 
turns off his headlights as they drive through the snow covered granite crosses and 
tombstones.  The bare oak trees look cold in stark contrast to the deciduous trees throughout 
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the cemetery.  Obelisk markers are shrouded in shadow under a night sky that had cleared 
up.  The moonlight reflects off the patchy snow left on the ground. 
“You’re not scared are you, Cody?”  Bill asks, reaching over to squeeze his son’s 
leg. 
“No dad.  You’re here and the sheriff is here and the other man is here,” he says, 
looking out the window.  “Mom’s here too.” 
They drive past Sarah’s grave and then stop about fifty feet away, near a tree line.  
To the left is hill where Cody got the name for his cat.  The men file out of the Bronco.  
Arthur lights a cigarette.  Cody and Bill take the shovels and Tee carries the bag with the 
remains of the cat. 
“You got another one of those?”  Bill asks. 
“Sure,” Arthur hands him the pack and his lighter before looking down to see Cody 
staring back at him. 
“I remember you,” Cody says.  “You were the man from my mom’s funeral.  You 
said you were her cousin.” 
“That’s right, Cody.  You sure have a good memory.” 
“You were Sarah’s cousin?”  Bill said, his eye’s narrowing.   
“Yeah we didn’t speak much.  I got to the funeral late so I just hung back, you 
know,” Arthur says, looking around uncomfortably.   
“The grave is up here,” Cody says, pointing and walking towards the hill. 
“Cody that’s where someone is buried.” 
“I know, dad,” he says, his pace not diminishing. 
Tee shrugs and the three men follow him up the hill.  A copse of bare trees shrouds 
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the grave of Jesus Mitchell.  The granite cross is chipped and weathered and there is no 
sign of any flowers or wreaths left behind.   
Cody points, “This is where he is buried.” 
Tee feels something strange in his stomach, like there’s a ball of something 
expanding and contracting, pushing and pulling against his lungs.  He feels pressure in his 
head and all of the sudden silence seems to own a certain noise that it did not before.  He 
remembers the way the man whimpered when they lowered Jesse Mitchell into the lake all 
those years ago.  
“We bury down two feet and put the cat there.  We’ll cover it back with snow.  No 
one will notice.  No one ever comes here,” he says, setting the bag down next to the 
gravestone. 
“Cody, give me that shovel.” 
“Wait a second sheriff this is insane.  You can’t just go burying a dead cat on top of 
someone else’s grave.  What the hell is wrong with you?”  Bill sticks his shovel into the 
ground as if to punctuate his point.   
“Then you don’t have to dig.  This is where Jesus Mitchell is buried.  Ain’t no one 
ever come here to visit this grave.  It’s just as good as anywhere else.  They bury them six 
feet deep.  We’re not even going half of that.  So help me dig or just stand there.  It don’t 
matter none to me,” Tee says, making his way through the layer of snow and into the hard 
ground.   
Arthur lets out a nervous laugh, before containing himself as Tee glares in his 
direction.  He lights a cigarette off of the one he is smoking and watches.  The hole doesn’t 
take long to dig.  After a moment, Bill reluctantly began to help and in no time they were 
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laying the cat, Jesus Nutmuch, into it’s grave over top of the grave of Jesus Mitchell.  After 
they set the dirty brown mixture of snow and dirt on top of the cat, Tee grabs some fresh 
snow and packs over the dirty snow. 
“Cody, would you like to say something?”  Tee asks, panting and leaning on his 
shovel. 
Cody stands over the grave and shuts his eyes. “Now I lay me down to sleep.  I pray 
the lord my soul to keep.  If I should die before I wake.  I pray the lord my soul to take.  
Now I lay me down to sleep.  I pray the lord my soul to keep.  If I should die before I wake.  
I pray the lord my soul to take.  Now I lay me down to sleep.  I pray the lord my soul to 
keep.  If I should die before I wake.  I pray the lord my soul to take.” 
They come from somewhere during Cody’s prayer –the only prayer that he knows- 
that his mother taught him.  He remembers the way she smiled, patiently saying the words 
over and over as he said them over and over and the way their voices sounded within one 
another and he remembers how her hand felt, smoothing his hair back and the harmony 
that they shared. 
They come out of nowhere it seems, from behind the men and the boy.  The dogs 
do not run, or growl, or even really notice them, they just silently pad past, heads bobbing 
up and down as the men stand, wide eyed, frozen with shock and fear.  Tee looks at Arthur 
who has fallen to his knees his mouth is open in a silent scream.  It is as if the silence has 
taken on a presence, vacuous and dense.  Arthur very slowly leans forward, covering his 
head with his one arm though the dogs do not seem to care or even notice.   
They are in all sizes, breeds.  Some of them look like coyotes, some still have their 
fur –some matted, some brushed- while others are bare, their tails hanging, swaying in 
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cadence with their stride, heads bouncing, scarred, missing ears, strips of flesh cleft, 
exposing yellowed, rotted teeth.  Some are burned, eyes missing though seemingly aware 
of where they are going. 
They move through the men coming close enough to touch, icy plumes of air 
puffing out of their tattered muzzles, they move past the funeral, seemingly not recognizing 
the living anymore before fading into the darkness of the tree line and beyond into the 
woods of Arcadia. 
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